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Fund Summary
DoubleLine Total Return Bond Fund

Investment Objective

The Fund’s investment objective is to seek to maximize total return.

Fees and Expenses of the Fund

This table describes the fees and expenses you may pay if you buy and hold
Class I shares of the Fund.

Shareholder Fees (fees paid directly from your investment)

Class I

Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Purchases (as a
percentage of the offering price) None
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (Load) (as a percentage of
the original purchase price) None
Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Reinvested
Dividends None
Redemption Fee (as a percentage of shares redeemed
within 90 days of purchase) None
Exchange Fee None
Account Fee None

Annual Fund Operating Expenses (expenses that you pay each year as a
percentage of the value of your investment)

Class I

Management Fees 0.40%
Distribution and/or Service (12b-1) Fees None
Other Expenses (including any sub-transfer agent
accounting or administrative services) 0.10%
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses1 0.01%
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses 0.51%

1 Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses are expenses indirectly incurred by the Fund
as a result of its investments in one or more underlying funds, including
exchange-traded funds and money market funds. Because these costs are
indirect, the Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses in this fee table will not



correlate to the expense ratio in the Fund’s financial statements, since
financial statements only include direct costs of the Fund and not the indirect
costs of investing in the underlying funds.

Example

This example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the
Fund with the cost of investing in other mutual funds.

This example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Fund for the time
periods indicated and then redeem all your shares at the end of those
periods. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return
each year and that the Fund’s operating expenses remain the same.
Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these
assumptions, your costs would be:

1 Year $52
3 Years $164
5 Years $285
10 Years $640

Portfolio Turnover

The Fund incurs transaction costs when it buys and sells securities (or
turns over its portfolio). A higher portfolio turnover rate may indicate higher
transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund shares are
held in a taxable account. These costs, which are not reflected in annual
fund operating expenses or in the example, affect the Fund’s performance.
During the most recent fiscal year, the Fund’s portfolio turnover rate was
15% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies

Under normal circumstances, the Fund intends to invest at least 80% of its
net assets (plus the amount of borrowings for investment purposes) in
bonds. Bonds include bonds, debt securities, and other fixed income
instruments issued by governmental or private-sector entities. If the Fund
changes this investment policy, it will notify shareholders at least 60 days in
advance of the change. The Fund intends to invest more than 50% of its net
assets in mortgage-backed securities of any maturity or type guaranteed
by, or secured by collateral that is guaranteed by, the United States
Government, its agencies, instrumentalities or sponsored corporations, or
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in privately issued mortgage-backed securities rated at time of investment
Aa3 or higher by Moody’s or AA- or higher by S&P or the equivalent by any
other nationally recognized statistical rating organization or in unrated
securities that are determined by the Adviser to be of comparable quality.

The Fund may invest in bonds of any credit quality, including those that are
at the time of investment unrated or rated BB+ or lower by S&P or Ba1 or
lower by Moody’s or the equivalent by any other nationally recognized
statistical rating organization. Bonds rated below investment grade, or
unrated securities that are determined by the Adviser to be of comparable
quality, are high yield, high risk bonds, commonly known as junk bonds. The
Fund may invest up to 331⁄3% of its net assets in junk bonds, bank loans and
assignments and credit default swaps of companies in the high yield
universe. The Fund may invest a portion of its net assets in inverse floater
securities and interest-only and principal-only securities.

In managing the Fund’s investments, under normal market conditions, the
portfolio managers intend to seek to construct an investment portfolio with
a weighted average effective duration of no less than one year and no more
than eight years. Duration is a measure of the expected life of a fixed
income instrument that is used to determine the sensitivity of a security’s
price to changes in interest rates. Effective duration is a measure of the
Fund’s portfolio duration adjusted for the anticipated effect of interest rate
changes on bond and mortgage pre-payment rates. The effective duration
of the Fund’s investment portfolio may vary materially from its target, from
time to time, and there is no assurance that the effective duration of the
Fund’s investment portfolio will not exceed its target.

Portfolio securities may be sold at any time. Sales may occur when the
Fund’s portfolio managers determine to take advantage of what the
portfolio managers consider to be a better investment opportunity, when
the portfolio managers believe the portfolio securities no longer represent
relatively attractive investment opportunities, when the portfolio managers
perceive deterioration in the credit fundamentals of the issuer, or when the
portfolio managers believe it would be appropriate to do so in order to
readjust the duration of the Fund’s investment portfolio.

Principal Risks

Since the Fund will hold securities with fluctuating market prices, the

value of the Fund’s shares will vary as its portfolio securities increase or

decrease in value. Therefore, the value of your investment in the Fund

could go down as well as up. You can lose money by investing in the Fund.
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The principal risks affecting the Fund that can cause a decline in value are:

• asset-backed securities investment risk: the risk that borrowers may
default on the obligations that underlie the asset-backed security and
that, during periods of falling interest rates, asset-backed securities
may be called or prepaid, which may result in the Fund having to
reinvest proceeds in other investments at a lower interest rate, and the
risk that the impairment of the value of the collateral underlying a
security in which the Fund invests (due, for example, to non-payment
of loans) will result in a reduction in the value of the security.

• debt securities risks:

O credit risk: the risk that an issuer will default in the payment of
principal and/or interest on a security.

O interest rate risk: the risk that debt securities will decline in value
because of increases in interest rates. The value of a security with
a longer duration will be more sensitive to changes in interest
rates than a similar security with a shorter duration.

• defaulted securities risk: the risk of the uncertainty of repayment of
defaulted securities and obligations of distressed issuers.

• derivatives risk: the risk that an investment in derivatives will not
perform as anticipated by the Adviser, cannot be closed out at a
favorable time or price, or will increase the Fund’s volatility; that
derivatives may create investment leverage; that, when a derivative is
used as a substitute for or alternative to a direct cash investment, the
transaction may not provide a return that corresponds precisely with
that of the cash investment; or that, when used for hedging purposes,
derivatives will not provide the anticipated protection, causing the Fund
to lose money on both the derivatives transaction and the exposure the
Fund sought to hedge.

• financial services risk: the risk that an investment in issuers in the
financial services sector may be adversely affected by, among other
things: (i) changes in the regulatory framework or interest rates that
may negatively affect financial service businesses; (ii) exposure of a
financial institution to a non diversified or concentrated loan portfolio;
(iii) exposure to financial leverage and/or investments or agreements
which, under certain circumstances, may lead to losses, for example
sub-prime loans; and (iv) the risk that a market shock or other
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unexpected market, economic, political, regulatory, or other event
might lead to a sudden decline in the values of most or all companies
in the financial services sector.

• inflation-indexed bond risk: the risk that such bonds will change in
value in response to actual or anticipated changes in inflation rates, in
a manner unanticipated by the Fund’s portfolio management team or
investors generally. Inflation-indexed bonds are subject to debt
securities risks.

• junk bond risk: the risk that these bonds have a higher degree of
default risk and may be less liquid and subject to greater price volatility
than investment grade bonds.

• leveraging risk: the risk that certain investments by the Fund involving
leverage may have the effect of increasing the volatility of the Fund’s
portfolio, and the risk of loss in excess of invested capital.

• liquidity risk: the risk that low trading volume, lack of a market maker,
or contractual or legal restrictions may limit or prevent the Fund from
selling securities or closing derivative positions at desirable times or
prices.

• market risk: the risk that the overall market will perform poorly or that
the returns from the securities in which the Fund invests will
underperform returns from the general securities markets or other
types of investments.

• mortgage-backed securities risks: the risk that borrowers may default
on their mortgage obligations or the guarantees underlying the
mortgage-backed securities will default or otherwise fail and that,
during periods of falling interest rates, mortgage-backed securities
will be called or prepaid, which may result in the Fund having to
reinvest proceeds in other investments at a lower interest rate. During
periods of rising interest rates, the average life of a mortgage-backed
security may extend, which may lock in a below-market interest rate,
increase the security’s duration, and reduce the value of the security.
Enforcing rights against the underlying assets or collateral may be
difficult, or the underlying assets or collateral may be insufficient if the
issuer defaults. The values of certain types of mortgage-backed
securities, such as inverse floaters and interest-only and principal-only
securities, may be extremely sensitive to changes in interest rates and
prepayment rates.
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• portfolio management risk: the risk that an investment strategy may
fail to produce the intended results or that the securities held by the
Fund will underperform other comparable funds because of the
portfolio managers’ choice of investments.

• price volatility risk: the risk that the value of the Fund’s investment
portfolio will change, potentially frequently and in large amounts, as
the prices of its investments go up or down.

• real estate risk: the risk that real estate related investments may
decline in value as a result of factors affecting the real estate industry,
such as the supply of real property in certain markets, changes in
zoning laws, delays in completion of construction, changes in real
estate values, changes in property taxes, levels of occupancy, and local
and regional market conditions.

• securities or sector selection risk: the risk that the securities held by
the Fund will underperform other funds investing in similar asset
classes or comparable benchmarks because of the portfolio
managers’ choice of securities or sectors for investment.

• U.S. Government securities risk: the risk that debt securities issued or
guaranteed by certain U.S. Government agencies, instrumentalities,
and sponsored enterprises are not supported by the full faith and
credit of the U.S. Government, and so involve credit risk greater than
investments in other types of U.S. Government securities.

Please see “Additional Information About Principal Investment Strategies
and Principal Risks — Principal Risks” for a more detailed description of
the risks of investing in the Fund.

Performance

The following performance information provides some indication of the
risks of investing in the Fund. The bar chart shows the performance of the
Fund’s Class I shares for its first full calendar year. The table below shows
how the average annual returns of the Fund’s Class I shares for the 1-year
and since inception periods compare to those of a broad-based securities
market index. The Fund’s past performance (before and after taxes) is not
necessarily an indication of how the Fund will perform in the future. Absent
any applicable fee waivers and/or expense limitations (which applied to the
Fund from inception through July 24, 2012), performance would have been
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lower. Updated information on the Fund’s investment results can be
obtained at no charge by calling 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) or by visiting
the Fund’s website at www.doublelinefunds.com.
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Calendar year-to-date total return as of June 30, 2012 is 4.66%.

During the period shown above, the highest and lowest quarterly
returns earned by the Fund were:

Highest: 3.92% Quarter ended September 30, 2011

Lowest: 0.61% Quarter ended December 31, 2011

Average Annual Total Returns (for the periods ended December 31, 2011)

Total Return Bond Fund One Year
Since Inception
(April 6, 2010)

Class I

Return Before Taxes 9.51% 15.09%

Return After Taxes on
Distributions 6.43% 11.76%

Return After Taxes on
Distributions and Sale
of Fund Shares 6.11% 10.94%

Barclays Capital U.S.

Aggregate Bond Index (reflects
no deduction for fees, expenses
or taxes) 7.84% 7.57%
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The Fund’s after-tax returns as shown in the above table are calculated
using the historical highest applicable individual federal marginal income
tax rates for the period and do not reflect the impact of state and local
taxes. Your actual after-tax returns depend on your tax situation and may
differ from those shown. If you own shares of the Fund in a tax-deferred
account, such as a 401(k) plan or an individual retirement account, after-tax
returns shown are not relevant to your investment. The “Return After Taxes
on Distributions and Sale of Fund Shares” may be higher than other return
figures because when a capital loss occurs upon the redemption of shares
of the Fund, a tax deduction is provided that may benefit the investor.
After-tax returns are for Class I shares only. After-tax returns for other
classes may vary. The Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index
represents securities that are SEC-registered, taxable and dollar
denominated. This index covers the U.S. investment-grade fixed rate bond
market, with index components for government and corporate securities,
mortgage pass-through securities, and asset-backed securities. These
major sectors are subdivided into more specific indices that are calculated
and reported on a regular basis.

Investment Adviser

DoubleLine Capital LP (the “Adviser” or “DoubleLine”) is the investment
adviser to the Fund.

Portfolio Managers

The portfolio managers for the Fund are:

Name
Experience with

the Fund
Primary Title with the

Investment Adviser

Jeffrey E. Gundlach Since the Fund’s
inception in 2010

Chief Executive Officer

Philip A. Barach Since the Fund’s
inception in 2010

President

Other Important Information Regarding Fund Shares

For more information about purchase and sale of Fund shares, tax
information, and payments to broker-dealers and other financial
intermediaries, please see “Summary of Other Important Information
Regarding Fund Shares.”
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Fund Summary
DoubleLine Core Fixed Income Fund

Investment Objective

The Fund’s investment objective is to seek to maximize current income and
total return.

Fees and Expenses of the Fund

This table describes the fees and expenses you may pay if you buy and hold
Class I shares of the Fund.

Shareholder Fees (fees paid directly from your investment)

Class I

Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Purchases (as a
percentage of the offering price) None
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (Load) (as a percentage of
the original purchase price) None
Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Reinvested
Dividends None
Redemption Fee (as a percentage of shares redeemed
within 90 days of purchase) None
Exchange Fee None
Account Fee None

Annual Fund Operating Expenses (expenses that you pay each year as a
percentage of the value of your investment)

Class I

Management Fees 0.40%
Distribution and/or Service (12b-1) Fees None
Other Expenses (including any sub-transfer agent
accounting or administrative services) 0.14%
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses1 0.01%
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses 0.55%

1 Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses are expenses indirectly incurred by the Fund
as a result of its investments in one or more underlying funds, including
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exchange-traded funds and money market funds. Because these costs are
indirect, the Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses in this fee table will not
correlate to the expense ratio in the Fund’s financial statements, since
financial statements only include direct costs of the Fund and not the indirect
costs of investing in the underlying funds.

Example

This example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the
Fund with the cost of investing in other mutual funds.

This example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Fund for the time
periods indicated and then redeem all your shares at the end of those
periods. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return
each year and that the Fund’s operating expenses remain the same.
Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these
assumptions, your costs would be:

1 Year $56
3 Years $176
5 Years $307
10 Years $689

Portfolio Turnover

The Fund incurs transaction costs when it buys and sells securities (or
turns over its portfolio). A higher portfolio turnover rate may indicate higher
transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund shares are
held in a taxable account. These costs, which are not reflected in annual
fund operating expenses or in the example, affect the Fund’s performance.
During the most recent fiscal year, the Fund’s portfolio turnover rate was
81% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies

Under normal circumstances, the Fund intends to invest at least 80% of its
net assets (plus the amount of borrowings for investment purposes) in fixed
income instruments. These fixed income instruments include but are not
limited to securities issued or guaranteed by the United States Government,
its agencies, instrumentalities or sponsored corporations; corporate
obligations (including foreign hybrid securities); mortgage-backed
securities; asset-backed securities; foreign securities (corporate and
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government); emerging market securities (corporate and government);
bank loans and assignments; and other securities bearing fixed or variable
interest rates of any maturity. If the Fund changes this investment policy, it
will notify shareholders at least 60 days in advance of the change.

The Fund may invest in fixed income instruments of any credit quality,
including those that are at the time of investment unrated or rated BB+ or
lower by S&P or Ba1 or lower by Moody’s or the equivalent by any other
nationally recognized statistical rating organization. Fixed income
instruments rated below investment grade, or unrated securities that are
determined by the Adviser to be of comparable quality, are high yield, high
risk bonds, commonly known as junk bonds. The Fund may invest up to
33 1⁄3% of its net assets in junk bonds, bank loans and assignments and
credit default swaps of companies in the high yield universe.

The Fund may invest up to 5% of its net assets in defaulted corporate
securities where the portfolio manager believes the restructured enterprise
valuations or liquidation valuations may exceed current market values. The
Fund may invest a portion of its net assets in inverse floaters and interest-
only and principal-only securities and a portion of its net assets in fixed
income instruments (including hybrid securities) issued or guaranteed by
companies, financial institutions and government entities in emerging
market countries. An “emerging market country” is a country that, at the
time the Fund invests in the related fixed income instruments, is classified
as an emerging or developing economy by any supranational organization
such as the International Bank of Reconstruction and Development or any
affiliate thereof (the “World Bank”) or the United Nations, or related
entities, or is considered an emerging market country for purposes of
constructing major emerging market securities indexes.

In managing the Fund’s investments, under normal market conditions, the
portfolio manager uses a controlled risk approach. The techniques of this
approach attempt to control the principal risk components of the fixed
income markets and include consideration of:

• security selection within a given sector;

• relative performance of the various market sectors;

• the shape of the yield curve; and

• fluctuations in the overall level of interest rates.
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The portfolio manager also utilizes active asset allocation in managing the
Fund’s investments and monitors the duration of the Fund’s portfolio
securities to seek to mitigate the Fund’s exposure to interest rate risk. In
managing the Fund’s investments, under normal market conditions, the
portfolio manager intends to seek to construct an investment portfolio with
a weighted average effective duration of no less than two years and no
more than eight years. Duration is a measure of the expected life of a fixed
income instrument that is used to determine the sensitivity of a security’s
price to changes in interest rates. Effective duration is a measure of the
Fund’s portfolio duration adjusted for the anticipated effect of interest rate
changes on bond and mortgage pre-payment rates. The effective duration
of the Fund’s investment portfolio may vary materially from its target, from
time to time, and there is no assurance that the effective duration of the
Fund’s investment portfolio will not exceed its target.

Portfolio securities may be sold at any time. Sales may occur when the
Fund’s portfolio manager determines to take advantage of what the
portfolio manager considers to be a better investment opportunity, when
the portfolio manager believes the portfolio securities no longer represent
relatively attractive investment opportunities, when the portfolio manager
perceives deterioration in the credit fundamentals of the issuer, or when
the individual security has reached the portfolio manager’s sell target.

Principal Risks

Since the Fund will hold securities with fluctuating market prices, the

value of the Fund’s shares will vary as its portfolio securities increase or

decrease in value. Therefore, the value of your investment in the Fund

could go down as well as up. You can lose money by investing in the Fund.

The principal risks affecting the Fund that can cause a decline in value are:

• asset-backed securities investment risk: the risk that borrowers may
default on the obligations that underlie the asset-backed security and
that, during periods of falling interest rates, asset-backed securities
may be called or prepaid, which may result in the Fund having to
reinvest proceeds in other investments at a lower interest rate, and the
risk that the impairment of the value of the collateral underlying a
security in which the Fund invests (due, for example, to non-payment
of loans) will result in a reduction in the value of the security.
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• debt securities risks:

O credit risk: the risk that an issuer will default in the payment of
principal and/or interest on a security.

O interest rate risk: the risk that debt securities will decline in value
because of increases in interest rates. The value of a security with
a longer duration will be more sensitive to changes in interest
rates than a similar security with a shorter duration.

• defaulted securities risk: the risk of the uncertainty of repayment of
defaulted securities and obligations of distressed issuers.

• derivatives risk: the risk that an investment in derivatives will not
perform as anticipated by the Adviser, cannot be closed out at a
favorable time or price, or will increase the Fund’s volatility; that
derivatives may create investment leverage; that, when a derivative is
used as a substitute for or alternative to a direct cash investment, the
transaction may not provide a return that corresponds precisely with
that of the cash investment; or that, when used for hedging purposes,
derivatives will not provide the anticipated protection, causing the Fund
to lose money on both the derivatives transaction and the exposure the
Fund sought to hedge.

• emerging market country risk: the risk that investing in emerging
markets will be subject to greater political and economic instability,
greater volatility in currency exchange rates, less developed securities
markets, possible trade barriers, currency transfer restrictions, a
more limited number of potential buyers, an emerging market
country’s dependence on revenue from particular commodities or
international aid, less governmental supervision and regulation,
unavailability of currency hedging techniques, differences in auditing
and financial reporting standards, and less developed legal systems
than in many more developed countries.

• financial services risk: the risk that an investment in issuers in the
financial services sector may be adversely affected by, among other
things: (i) changes in the regulatory framework or interest rates that
may negatively affect financial service businesses; (ii) exposure of a
financial institution to a non diversified or concentrated loan portfolio;
(iii) exposure to financial leverage and/or investments or agreements
which, under certain circumstances, may lead to losses, for example
sub-prime loans; and (iv) the risk that a market shock or other
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unexpected market, economic, political, regulatory, or other event
might lead to a sudden decline in the values of most or all companies
in the financial services sector.

• foreign currency risk: the risk that fluctuations in exchange rates may
adversely affect the value of the Fund’s investments denominated in
foreign currencies.

• foreign investing risk: the risk that the Fund’s investments will be
affected by political, regulatory, and economic risks not present in
domestic investments. In addition, when the Fund buys securities
denominated in a foreign currency, there are special risks such as
changes in currency exchange rates and the risk that a foreign
government could regulate or restrict foreign exchange transactions.
In addition, to the extent that investments are made in a limited
number of countries, events in those countries will have a more
significant impact on the Fund.

• inflation-indexed bond risk: the risk that such bonds will change in
value in response to actual or anticipated changes in inflation rates, in
a manner unanticipated by the Fund’s portfolio management team or
investors generally. Inflation-indexed bonds are subject to debt
securities risks.

• junk bond risk: the risk that these bonds have a higher degree of
default risk and may be less liquid and subject to greater price volatility
than investment grade bonds.

• leveraging risk: the risk that certain investments by the Fund involving
leverage may have the effect of increasing the volatility of the Fund’s
portfolio, and the risk of loss in excess of invested capital.

• liquidity risk: the risk that low trading volume, lack of a market maker,
or contractual or legal restrictions may limit or prevent the Fund from
selling securities or closing derivative positions at desirable times or
prices.

• market risk: the risk that the overall market will perform poorly or that
the returns from the securities in which the Fund invests will
underperform returns from the general securities markets or other
types of investments.
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• mortgage-backed securities risks: the risk that borrowers may default
on their mortgage obligations or the guarantees underlying the
mortgage-backed securities will default or otherwise fail and that,
during periods of falling interest rates, mortgage-backed securities
will be called or prepaid, which may result in the Fund having to
reinvest proceeds in other investments at a lower interest rate. During
periods of rising interest rates, the average life of a mortgage-backed
security may extend, which may lock in a below-market interest rate,
increase the security’s duration, and reduce the value of the security.
Enforcing rights against the underlying assets or collateral may be
difficult, or the underlying assets or collateral may be insufficient if the
issuer defaults. The values of certain types of mortgage-backed
securities, such as inverse floaters and interest-only and principal-only
securities, may be extremely sensitive to changes in interest rates and
prepayment rates.

• portfolio management risk: the risk that an investment strategy may
fail to produce the intended results or that the securities held by the
Fund will underperform other comparable funds because of the
portfolio manager’s choice of investments.

• price volatility risk: the risk that the value of the Fund’s investment
portfolio will change, potentially frequently and in large amounts, as
the prices of its investments go up or down.

• real estate risk: the risk that real estate related investments may
decline in value as a result of factors affecting the real estate industry,
such as the supply of real property in certain markets, changes in
zoning laws, delays in completion of construction, changes in real
estate values, changes in property taxes, levels of occupancy, and local
and regional market conditions.

• securities or sector selection risk: the risk that the securities held by
the Fund will underperform other funds investing in similar asset
classes or comparable benchmarks because of the portfolio
manager’s choice of securities or sectors for investment.

• U.S. Government securities risk: the risk that debt securities issued or
guaranteed by certain U.S. Government agencies, instrumentalities,
and sponsored enterprises are not supported by the full faith and
credit of the U.S. Government, and so involve credit risk greater than
investments in other types of U.S. Government securities.
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Please see “Additional Information About Principal Investment Strategies
and Principal Risks — Principal Risks” for a more detailed description of
the risks of investing in the Fund.

Performance

The following performance information provides some indication of the
risks of investing in the Fund. The bar chart shows the performance of the
Fund’s Class I shares for its first full calendar year. The table below shows
how the average annual returns of the Fund’s Class I shares for the 1-year
and since inception periods compare to those of a broad-based securities
market index. The Fund’s past performance (before and after taxes) is not
necessarily an indication of how the Fund will perform in the future. Absent
any applicable fee waivers and/or expense limitations (which applied to the
Fund from inception through July 24, 2012), performance would have been
lower. Updated information on the Fund’s investment results can be
obtained at no charge by calling 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) or by visiting
the Fund’s website at www.doublelinefunds.com.
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Calendar year-to-date total return as of June 30, 2012 is 4.15%.

During the period shown above, the highest and lowest quarterly
returns earned by the Fund were:

Highest: 4.35% Quarter ended September 30, 2011

Lowest: 1.80% Quarter ended December 31, 2011
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Average Annual Total Returns (for the periods ended December 31, 2011)

Core Fixed Income Fund One Year
Since Inception
(June 1, 2010)

Class I

Return Before Taxes 11.45% 12.09%

Return After Taxes on
Distributions 9.37% 9.91%

Return After Taxes on
Distributions and Sale
of Fund Shares 7.38% 9.02%

Barclays Capital U.S.

Aggregate Bond Index (reflects
no deduction for fees, expenses
or taxes) 7.84% 6.67%

The Fund’s after-tax returns as shown in the above table are calculated
using the historical highest applicable individual federal marginal income
tax rates for the period and do not reflect the impact of state and local
taxes. Your actual after-tax returns depend on your tax situation and may
differ from those shown. If you own shares of the Fund in a tax-deferred
account, such as a 401(k) plan or an individual retirement account, after-tax
returns shown are not relevant to your investment. The “Return After Taxes
on Distributions and Sale of Fund Shares” may be higher than other return
figures because when a capital loss occurs upon the redemption of shares
of the Fund, a tax deduction is provided that may benefit the investor.
After-tax returns are for Class I shares only. After-tax returns for other
classes will vary. The Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index
represents securities that are SEC-registered, taxable and dollar-
denominated. This index covers the U.S. investment-grade fixed rate bond
market, with index components for government and corporate securities,
mortgage pass-through securities, and asset-backed securities. These
major sectors are subdivided into more specific indices that are calculated
and reported on a regular basis.

Investment Adviser

DoubleLine Capital LP is the investment adviser to the Fund.
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Portfolio Manager

The portfolio manager for the Fund is:

Name
Experience with

the Fund
Primary Title with the

Investment Adviser

Jeffrey E. Gundlach Since the Fund’s
inception in 2010

Chief Executive Officer

Other Important Information Regarding Fund Shares

For more information about purchase and sale of Fund shares, tax
information, and payments to broker-dealers and other financial
intermediaries, please see “Summary of Other Important Information
Regarding Fund Shares.”
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Fund Summary
DoubleLine Emerging Markets Fixed

Income Fund

Investment Objective

The Fund’s investment objective is to seek high total return from current
income and capital appreciation.

Fees and Expenses of the Fund

This table describes the fees and expenses you may pay if you buy and hold
Class I shares of the Fund.

Shareholder Fees (fees paid directly from your investment)

Class I

Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Purchases (as a
percentage of the offering price) None
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (Load) (as a percentage of
the original purchase price) None
Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Reinvested
Dividends None
Redemption Fee (as a percentage of shares redeemed
within 90 days of purchase) None
Exchange Fee None
Account Fee None

Annual Fund Operating Expenses (expenses that you pay each year as a
percentage of the value of your investment)

Class I

Management Fees 0.75%
Distribution and/or Service (12b-1) Fees None
Other Expenses (including any sub-transfer agent
accounting or administrative services) 0.20%
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses1 0.01%
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses 0.96%

Fee Waiver and/or Expense Reimbursement2 0.00%
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses After Fee
Waiver and/or Expense Reimbursement 0.96%
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1 Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses are expenses indirectly incurred by the Fund
as a result of its investments in one or more underlying funds, including
exchange-traded funds and money market funds. Because these costs are
indirect, the Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses in this fee table will not
correlate to the expense ratio in the Fund’s financial statements, since
financial statements only include direct costs of the Fund and not the indirect
costs of investing in the underlying funds.

2 The Adviser has contractually agreed to waive its investment advisory fee and to
reimburse the Fund for other ordinary operating expenses to the extent
necessary to limit ordinary operating expenses to an amount not to exceed
0.95% for Class I shares. Ordinary operating expenses exclude taxes,
commissions, mark-ups, litigation expenses, indemnification expenses,
interest expenses, Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses, and any extraordinary
expenses. This expense limitation is expected to apply until at least July 24,
2013, except that it may be terminated by the Board of Trustees at any time. To
the extent that the Adviser waives its investment advisory fee and/or
reimburses the Fund for other ordinary operating expenses, it may seek
reimbursement of a portion or all of such amounts at any time within three
fiscal years after the fiscal year in which such amounts were waived or
reimbursed, subject to the expense limitation in place at the time such
amounts were waived or reimbursed.

Example

This example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the
Fund with the cost of investing in other mutual funds.

This example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Fund for the time
periods indicated and then redeem all your shares at the end of those
periods. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return
each year and that the Fund’s operating expenses remain the same (taking
into account the Fund’s expense limitation for the first year). Although your
actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your
costs would be:

1 Year $98
3 Years $306
5 Years $531
10 Years $1,178

Portfolio Turnover

The Fund incurs transaction costs when it buys and sells securities (or
turns over its portfolio). A higher portfolio turnover rate may indicate higher
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transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund shares are
held in a taxable account. These costs, which are not reflected in annual
fund operating expenses or in the example, affect the Fund’s performance.
During the most recent fiscal year, the Fund’s portfolio turnover rate was
177% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies

Under normal circumstances, the Fund intends to invest at least 80% of its
net assets (plus the amount of borrowings for investment purposes) in fixed
income instruments. These fixed income instruments include but are not
limited to securities issued or guaranteed by companies (including foreign
hybrid securities), financial institutions and government entities in
emerging market countries and other securities bearing fixed or variable
interest rates of any maturity. If the Fund changes this investment policy, it
will notify shareholders at least 60 days in advance of the change. The Fund
will generally invest in at least four emerging market countries.

An “emerging market country” is a country that, at the time the Fund
invests in the related fixed income instruments, is classified as an
emerging or developing economy by any supranational organization such as
the World Bank or the United Nations, or related entities, or is considered
an emerging market country for purposes of constructing major emerging
market securities indexes.

The Fund may invest, without limitation, in fixed income instruments of any
credit quality, including those that at the time of investment are unrated or
rated BB+ or lower by S&P or Ba1 or lower by Moody’s or the equivalent by
any other nationally recognized statistical rating organization. Fixed income
instruments rated below investment grade, or unrated securities that are
determined by the Adviser to be of comparable quality, are high yield, high
risk bonds, commonly known as junk bonds. The Fund may invest in hybrid
securities relating to emerging market countries.

The Fund may invest up to 20% of its net assets in defaulted corporate
securities where the portfolio manager believes the restructured enterprise
valuations or liquidation valuations may exceed current market values. In
addition, the Fund may invest in defaulted sovereign investments where the
portfolio manager believes the expected debt sustainability of the country is
not reflected in current market valuations. The Fund may invest in
derivatives, such as options, swaps (including credit default swaps), futures,
structured investments, foreign currency futures and forward contracts.
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These practices may be used to hedge the Fund’s portfolio as well as for
investment purposes; however, such practices sometimes may reduce
returns or increase volatility. The Fund is registered as a non-diversified
investment company as defined in the Investment Company Act of 1940, as
amended (the “1940 Act”), and may invest in the securities of a smaller
number of issuers than a diversified company.

In allocating investments among various emerging market countries, the
portfolio manager attempts to analyze internal political, market and
economic factors. These factors include:

• public finances;

• monetary policy;

• external accounts;

• financial markets;

• foreign investment regulations;

• stability of exchange rate policy; and

• labor conditions.

In managing the Fund’s investments, under normal market conditions, the
portfolio manager intends to seek to construct an investment portfolio with
a weighted average effective duration of no less than two years and no
more than eight years. Duration is a measure of the expected life of a fixed
income instrument that is used to determine the sensitivity of a security’s
price to changes in interest rates. Effective duration is a measure of the
Fund’s portfolio duration adjusted for the anticipated effect of interest rate
changes on bond and mortgage pre-payment rates. The effective duration
of the Fund’s investment portfolio may vary materially from its target, from
time to time, and there is no assurance that the effective duration of the
Fund’s investment portfolio will not exceed its target.

Portfolio securities may be sold at any time. Sales may occur when the
Fund’s portfolio manager perceives deterioration in the credit
fundamentals of the issuer, when the portfolio manager believes there are
negative macro geo-political considerations that may affect the issuer,
when the portfolio manager determines to take advantage of a better
investment opportunity, or when the individual security has reached the
portfolio manager’s sell target.
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Principal Risks

Since the Fund will hold securities with fluctuating market prices, the

value of the Fund’s shares will vary as its portfolio securities increase or

decrease in value. Therefore, the value of your investment in the Fund

could go down as well as up. You can lose money by investing in the Fund.

The principal risks affecting the Fund that can cause a decline in value are:

• debt securities risks:

O credit risk: the risk that an issuer will default in the payment of
principal and/or interest on a security.

O interest rate risk: the risk that debt securities will decline in value
because of increases in interest rates. The value of a security with
a longer duration will be more sensitive to changes in interest
rates than a similar security with a shorter duration.

• defaulted securities risk: the risk of the uncertainty of repayment of
defaulted securities and obligations of distressed issuers.

• derivatives risk: the risk that an investment in derivatives will not
perform as anticipated by the Adviser, cannot be closed out at a
favorable time or price, or will increase the Fund’s volatility; that
derivatives may create investment leverage; that, when a derivative is
used as a substitute for or alternative to a direct cash investment, the
transaction may not provide a return that corresponds precisely with
that of the cash investment; or that, when used for hedging purposes,
derivatives will not provide the anticipated protection, causing the Fund
to lose money on both the derivatives transaction and the exposure the
Fund sought to hedge.

• emerging market country risk: the risk that investing in emerging
markets will be subject to greater political and economic instability,
greater volatility in currency exchange rates, less developed securities
markets, possible trade barriers, currency transfer restrictions, a
more limited number of potential buyers, an emerging market
country’s dependence on revenue from particular commodities or
international aid, less governmental supervision and regulation,
unavailability of currency hedging techniques, differences in auditing
and financial reporting standards, and less developed legal systems
than in many more developed countries.
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• financial services risk: the risk that an investment in issuers in the
financial services sector may be adversely affected by, among other
things: (i) changes in the regulatory framework or interest rates that
may negatively affect financial service businesses; (ii) exposure of a
financial institution to a non diversified or concentrated loan portfolio;
(iii) exposure to financial leverage and/or investments or agreements
which, under certain circumstances, may lead to losses, for example
sub-prime loans; and (iv) the risk that a market shock or other
unexpected market, economic, political, regulatory, or other event
might lead to a sudden decline in the values of most or all companies
in the financial services sector.

• foreign currency risk: the risk that fluctuations in exchange rates may
adversely affect the value of the Fund’s investments denominated in
foreign currencies.

• foreign investing risk: the risk that the Fund’s investments will be
affected by political, regulatory, and economic risks not present in
domestic investments. In addition, when the Fund buys securities
denominated in a foreign currency, there are special risks such as
changes in currency exchange rates and the risk that a foreign
government could regulate or restrict foreign exchange transactions.
In addition, to the extent that investments are made in a limited
number of countries, events in those countries will have a more
significant impact on the Fund.

• junk bond risk: the risk that these bonds have a higher degree of
default risk and may be less liquid and subject to greater price volatility
than investment grade bonds.

• leveraging risk: the risk that certain investments by the Fund involving
leverage may have the effect of increasing the volatility of the Fund’s
portfolio, and the risk of loss in excess of invested capital.

• liquidity risk: the risk that low trading volume, lack of a market maker,
or contractual or legal restrictions may limit or prevent the Fund from
selling securities or closing derivative positions at desirable times or
prices.

• market risk: the risk that the overall market will perform poorly or that
the returns from the securities in which the Fund invests will
underperform returns from the general securities markets or other
types of investments.
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• non-diversification risk: the risk that, because a relatively higher
percentage of the Fund’s assets may be invested in the securities of a
limited number of issuers, the Fund may be more susceptible to any
single economic, political or regulatory event than a more diversified
fund. A decline in the market value of one of the Fund’s investments
may affect the Fund’s value more than if the Fund were a diversified
fund.

• portfolio management risk: the risk that an investment strategy may
fail to produce the intended results or that the securities held by the
Fund will underperform other comparable funds because of the
portfolio manager’s choice of investments.

• portfolio turnover risk: the risk that frequent purchases and sales of
portfolio securities may result in higher Fund expenses and may result
in larger distributions of taxable capital gains to investors as compared
to a fund that trades less frequently.

• price volatility risk: the risk that the value of the Fund’s investment
portfolio will change, potentially frequently and in large amounts, as
the prices of its investments go up or down.

• securities or sector selection risk: the risk that the securities held by
the Fund will underperform other funds investing in similar asset
classes or comparable benchmarks because of the portfolio
manager’s choice of securities or sectors for investment.

Please see “Additional Information About Principal Investment Strategies
and Principal Risks — Principal Risks” for a more detailed description of
the risks of investing in the Fund.

Performance

The following performance information provides some indication of the
risks of investing in the Fund. The bar chart shows the performance of the
Fund’s Class I shares for its first full calendar year. The table below shows
how the average annual returns of the Fund’s Class I shares for the 1-year
and since inception periods compare to those of a broad-based securities
market index. Absent any applicable fee waivers and/or expense limitations
(which have applied to the Fund since inception), performance would have
been lower. The Fund’s past performance (before and after taxes) is not
necessarily an indication of how the Fund will perform in the future.
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Updated information on the Fund’s investment results can be obtained at
no charge by calling 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) or by visiting the Fund’s
website at www.doublelinefunds.com.
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Calendar year-to-date total return as of June 30, 2012 is 7.07%.

During the period shown above, the highest and lowest quarterly
returns earned by the Fund were:

Highest: 3.91% Quarter ended December 31, 2011

Lowest: (3.88%) Quarter ended September 30, 2011

Average Annual Total Returns (for the periods ended December 31, 2011)

Emerging Markets Fixed Income
Fund

One
Year

Since Inception
(April 6, 2010)

Class I

Return Before Taxes 4.51% 7.77%

Return After Taxes on
Distributions 2.06% 5.48%

Return After Taxes on
Distributions and Sale of
Fund Shares 2.93% 5.30%

JP Morgan Emerging Markets

Bond (EMBI) Global Diversified

Index (reflects no deduction for fees,
expenses or taxes) 7.35% 8.55%
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The Fund’s after-tax returns as shown in the above table are calculated
using the historical highest applicable individual federal marginal income
tax rates for the period and do not reflect the impact of state and local
taxes. Your actual after-tax returns depend on your tax situation and may
differ from those shown. If you own shares of the Fund in a tax-deferred
account, such as a 401(k) plan or an individual retirement account, after-tax
returns shown are not relevant to your investment. The “Return After Taxes
on Distributions and Sale of Fund Shares” may be higher than other return
figures because when a capital loss occurs upon the redemption of shares
of the Fund, a tax deduction is provided that may benefit the investor.
After-tax returns are for Class I shares only. After-tax returns for other
classes will vary. The JP Morgan Emerging Markets Bond (EMBI) Global
Diversified Index is a uniquely weighted version of the EMBI Global which
includes U.S. dollar-denominated Brady bonds, Eurobonds and traded
loans issued by sovereign and quasi-sovereign entities. It limits the weights
of those index countries with larger debt stocks by only including specified
portions of these countries’ eligible current face amounts of debt
outstanding.

Investment Adviser

DoubleLine Capital LP is the investment adviser to the Fund.

Portfolio Manager

The portfolio manager for the Fund is:

Name
Experience with

the Fund
Primary Title with the

Investment Adviser

Luz M. Padilla Since the Fund’s
inception in 2010

Portfolio Manager

Other Important Information Regarding Fund Shares

For more information about purchase and sale of Fund shares, tax
information, and payments to broker-dealers and other financial
intermediaries, please see “Summary of Other Important Information
Regarding Fund Shares.”
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Fund Summary
DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund

Investment Objective

The Fund seeks long-term capital appreciation.

Fees and Expenses of the Fund

This table describes the fees and expenses you may pay if you buy and hold
Class I shares of the Fund.

Shareholder Fees (fees paid directly from your investment)

Class I

Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Purchases (as a
percentage of the offering price) None
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (Load) (as a percentage of
the original purchase price) None
Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Reinvested
Dividends None
Redemption Fee (as a percentage of shares redeemed
within 90 days of purchase) 1.00%
Exchange Fee None
Account Fee None

Annual Fund Operating Expenses (expenses that you pay each year as a
percentage of the value of your investment)

Class I

Management Fees 1.00%
Distribution and/or Service (12b-1) Fees None
Other Expenses (including any sub-transfer agent
accounting or administrative services) 0.51%
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses1 0.26%
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses 1.77%

Fee Waiver and/or Expense Reimbursement2 (0.42%)
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses After Fee
Waiver and/or Expense Reimbursement 1.35%
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1 Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses are expenses indirectly incurred by the Fund
as a result of its investments in one or more underlying funds, including
exchange-traded funds and money market funds. Because these costs are
indirect, the Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses in this fee table will not
correlate to the expense ratio in the Fund’s financial statements, since
financial statements only include direct costs of the Fund and not the indirect
costs of investing in the underlying funds. For the fiscal year ended March 31,
2012, the Fund’s net direct ordinary operating expense ratio, after applicable
waivers and reimbursements, was 1.09%.

2 The Adviser has contractually agreed to waive its investment advisory fee and to
reimburse the Fund for other ordinary operating expenses to the extent
necessary to limit ordinary operating expenses to an amount not to exceed
1.20% for Class I shares. Ordinary operating expenses exclude taxes,
commissions, mark-ups, litigation expenses, indemnification expenses,
interest expenses, Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses, and any extraordinary
expenses. This expense limitation is expected to apply until at least July 24,
2013, except that it may be terminated by the Board of Trustees at any time. To
the extent that the Adviser waives its investment advisory fee and/or
reimburses the Fund for other ordinary operating expenses, it may seek
reimbursement of a portion or all of such amounts at any time within three
fiscal years after the fiscal year in which such amounts were waived or
reimbursed, subject to the expense limitation in place at the time such
amounts were waived or reimbursed.

Example

This example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the
Fund with the cost of investing in other mutual funds.

This example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Fund for the time
periods indicated and then redeem all your shares at the end of those
periods. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return
each year and that the Fund’s operating expenses remain the same (taking
into account the Fund’s expense limitation for the first year). Although your
actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your
costs would be:

1 Year $137
3 Years $516
5 Years $920
10 Years $2,049
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Portfolio Turnover

The Fund incurs transaction costs when it buys and sells securities (or
turns over its portfolio). A higher portfolio turnover rate may indicate higher
transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund shares are
held in a taxable account. These costs, which are not reflected in annual
fund operating expenses or in the example, affect the Fund’s performance.
During the most recent fiscal year, the Fund’s portfolio turnover rate was
48% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies

The Fund seeks long-term capital appreciation by actively allocating its
assets across asset classes, market sectors, and specific investments. The
Adviser allocates the Fund’s assets in response to changing market,
economic, and political factors and events that the Fund’s portfolio
managers believe may affect the value of the Fund’s investments. The
Adviser will attempt to construct a portfolio with the potential for capital
appreciation, but may also seek to control risk by active allocation among
asset classes, market and economic sectors, and issuers. The Fund’s
portfolio will be actively managed, and the allocation of the Fund’s assets to
asset classes, market sectors, and issuers will change over time,
sometimes rapidly.

The Fund’s principal investments may include:

Equity Investments — Equity securities, of any kind, of U.S. or foreign
issuers of any size.

Debt obligations — Debt obligations, of any kind, of domestic or foreign
private or governmental issuers. The Fund may invest a substantial
portion of its assets in mortgage-backed securities, including
collateralized mortgage obligations, and other asset-backed
securities. The Fund may invest in investments of any maturity and of
any quality, including defaulted securities, and may invest without limit
in securities rated below investment grade, sometimes referred to as
high yield or junk bonds, and in unrated securities of any credit quality.
When purchasing unrated securities for the Fund, the Adviser may
assess such unrated securities as being of comparable ratings quality
to other bonds and assign an internal credit rating to such unrated
bonds.
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Real Estate — Investments in real estate related securities, such as,
for example, real estate investment trusts (“REITs”), real estate
operating companies, brokers, developers, and builders; property
management firms; and mortgage servicing firms.

Commodities — Investments intended to provide exposure to one or
more physical commodities or commodities indices. Investments may
include, by way of example, exchange-traded funds, futures contracts,
options on futures contracts, forward contracts, securities designed to
provide commodity-based exposures, and common or preferred stocks
of subsidiaries of the Fund that invest directly or indirectly in precious
metals and minerals or other commodity-related investments.

Currencies — Investment positions in various foreign currencies,
including actual holdings of those currencies, and forward, futures,
swap, and option contracts with respect to foreign currencies.

Short-Term Investments — Short-term, high quality investments.

Although there is no limit on the amount of the Fund’s assets that may be
invested in any particular asset class, the Adviser currently expects that the
Fund will typically invest at least 20% of its assets in equity securities and
other equity-related investments and 20% of its assets in debt obligations
and short-term investments; the Fund may invest less than these amounts
at any time if the Adviser believes it may be in the Fund’s best interest to do
so.

The Fund may make any investment or use any investment strategy
consistent with applicable law. The Fund may engage in short sales, either
to earn additional return or to hedge existing investments. The Fund may
enter into derivatives transactions of any kind for hedging purposes or
otherwise to gain, or reduce, long or short exposure to one or more asset
classes or issuers. The Fund may use derivatives transactions with the
purpose or effect of creating investment leverage. Although the Fund
reserves the right to invest in derivatives of any kind, it currently expects
that it may use the following types of derivatives: futures contracts and
options on futures contracts, in order to gain efficient long or short
investment exposures as an alternative to cash investments or to hedge
against portfolio exposures; interest rate swaps, to gain indirect long or
short exposures to interest rates, issuers, or currencies, or to hedge
against portfolio exposures; and total return swaps and credit derivatives
(such as credit default swaps), put and call options, and exchange-traded
and structured notes, to take indirect long or short positions on indexes,
securities, currencies, commodities or other indicators of value.
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The Fund may invest directly in securities or other instruments selected by
the Adviser. The Fund may also invest some or all of its assets in other
investment companies or pools, including, for example, other open-end or
closed-end investment companies, exchange-traded funds, and domestic
or foreign private investment vehicles (such as hedge funds). The Fund may
from time to time invest in one or more subsidiary private investment
vehicles organized outside the United States that invest directly or indirectly
in precious metals, minerals, or other commodity-related investments. The
Fund may invest in other investment companies or private investment
vehicles managed by the Adviser, to the extent permitted by applicable law.

The Fund is registered as a non-diversified investment company as defined
in the 1940 Act, and may invest in the securities of a smaller number of
issuers than a diversified company. There is no limit on the amount of the
Fund’s assets that may be allocated to one or more specific asset classes
or market sectors. The Fund may invest without limit in obligations of
issuers in any country or group of countries, including emerging market
countries.

The Adviser may sell investments when it believes they no longer offer
attractive potential future returns compared to other investment
opportunities or they present undesirable risks, or in order to limit losses
on securities that have declined in value.

Principal Risks

Since the Fund will hold securities with fluctuating market prices, the

value of the Fund’s shares will vary as its portfolio securities increase or

decrease in value. Therefore, the value of your investment in the Fund

could go down as well as up. You can lose money by investing in the Fund.

The principal risks affecting the Fund that can cause a decline in value are:

• affiliated fund risk: the risk that the Adviser may be subject to a
potential conflict of interest in determining whether to invest in an
underlying fund managed by the Adviser or in a fund managed by an
unaffiliated manager, and may have an economic or other incentive to
select the fund managed by it over another fund.

• asset allocation risk: the risk that the Fund’s investment performance
depends, at least in part, on how its assets are allocated and
reallocated among asset classes and underlying funds and that such
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allocation will focus on asset classes, underlying funds, or investments
that perform poorly or underperform other asset classes, underlying
funds, or available investments.

• asset-backed securities investment risk: the risk that borrowers may
default on the obligations that underlie the asset-backed security and
that, during periods of falling interest rates, asset-backed securities
may be called or prepaid, which may result in the Fund having to
reinvest proceeds in other investments at a lower interest rate, and the
risk that the impairment of the value of the collateral underlying a
security in which the Fund invests (due, for example, to non-payment
of loans) will result in a reduction in the value of the security.

• commodities risk: the risk that the value of the Fund’s shares may be
affected by changes in the values of one or more commodities, which
may be extremely volatile and difficult to value, risk of possible
illiquidity, and the risks and costs associated with delivery, storage,
and maintenance of precious metals or minerals or other commodity-
related investments.

• debt securities risks:

O credit risk: the risk that an issuer will default in the payment of
principal and/or interest on a security.

O interest rate risk: the risk that debt securities will decline in value
because of increases in interest rates. The value of a security with
a longer duration will be more sensitive to changes in interest
rates than a similar security with a shorter duration.

• defaulted securities risk: the risk of the uncertainty of repayment of
defaulted securities and obligations of distressed issuers.

• derivatives risk: the risk that an investment in derivatives will not
perform as anticipated by the Adviser, cannot be closed out at a
favorable time or price, or will increase the Fund’s volatility; that
derivatives may create investment leverage; that, when a derivative is
used as a substitute for or alternative to a direct cash investment, the
transaction may not provide a return that corresponds precisely with
that of the cash investment; or that, when used for hedging purposes,
derivatives will not provide the anticipated protection, causing the Fund
to lose money on both the derivatives transaction and the exposure the
Fund sought to hedge.
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• emerging market country risk: the risk that investing in emerging
markets will be subject to greater political and economic instability,
greater volatility in currency exchange rates, less developed securities
markets, possible trade barriers, currency transfer restrictions, a
more limited number of potential buyers, an emerging market
country’s dependence on revenue from particular commodities or
international aid, less governmental supervision and regulation,
unavailability of currency hedging techniques, differences in auditing
and financial reporting standards, and less developed legal systems
than in many more developed countries.

• equity issuer risk: the risk that the value of a company’s stock will
decline in value in response to factors affecting that company, that
company’s industry, or the market generally.

• exchange-traded note risk: the risk that the level of the particular
market benchmark or strategy to which the note’s return is linked will
fall in value; exchange-traded notes are subject to credit risk generally
to the same extent as debt securities.

• financial services risk: the risk that an investment in issuers in the
financial services sector may be adversely affected by, among other
things: (i) changes in the regulatory framework or interest rates that
may negatively affect financial service businesses; (ii) exposure of a
financial institution to a non diversified or concentrated loan portfolio;
(iii) exposure to financial leverage and/or investments or agreements
which, under certain circumstances, may lead to losses, for example
sub-prime loans; and (iv) the risk that a market shock or other
unexpected market, economic, political, regulatory, or other event
might lead to a sudden decline in the values of most or all companies
in the financial services sector.

• foreign currency risk: the risk that fluctuations in exchange rates may
adversely affect the value of the Fund’s investments denominated in
foreign currencies.

• foreign investing risk: the risk that the Fund’s investments will be
affected by political, regulatory, and economic risks not present in
domestic investments. In addition, when the Fund buys securities
denominated in a foreign currency, there are special risks such as
changes in currency exchange rates and the risk that a foreign
government could regulate or restrict foreign exchange transactions.
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In addition, to the extent that investments are made in a limited
number of countries, events in those countries will have a more
significant impact on the Fund.

• inflation-indexed bond risk: the risk that such bonds will change in
value in response to actual or anticipated changes in inflation rates, in
a manner unanticipated by the Fund’s portfolio management team or
investors generally. Inflation-indexed bonds are subject to debt
securities risks.

• investment company and exchange traded fund risk: the risk that an
investment company, including any exchange-traded fund (“ETF”), in
which the Fund invests will not achieve its investment objective or
execute its investment strategies effectively or that large purchase or
redemption activity by shareholders of such an investment company
might negatively affect the value of the investment company’s shares.
The Fund must pay its pro rata portion of an investment company’s
fees and expenses.

• junk bond risk: the risk that these bonds have a higher degree of
default risk and may be less liquid and subject to greater price volatility
than investment grade bonds.

• leveraging risk: the risk that certain investments by the Fund involving
leverage may have the effect of increasing the volatility of the Fund’s
portfolio, and the risk of loss in excess of invested capital.

• liquidity risk: the risk that low trading volume, lack of a market maker,
or contractual or legal restrictions may limit or prevent the Fund from
selling securities or closing derivative positions at desirable times or
prices.

• market capitalization risk: the risk that investing substantially in
issuers in one market capitalization category (large, medium or small)
may adversely affect the Fund because of unfavorable market
conditions particular to that category of issuers, such as larger, more
established companies being unable to respond quickly to new
competitive challenges or attain the high growth rates of successful
smaller companies, or, conversely, stocks of smaller companies being
more volatile than those of larger companies due to, among other
things, narrower product lines, more limited financial resources, fewer
experienced managers and there typically being less publicly available
information about small capitalization companies.
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• market risk: the risk that the overall market will perform poorly or that
the returns from the securities in which the Fund invests will
underperform returns from the general securities markets or other
types of investments.

• mortgage-backed securities risks: the risk that borrowers may default
on their mortgage obligations or the guarantees underlying the
mortgage-backed securities will default or otherwise fail and that,
during periods of falling interest rates, mortgage-backed securities
will be called or prepaid, which may result in the Fund having to
reinvest proceeds in other investments at a lower interest rate. During
periods of rising interest rates, the average life of a mortgage-backed
security may extend, which may lock in a below-market interest rate,
increase the security’s duration, and reduce the value of the security.
Enforcing rights against the underlying assets or collateral may be
difficult, or the underlying assets or collateral may be insufficient if the
issuer defaults. The values of certain types of mortgage-backed
securities, such as inverse floaters and interest-only and principal-only
securities, may be extremely sensitive to changes in interest rates and
prepayment rates.

• non-diversification risk: the risk that, because a relatively higher
percentage of the Fund’s assets may be invested in the securities of a
limited number of issuers, the Fund may be more susceptible to any
single economic, political or regulatory event than a more diversified
fund. A decline in the market value of one of the Fund’s investments
may affect the Fund’s value more than if the Fund were a diversified
fund.

• portfolio management risk: the risk that an investment strategy may
fail to produce the intended results or that the securities held by the
Fund will underperform other comparable funds because of the
portfolio managers’ choice of investments.

• portfolio turnover risk: the risk that frequent purchases and sales of
portfolio securities may result in higher Fund expenses and may result
in larger distributions of taxable capital gains to investors as compared
to a fund that trades less frequently.

• price volatility risk: the risk that the value of the Fund’s investment
portfolio will change, potentially frequently and in large amounts, as
the prices of its investments go up or down.
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• real estate risk: the risk that real estate related investments may
decline in value as a result of factors affecting the real estate industry,
such as the supply of real property in certain markets, changes in
zoning laws, delays in completion of construction, changes in real
estate values, changes in property taxes, levels of occupancy, and local
and regional market conditions.

• securities or sector selection risk: the risk that the securities held by
the Fund will underperform other funds investing in similar asset
classes or comparable benchmarks because of the portfolio
managers’ choice of securities or sectors for investment.

• short sale risk: the risk that a security the Fund has sold short
increases in value.

• tax risk: in order to qualify as a regulated investment company under
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (“Code”), the Fund
must meet requirements regarding, among other things, the source of
its income. It is possible that certain of the Fund’s investments in
commodity-linked derivatives, ETFs and other investment pools will not
give rise to qualifying income for this purpose. Any income the Fund
derives from investments in instruments that do not generate
qualifying income must be limited to a maximum of 10% of the Fund’s
annual gross income. If the Fund were to earn non-qualifying income
in excess of 10% of its annual gross income, it could fail to qualify as a
regulated investment company for that year. If the Fund were to fail to
qualify as a regulated investment company, the Fund would be subject
to tax and shareholders of the Fund would be subject to the risk of
diminished returns.

• U.S. Government securities risk: the risk that debt securities issued or
guaranteed by certain U.S. Government agencies, instrumentalities,
and sponsored enterprises are not supported by the full faith and
credit of the U.S. Government, and so involve credit risk greater than
investments in other types of U.S. Government securities.

Please see “Additional Information About Principal Investment Strategies
and Principal Risks — Principal Risks” for a more detailed description of
the risks of investing in the Fund.
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Performance

The following performance information provides some indication of the
risks of investing in the Fund. The bar chart shows the performance of the
Fund’s Class I shares for its first full calendar year. The table below shows
how the average annual returns of the Fund’s Class I shares for the 1-year
and since inception periods compare to those of two broad-based securities
market indexes. The Fund’s past performance (before and after taxes) is
not necessarily an indication of how the Fund will perform in the future.
Absent any applicable fee waivers and/or expense limitations (which have
applied to the Fund since inception), performance would have been lower.
Updated information on the Fund’s investment results can be obtained at
no charge by calling 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) or by visiting the Fund’s
website at www.doublelinefunds.com.
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Calendar year-to-date total return as of June 30, 2012 is 0.17%.

During the period shown above, the highest and lowest quarterly
returns earned by the Fund were:

Highest: 1.04% Quarter ended March 31, 2011

Lowest: (0.21%) Quarter ended June 30, 2011
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Average Annual Total Returns (for the periods ended December 31, 2011)

Multi-Asset Growth Fund One Year
Since Inception

(December 20, 2010)

Class I

Return Before Taxes 1.83% 1.98%

Return After Taxes on
Distributions 0.91% 1.08%

Return After Taxes on
Distributions and Sale
of Fund Shares 1.23% 1.18%

S&P 500® Index (reflects no
deduction for fees, expenses or
taxes) 2.11% 2.95%

Blended Benchmark: Barclays

Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond

Index (60%)/Morgan Stanley

Capital International All

Country World Index (25%)/

Standard & Poor’s Goldman

Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI)

Total Return (15%) (reflects no
deduction for fees, expenses or
taxes) 2.97% 3.97%

The Fund’s after-tax returns as shown in the above table are calculated
using the historical highest applicable individual federal marginal income
tax rates for the period and do not reflect the impact of state and local
taxes. Your actual after-tax returns depend on your tax situation and may
differ from those shown. If you own shares of the Fund in a tax-deferred
account, such as a 401(k) plan or an individual retirement account, after-tax
returns shown are not relevant to your investment. The “Return After Taxes
on Distributions and Sale of Fund Shares” may be higher than other return
figures because when a capital loss occurs upon the redemption of shares
of the Fund, a tax deduction is provided that may benefit the investor.
After-tax returns are for Class I shares only. After-tax returns for other
classes will vary. The S&P 500® Index is an unmanaged capitalization-
weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the
broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of
500 stocks representing all major industries. The Barclays Capital U.S.
Aggregate Bond Index represents securities that are SEC-registered,
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taxable, and dollar denominated. This index covers the U.S. investment
grade fixed rate bond market, with index components for government and
corporate securities, mortgage pass through securities, and asset-backed
securities. These major sectors are subdivided into more specific indices
that are calculated and reported on a regular basis. The Morgan Stanley
Capital International All Country World Index is designed to provide a broad
measure of stock performance throughout the world. The MSCI All Country
World Index includes both developed and emerging markets. Standard &
Poor’s Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI) Total Return is a composite
index of commodity sector returns representing an unleveraged, long-only
investment in commodity futures that is broadly diversified across the
spectrum of commodities.

Investment Adviser

DoubleLine Capital LP is the investment adviser to the Fund.

Portfolio Managers

The portfolio managers for the Fund are:

Name
Experience with

the Fund
Primary Title with the

Investment Adviser

Jeffrey E. Gundlach Since the Fund’s
inception in 2010

Chief Executive Officer

Bonnie Baha Since the Fund’s
inception in 2010

Portfolio Manager

Samuel Garza Since the Fund’s
inception in 2010

Portfolio Manager

Luz M. Padilla Since the Fund’s
inception in 2010

Portfolio Manager

Jeffrey J. Sherman Since the Fund’s
inception in 2010

Portfolio Manager

Other Important Information Regarding Fund Shares

For more information about purchase and sale of Fund shares, tax
information, and payments to broker-dealers and other financial
intermediaries, please see “Summary of Other Important Information
Regarding Fund Shares.”
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Fund Summary
DoubleLine Low Duration Bond Fund

Investment Objective

The Fund’s investment objective is to seek current income.

Fees and Expenses of the Fund

This table describes the fees and expenses you may pay if you buy and hold
Class I shares of the Fund.

Shareholder Fees (fees paid directly from your investment)

Share Class Class I

Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Purchases (as a
percentage of the offering price) None
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (Load) (as a percentage of
the original purchase price) None
Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Reinvested
Dividends None
Redemption Fee (as a percentage of shares redeemed
within 90 days of purchase) None
Exchange Fee None
Account Fee None

Annual Fund Operating Expenses (expenses that you pay each year as a
percentage of the value of your investment)

Share Class Class I

Management Fees 0.35%
Distribution and/or Service (12b-1) Fees None
Other Expenses (including any sub-transfer agent
accounting or administrative services)1 0.59%
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses1,2 0.01%
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses 0.95%

Fee Waiver and/or Expense Reimbursement3 (0.47%)
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses After Fee
Waiver and/or Expense Reimbursement 0.48%
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1 Based on estimated amounts for the current fiscal year.
2 Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses are expenses indirectly incurred by the Fund

as a result of its investments in one or more underlying funds, including
exchange-traded funds and money market funds. Because these costs are
indirect, the Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses in this fee table will not
correlate to the expense ratio in the Fund’s financial statements, since
financial statements only include direct costs of the Fund and not the indirect
costs of investing in the underlying funds.

3 The Adviser has contractually agreed to waive its investment advisory fee and to
reimburse the Fund for other ordinary operating expenses to the extent
necessary to limit ordinary operating expenses to an amount not to exceed
0.47% for Class I shares. Ordinary operating expenses exclude taxes,
commissions, mark-ups, litigation expenses, indemnification expenses,
interest expenses, Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses, and any extraordinary
expenses. This expense limitation is expected to apply until at least July 24,
2013, except that it may be terminated by the Board of Trustees at any time. To
the extent that the Adviser waives its investment advisory fee and/or
reimburses the Fund for other ordinary operating expenses, it may seek
reimbursement of a portion or all of such amounts at any time within three
fiscal years after the fiscal year in which such amounts were waived or
reimbursed, subject to the expense limitation in place at the time such
amounts were waived or reimbursed.

Example

This example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the
Fund with the cost of investing in other mutual funds.

This example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Fund for the time
periods indicated and then redeem all your shares at the end of those
periods. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return
each year and that the Fund’s operating expenses remain the same (taking
into account the Fund’s expense limitation for the first year). Although your
actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your
costs would be:

Class I

1 Year $49
3 Years $256
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Portfolio Turnover

The Fund incurs transaction costs when it buys and sells securities (or
turns over its portfolio). A higher portfolio turnover rate may indicate higher
transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund shares are
held in a taxable account. These costs, which are not reflected in annual
fund operating expenses or in the example, affect the Fund’s performance.
During the period September 30, 2011 to March 31, 2012, the Fund’s
portfolio turnover rate was 46% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies

The Fund seeks current income by investing principally in debt securities of
any kind. The Fund may invest without limit in mortgage-backed securities
of any maturity or type, including those guaranteed by, or secured by
collateral that is guaranteed by, the United States Government, its
agencies, instrumentalities or sponsored corporations as well as those of
private issuers not subject to any guarantee. Mortgage-backed securities
include, among others, government mortgage pass-through securities,
collateralized mortgage obligations, multiclass pass-through securities,
private mortgage pass-through securities, stripped mortgage securities
(e.g., interest-only and principal-only securities) and inverse floaters. The
Fund may also invest in corporate debt obligations (including foreign hybrid
securities); asset-backed securities; foreign securities (corporate and
government); emerging market securities (corporate and government);
inflation-indexed bonds; bank loans and assignments; income-producing
securitized products, including collateralized loan obligations; preferred
securities; and other instruments bearing fixed or variable interest rates of
any maturity.

The Adviser will normally seek to construct an investment portfolio for the
Fund with a dollar-weighted average effective duration of three years or
less. Duration is a measure of the expected life of a fixed income
instrument that is used to determine the sensitivity of a security’s price to
changes in interest rates. Effective duration is a measure of the Fund’s
portfolio duration adjusted for the anticipated effect of interest rate
changes on bond and mortgage pre-payment rates. The effective duration
of the Fund’s investment portfolio may vary significantly from time to time,
and there is no assurance that the effective duration of the Fund’s
investment portfolio will not exceed three years at any time. The Fund may
invest in individual securities of any maturity or duration.
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In managing the Fund’s investments, the portfolio managers typically use a
controlled risk approach. The techniques of this approach attempt to
control the principal risk components of the fixed income markets and
include consideration of:

• security selection within a given sector;

• relative performance of the various market sectors;

• the shape of the yield curve; and

• fluctuations in the overall level of interest rates.

Under normal circumstances, the Fund intends to invest primarily in fixed
income and other income-producing instruments rated investment grade
and unrated securities considered by the Adviser to be of comparable credit
quality. The Fund may, however, invest up to 50% of its total assets in fixed
income and other income-producing instruments rated below investment
grade and those that are unrated but determined by the Adviser to be of
comparable credit quality. Those instruments include high yield, high risk
bonds, commonly known as junk bonds.

The Adviser may seek to manage the dollar-weighted average effective
duration of the Fund’s portfolio through the use of derivatives and other
instruments (including, among others, inverse floaters, futures contracts,
U.S. Treasury swaps, interest rate swaps and total return swaps). The Fund
may incur costs in implementing duration management strategies, and
there can be no assurance that the Fund will engage in duration
management strategies or that any duration management strategy
employed by the Fund will be successful.

The Fund may also enter into derivatives transactions and other
instruments of any kind for hedging purposes or otherwise to gain, or
reduce, long or short exposure to one or more asset classes or issuers. The
Fund may also use derivatives transactions with the purpose or effect of
creating investment leverage. For example, the Fund may use futures
contracts and options on futures contracts, in order to gain efficient long or
short investment exposures as an alternative to cash investments or to
hedge against portfolio exposures; interest rate swaps, to gain indirect long
or short exposures to interest rates, issuers, or currencies, or to hedge
against portfolio exposures; and total return swaps and credit derivatives
(such as credit default swaps), put and call options, and exchange-traded
and structured notes, to take indirect long or short positions on indexes,
securities, currencies, commodities or other indicators of value.
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Under normal circumstances, the Fund intends to invest at least 80% of its
net assets (plus the amount of borrowings for investment purposes) in
bonds. Bonds include bonds, debt securities and fixed income and income-
producing instruments of any kind issued by governmental or private-
sector entities. Most bonds consist of a security or instrument having one
or more of the following characteristics: a fixed-income security, a security
issued at a discount to its face value, a security that pays interest or a
security with a stated principal amount that requires repayment of some or
all of that principal amount to the holder of the security. The Adviser
interprets the term bond broadly as an instrument or security evidencing
what is commonly referred to as an IOU rather than evidencing the
corporate ownership of equity unless that equity represents an indirect or
derivative interest in one or more debt securities.

The Fund may invest in other investment companies or pools, including, for
example, other open-end or closed-end investment companies, ETFs, and
domestic or foreign private investment vehicles.

Portfolio securities may be sold at any time. Sales may occur when the
Fund’s portfolio managers determine to take advantage of what the
portfolio managers consider to be a better investment opportunity, when
the portfolio managers believe the portfolio securities no longer represent
relatively attractive investment opportunities, when the portfolio managers
perceive deterioration in the credit fundamentals of the issuer, or when the
individual security has reached the portfolio managers’ sell target.

Principal Risks

Since the Fund will hold securities with fluctuating market prices, the

value of the Fund’s shares will vary as its portfolio securities increase or

decrease in value. Therefore, the value of your investment in the Fund

could go down as well as up. You can lose money by investing in the Fund.

The principal risks affecting the Fund that can cause a decline in value are:

• asset-backed securities investment risk: the risk that borrowers may
default on the obligations that underlie the asset-backed security and
that, during periods of falling interest rates, asset-backed securities
may be called or prepaid, which may result in the Fund having to
reinvest proceeds in other investments at a lower interest rate, and the
risk that the impairment of the value of the collateral underlying a
security in which the Fund invests (due, for example, to non-payment
of loans) will result in a reduction in the value of the security.
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• debt securities risks:

O credit risk: the risk that an issuer will default in the payment of
principal and/or interest on a security.

O interest rate risk: the risk that debt securities will decline in value
because of increases in interest rates. The value of a security with
a longer duration will be more sensitive to changes in interest
rates than a similar security with a shorter duration.

• derivatives risk: the risk that an investment in derivatives will not
perform as anticipated by the Adviser, cannot be closed out at a
favorable time or price, or will increase the Fund’s volatility; that
derivatives may create investment leverage; that, when a derivative is
used as a substitute for or alternative to a direct cash investment, the
transaction may not provide a return that corresponds precisely with
that of the cash investment; or that, when used for hedging purposes,
derivatives will not provide the anticipated protection, causing the Fund
to lose money on both the derivatives transaction and the exposure the
Fund sought to hedge.

• emerging market country risk: the risk that investing in emerging
markets will be subject to greater political and economic instability
greater volatility in currency exchange rates, less developed securities
markets, possible trade barriers, currency transfer restrictions, a
more limited number of potential buyers, an emerging market
country’s dependence on revenue from particular commodities or
international aid, less governmental supervision and regulation,
unavailability of currency hedging techniques, differences in auditing
and financial reporting standards, and less developed legal systems
than in many more developed countries.

• financial services risk: the risk that an investment in issuers in the
financial services sector may be adversely affected by, among other
things: (i) changes in the regulatory framework or interest rates that
may negatively affect financial service businesses; (ii) exposure of a
financial institution to a non diversified or concentrated loan portfolio;
(iii) exposure to financial leverage and/or investments or agreements
which, under certain circumstances, may lead to losses, for example
sub-prime loans; and (iv) the risk that a market shock or other
unexpected market, economic, political, regulatory, or other event
might lead to a sudden decline in the values of most or all companies
in the financial services sector.
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• foreign currency risk: the risk that fluctuations in exchange rates may
adversely affect the value of the Fund’s investments denominated in
foreign currencies.

• foreign investing risk: the risk that the Fund’s investments will be
affected by political, regulatory, and economic risks not present in
domestic investments. In addition, when the Fund buys securities
denominated in a foreign currency, there are special risks such as
changes in currency exchange rates and the risk that a foreign
government could regulate or restrict foreign exchange transactions.
In addition, to the extent that investments are made in a limited
number of countries, events in those countries will have a more
significant impact on the Fund.

• inflation-indexed bond risk: the risk that such bonds will change in
value in response to actual or anticipated changes in inflation rates, in
a manner unanticipated by the Fund’s portfolio management team or
investors generally. Inflation-indexed bonds are subject to debt
securities risks.

• investment company and exchange traded fund risk: the risk that an
investment company, including any ETF, in which the Fund invests will
not achieve its investment objective or execute its investment
strategies effectively or that large purchase or redemption activity by
shareholders of such an investment company might negatively affect
the value of the investment company’s shares. The Fund must pay its
pro rata portion of an investment company’s fees and expenses.

• junk bond risk: the risk that these bonds have a higher degree of
default risk and may be less liquid and subject to greater price volatility
than investment grade bonds.

• leveraging risk: the risk that certain investments by the Fund involving
leverage may have the effect of increasing the volatility of the Fund’s
portfolio, and the risk of loss in excess of invested capital.

• liquidity risk: the risk that low trading volume, lack of a market maker,
or contractual or legal restrictions may limit or prevent the Fund from
selling securities or closing derivative positions at desirable times or
prices.

• market risk: the risk that the overall market will perform poorly or that
the returns from the securities in which the Fund invests will
underperform returns from the general securities markets or other
types of investments.
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• mortgage-backed securities risks: the risk that borrowers may default
on their mortgage obligations or the guarantees underlying the
mortgage-backed securities will default or otherwise fail and that,
during periods of falling interest rates, mortgage-backed securities
will be called or prepaid, which may result in the Fund having to
reinvest proceeds in other investments at a lower interest rate. During
periods of rising interest rates, the average life of a mortgage-backed
security may extend, which may lock in a below-market interest rate,
increase the security’s duration, and reduce the value of the security.
Enforcing rights against the underlying assets or collateral may be
difficult, or the underlying assets or collateral may be insufficient if the
issuer defaults. The values of certain types of mortgage-backed
securities, such as inverse floaters and interest-only and principal-only
securities, may be extremely sensitive to changes in interest rates and
prepayment rates.

• portfolio management risk: the risk that an investment strategy may
fail to produce the intended results or that the securities held by the
Fund will underperform other comparable funds because of the
portfolio managers’ choice of investments.

• preferred securities risk: the risk that: (i) certain preferred stocks
contain provisions that allow an issuer under certain conditions to skip
or defer distributions; (ii) preferred stocks may be subject to
redemption, including at the issuer’s call, and, in the event of
redemption, the Fund may not be able to reinvest the proceeds at
comparable rates of return; (iii) preferred stocks are generally
subordinated to bonds and other debt securities in an issuer’s capital
structure in terms of priority for corporate income and liquidation
payments; and (iv) preferred stocks may trade less frequently and in a
more limited volume and may be subject to more abrupt or erratic
price movements than many other securities.

• price volatility risk: the risk that the value of the Fund’s investment
portfolio will change, potentially frequently and in large amounts, as
the prices of its investments go up or down.

• real estate risk: the risk that real estate related investments may
decline in value as a result of factors affecting the real estate industry,
such as the supply of real property in certain markets, changes in
zoning laws, delays in completion of construction, changes in real
estate values, changes in property taxes, levels of occupancy, and local
and regional market conditions.
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• securities or sector selection risk: the risk that the securities held by
the Fund will underperform other funds investing in similar asset
classes or comparable benchmarks because of the portfolio
managers’ choice of securities or sectors for investment.

• U.S. Government securities risk: the risk that debt securities issued or
guaranteed by certain U.S. Government agencies, instrumentalities,
and sponsored enterprises are not supported by the full faith and
credit of the U.S. Government, and so involve credit risk greater than
investments in other types of U.S. Government securities.

Please see “Additional Information About Principal Investment Strategies
and Principal Risks — Principal Risks” for a more detailed description of
the risks of investing in the Fund.

Performance

Because the Fund commenced operations on September 30, 2011, total
return information is not yet available for a full calendar year. Financial
information for the Fund from September 30, 2011 through March 31, 2012
is available in the Financial Highlights section of the Prospectus. The
Fund’s past performance (before and after taxes) is not necessarily an
indication of how the Fund will perform in the future. Updated information
on the Fund’s investment results can be obtained at no charge by calling
877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) or by visiting the Fund’s website at
www.doublelinefunds.com.

Investment Adviser

DoubleLine Capital LP is the investment adviser to the Fund.

Portfolio Managers

The portfolio managers for the Fund are:

Name
Experience with

the Fund
Primary Title with the

Investment Adviser

Philip A. Barach Since the Fund’s
inception in 2011

President

Bonnie Baha Since the Fund’s
inception in 2011

Portfolio Manager

Luz M. Padilla Since the Fund’s
inception in 2011 Portfolio Manager
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Other Important Information Regarding Fund Shares

For more information about purchase and sale of Fund shares, tax
information, and payments to broker-dealers and other financial
intermediaries, please see “Summary of Other Important Information
Regarding Fund Shares.”
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Summary of Other Important Information
Regarding Fund Shares

Purchase and Sale of Class I Shares

You may purchase or redeem Class I shares on any business day by written
request via mail (DoubleLine Funds Trust, c/o U.S. Bancorp Fund Services,
LLC, P.O. Box 701, Milwaukee, WI 53201-0701), by wire transfer, by
telephone at 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311), or through authorized dealers,
brokers, or other service providers (“financial intermediaries”). Purchases
and redemptions by telephone are only permitted if you previously
submitted appropriate authorization. The minimum initial and subsequent
investment amounts for different types of accounts are shown below,
although we may reduce or waive the minimums in some cases.

Type of Account
Minimum Initial

Investment
Subsequent

Investments*

Regular $100,000 $500
Individual Retirement Account $5,000 $250

* A $100 minimum subsequent purchase amount applies for automatic
investment plans.

The minimum investment may be modified for certain financial
intermediaries that submit trades on behalf of underlying investors. Certain
financial intermediaries also may have their own investment minimums,
which may differ from the Funds’ minimums, and may be waived at the
intermediaries’ discretion. The Trust reserves the right to change or waive
the minimum initial and subsequent investment amounts without prior
notice or to waive the minimum investment amounts for certain
intermediaries or individual investors in its discretion.

Tax Information

The Funds’ distributions are generally taxable to you as ordinary income or
capital gains, unless you are investing through a tax-advantaged
arrangement, such as a 401(k) plan or individual retirement account. If you
invest through such tax-advantaged arrangements, you may be taxed later
upon withdrawal from those arrangements.
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Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries

If you purchase Class I shares of a Fund through a broker-dealer or other
financial intermediary (such as a bank), the Fund, the Adviser and the
Fund’s distributor or any of their affiliates may pay the financial
intermediary for the sale of Fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the financial
intermediary and your salesperson to recommend a Fund over another
investment. Ask your individual salesperson or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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Additional Information About
Principal Investment Strategies and Principal Risks

Investment Objectives

Each Fund’s investment objective described in the respective Summary
Sections is non-fundamental, which means each Fund may change its
investment objective without shareholder approval.

Principal Investment Strategies

DoubleLine Total Return Bond Fund

Under normal circumstances, the DoubleLine Total Return Bond Fund (for
purposes of this section, the “Fund”) intends to invest at least 80% of its net
assets (plus the amount of borrowings for investment purposes) in bonds.
Bonds include bonds, debt securities, and other fixed income instruments
issued by governmental or private-sector entities. If the Fund changes this
investment policy, it will notify shareholders at least 60 days in advance of
the change.

Generally, bonds consist of a security or instrument having one or more of
the following characteristics: a fixed-income security, a security issued at a
discount to its face value, a security that pays interest or a security with a
stated principal amount that requires repayment of some or all of that
principal amount to the holder of the security. The Adviser interprets the
term broadly as an instrument or security evidencing what is commonly
referred to as an IOU rather than evidencing the corporate ownership of
equity unless that equity represents an indirect or derivative interest in one
or more debt securities.

The Fund intends to invest more than 50% of its net assets in mortgage-
backed securities of any maturity or type guaranteed by, or secured by
collateral that is guaranteed by, the United States Government, its
agencies, instrumentalities or sponsored corporations (a “Federal

Agency”), or in privately issued mortgage-backed securities rated at time of
investment Aa3 or higher by Moody’s or AA- or higher by S&P or the
equivalent by any other nationally recognized statistical rating organization
or in unrated securities that are determined by the Adviser to be of
comparable quality. Mortgage-backed securities include, among others,
government mortgage pass-through securities, collateralized mortgage
obligations, multiclass pass-through securities, private mortgage pass-
through securities, stripped mortgage securities and inverse floaters.
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The Fund may invest in fixed income instruments of any credit quality,
including those that are at the time of investment unrated or rated BB+ or
lower by S&P or Ba1 or lower by Moody’s or the equivalent by any other
nationally recognized statistical rating organization. Bonds rated below
investment grade, or unrated securities that are determined by the Adviser
to be of comparable quality, are high yield, high risk bonds, commonly
known as junk bonds. Generally, lower-rated debt securities offer a higher
yield than higher rated debt securities of similar maturity but are subject to
greater risk of loss of principal and interest than higher rated securities of
similar maturity. The Fund may invest up to 33 1⁄3% of its net assets in junk
bonds, bank loans and assignments and credit default swaps of companies
in the high yield universe.

High yield securities or junk bonds generally can be classified into two
categories: (a) securities issued without an investment grade rating and
(b) securities whose credit ratings have been downgraded below investment
grade because of declining investment fundamentals.

Investment in secured or unsecured fixed or floating rate loans arranged
through private negotiations between a borrowing corporation, government
or other entity and one or more financial institutions may be in the form of
participations in loans or assignments of all or a portion of loans from third
parties.

In a credit default swap, one party makes a stream of payments to another
party in exchange for the right to receive a specified return in the event of a
default by a third party on its obligation or other credit event.

The Fund may invest a portion of its net assets in inverse floater securities
and interest-only and principal-only securities. An inverse floater is a type
of instrument, which may be backed by or related to a mortgage-backed
security, that bears a floating or variable interest rate that moves in the
opposite direction to interest rates generally or the interest rate on another
security or index. Because an inverse floater inherently carries financial
leverage in its coupon rate, it can change very substantially in value in
response to changes in interest rates. Interest-only and principal-only
securities may also be backed by or related to a mortgage-backed security.
Holders of interest-only securities are entitled to receive only the interest
on the underlying obligations but none of the principal, while holders of
principal-only securities are entitled to receive all of the principal but none
of the interest on the underlying obligations. As a result, they are highly
sensitive to actual or anticipated changes in prepayment rates on the
underlying securities.
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In managing the Fund’s investments, under normal market conditions, the
portfolio managers intend to seek to construct an investment portfolio with
a weighted average effective duration of no less than one year and no more
than eight years. Duration is a measure of the expected life of a fixed
income instrument that is used to determine the sensitivity of a security’s
price to changes in interest rates. For example, the value of a portfolio of
fixed income securities with an average duration of three years would
generally be expected to decline by approximately 3% if interest rates rose
by one percentage point. Effective duration is a measure of the Fund’s
portfolio duration adjusted for the anticipated effect of interest rate
changes on bond and mortgage pre-payment rates. The effective duration
of the Fund’s investment portfolio may vary materially from its target, from
time to time, and there is no assurance that the effective duration of the
Fund’s investment portfolio will not exceed its target.

Portfolio securities may be sold at any time. Sales may occur when the
Fund’s portfolio managers determine to take advantage of what the
portfolio managers consider to be a better investment opportunity, when
the portfolio managers believe the portfolio securities no longer represent
relatively attractive investment opportunities, when the portfolio managers
perceive deterioration in the credit fundamentals of the issuer, or when the
portfolio managers believe it would be appropriate to do so in order to
readjust the duration of the Fund’s investment portfolio.

Any percentage limitation and requirement as to investments will apply only
at the time of an investment to which the limitation or requirement is
applicable and shall not be considered violated unless an excess or
deficiency occurs or exists immediately after and as a result of such
investment. Accordingly, any later increase or decrease resulting from a
change in values, net assets or other circumstances will not be considered
in determining whether any investment complies with the Fund’s limitation
or requirement.
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Principal Risks.

It is possible to lose money on an investment in the Fund. Among the
principal risks of investing in the Fund, which could adversely affect its net
asset value, yield, and total return are (in alphabetical order) the following:

• Asset-Backed
Securities
Investment Risk

• Debt Securities
Risks

• Defaulted Securities
Risk

• Derivatives Risk
• Financial Services

Risk
• Inflation-Indexed

Bond Risk
• Junk Bond Risk

• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Market Risk
• Mortgage-Backed

Securities Risks
• Portfolio

Management Risk
• Price Volatility

Risk
• Real Estate Risk

• Reliance on the
Adviser

• Securities or
Sector Selection
Risk

• U.S. Government
Securities Risk

Please see page 72 of this Prospectus for more information regarding
these risks.

DoubleLine Core Fixed Income Fund

Under normal circumstances, the DoubleLine Core Fixed Income Fund (for
purposes of this section, the “Fund”) intends to invest at least 80% of its net
assets (plus the amount of borrowings for investment purposes) in fixed
income instruments. These fixed income instruments include but are not
limited to securities issued or guaranteed by the United States Government
or a Federal Agency; corporate obligations (including foreign hybrid
securities); mortgage-backed securities; asset-backed securities; foreign
securities (corporate and government); emerging market securities
(corporate and government); bank loans and assignments; and other
securities bearing fixed or variable interest rates of any maturity. If the
Fund changes this investment policy, it will notify shareholders at least
60 days in advance of the change.

Generally, fixed income instruments consist of a security or instrument
having one or more of the following characteristics: a fixed-income
security, a security issued at a discount to its face value, a security that
pays interest or a security with a stated principal amount that requires
repayment of some or all of that principal amount to the holder of the
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security. The Adviser interprets the term broadly as an instrument or
security evidencing what is commonly referred to as an IOU rather than
evidencing the corporate ownership of equity unless that equity represents
an indirect or derivative interest in one or more debt securities.

Mortgage-backed securities include, among others, government mortgage
pass-through securities, collateralized mortgage obligations, multiclass
pass-through securities, private mortgage pass-through securities,
stripped mortgage securities and inverse floaters. Asset-backed securities
have structural characteristics similar to mortgage-backed securities but
have underlying assets that may not be mortgage loans or interests in
mortgage loans. Various types of assets, primarily automobile and credit
cards receivables, are securitized in pass-through structures similar to
mortgage pass-through structures.

The Fund may invest in bonds of any credit quality, including those that are
at the time of investment unrated or rated BB+ or lower by S&P or Ba1 or
lower by Moody’s or the equivalent by any other nationally recognized
statistical rating organization. Fixed income instruments rated below
investment grade, or unrated securities that are determined by the Adviser
to be of comparable quality, are high yield, high risk bonds, commonly
known as junk bonds. Generally, lower-rated debt securities offer a higher
yield than higher rated debt securities of similar maturity but are subject to
greater risk of loss of principal and interest than higher rated securities of
similar maturity. The Fund may invest up to 331⁄3% of its net assets in junk
bonds, bank loans and assignments and credit default swaps of companies
in the high yield universe.

High yield securities or junk bonds generally can be classified into two
categories: (a) securities issued without an investment grade rating and
(b) securities whose credit ratings have been downgraded below investment
grade because of declining investment fundamentals.

Investment in secured or unsecured fixed or floating rate loans arranged
through private negotiations between a borrowing corporation, government
or other entity and one or more financial institutions may be in the form of
participations in loans or assignments of all or a portion of loans from third
parties.

In a credit default swap, one party makes a stream of payments to another
party in exchange for the right to receive a specified return in the event of a
default by a third party on its obligation or other credit event.
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The Fund may invest up to 5% of its net assets in defaulted corporate
securities where the portfolio manager believes the restructured enterprise
valuations or liquidation valuations may exceed current market values.
Repayment of defaulted securities and obligations of distressed issuers
(including insolvent issuers or issuers in payment or covenant default, in
workout or restructuring or in bankruptcy or in solvency proceedings) is
subject to significant uncertainties.

The Fund may invest a portion of its net assets in inverse floater securities
and interest-only and principal-only securities. An inverse floater is a type
of instrument, which may be backed by or related to a mortgage-backed
security, that bears a floating or variable interest rate that moves in the
opposite direction to interest rates generally or the interest rate on another
security or index. Because an inverse floater inherently carries financial
leverage in its coupon rate, it can change very substantially in value in
response to changes in interest rates. Interest-only and principal-only
securities may also be backed by or related to a mortgage-backed security.
Holders of interest-only securities are entitled to receive only the interest
on the underlying obligations but none of the principal, while holders of
principal-only securities are entitled to receive all of the principal but none
of the interest on the underlying obligations. As a result, they are highly
sensitive to actual or anticipated changes in prepayment rates on the
underlying securities.

The Fund may invest a portion of its net assets in fixed income instruments
(including hybrid securities) issued or guaranteed by companies, financial
institutions and government entities in emerging market countries. An
“emerging market country” is a country that, at the time the Fund invests in
the related fixed income instruments, is classified as an emerging or
developing economy by any supranational organization such as the World
Bank or the United Nations, or related entities, or is considered an
emerging market country for purposes of constructing major emerging
market securities indexes.

A third party or the Adviser may create a hybrid security by combining an
income-producing debt security and the right to receive payment based on
the change in the price of an equity security.

In managing the Fund’s investments, under normal market conditions, the
portfolio manager uses a controlled risk approach. The techniques of this
approach attempt to control the principal risk components of the fixed
income markets and include consideration of:

• security selection within a given sector;
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• relative performance of the various market sectors;

• the shape of the yield curve; and

• fluctuations in the overall level of interest rates.

The portfolio manager also utilizes active asset allocation in managing the
Fund’s investments and monitors the duration of the Fund’s portfolio
securities to seek to mitigate the Fund’s exposure to interest rate risk. In
managing the Fund’s investments, under normal market conditions, the
portfolio manager intends to seek to construct an investment portfolio with
a weighted average effective duration of no less than two years and no
more than eight years. Duration is a measure of the expected life of a fixed
income instrument that is used to determine the sensitivity of a security’s
price to changes in interest rates. For example, the value of a portfolio of
fixed income securities with an average duration of three years would
generally be expected to decline by approximately 3% if interest rates rose
by one percentage point. Effective duration is a measure of the Fund’s
portfolio duration adjusted for the anticipated effect of interest rate
changes on bond and mortgage pre-payment rates. The effective duration
of the Fund’s investment portfolio may vary materially from its target, from
time to time, and there is no assurance that the effective duration of the
Fund’s investment portfolio will not exceed its target.

Portfolio securities may be sold at any time. Sales may occur when the
Fund’s portfolio manager determines to take advantage of what the
portfolio manager considers to be a better investment opportunity, when
the portfolio manager believes the portfolio securities no longer represent
relatively attractive investment opportunities, when the portfolio manager
perceives deterioration in the credit fundamentals of the issuer, or when
the individual security has reached the portfolio manager’s sell target.

Any percentage limitation and requirement as to investments will apply only
at the time of an investment to which the limitation or requirement is
applicable and shall not be considered violated unless an excess or
deficiency occurs or exists immediately after and as a result of such
investment. Accordingly, any later increase or decrease resulting from a
change in values, net assets or other circumstances will not be considered
in determining whether any investment complies with the Fund’s limitation
or requirement.
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Principal Risks.

It is possible to lose money on an investment in the Fund. Among the
principal risks of investing in the Fund, which could adversely affect its net
asset value, yield, and total return are (in alphabetical order) the following:

• Asset-Backed
Securities
Investment Risk

• Debt Securities
Risks

• Defaulted Securities
Risk

• Derivatives Risk
• Emerging Market

Country Risk
• Financial Services

Risk
• Foreign Currency

Risk

• Foreign Investing
Risk

• Inflation-Indexed
Bond Risk

• Junk Bond Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Market Risk
• Mortgage-Backed

Securities Risks

• Portfolio
Management Risk

• Price Volatility
Risk

• Real Estate Risk
• Reliance on the

Adviser
• Securities or

Sector Selection
Risk

• U.S. Government
Securities Risk

Please see page 72 of this Prospectus for more information regarding
these risks.

DoubleLine Emerging Markets Fixed Income Fund

Under normal circumstances, the DoubleLine Emerging Markets Fixed
Income Fund (for purposes of this section, the “Fund”) intends to invest at
least 80% of its net assets (plus the amount of borrowings for investment
purposes) in fixed income instruments. These fixed income instruments
include but are not limited to securities issued or guaranteed by companies
(including foreign hybrid securities), financial institutions and government
entities in emerging market countries and other securities bearing fixed or
variable interest rates of any maturity. If the Fund changes this investment
policy, it will notify shareholders at least 60 days in advance of the change.

Generally, fixed income instruments consist of a security or instrument
having one or more of the following characteristics: a fixed-income
security, a security issued at a discount to its face value, a security that
pays interest or a security with a stated principal amount that requires
repayment of some or all of that principal amount to the holder of the
security. The Adviser interprets the term broadly as an instrument or
security evidencing what is commonly referred to as an IOU rather than
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evidencing the corporate ownership of equity unless that equity represents
an indirect or derivative interest in one or more debt securities.

An “emerging market country” is a country that, at the time the Fund
invests in the related fixed income instruments, is classified as an
emerging or developing economy by any supranational organization such as
the World Bank or the United Nations, or related entities, or is considered
an emerging market country for purposes of constructing major emerging
market securities indexes.

The Fund will generally invest in at least four emerging market countries.
In allocating investments among various emerging market countries, the
portfolio manager attempts to analyze internal political, market and
economic factors. These factors include:

• public finances;

• monetary policy;

• external accounts;

• financial markets;

• foreign investment regulations;

• stability of exchange rate policy; and

• labor conditions.

The Fund may invest in hybrid securities relating to emerging market
countries. A third party or the Adviser may create a hybrid security by
combining an income-producing debt security and the right to receive
payment based on the change in the price of an equity security.

The Fund may invest, without limitation, in fixed income instruments of any
credit quality, including those that at the time of investment are unrated or
rated BB+ or lower by S&P or Ba1 or lower by Moody’s or the equivalent by
any other nationally recognized statistical rating organization. Fixed income
instruments rated below investment grade, or unrated securities that are
determined by the Adviser to be of comparable quality, are high yield, high
risk bonds, commonly known as junk bonds. Generally, lower-rated debt
securities offer a higher yield than higher rated debt securities of similar
maturity but are subject to greater risk of loss of principal and interest than
higher rated securities of similar maturity. High yield securities or junk
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bonds generally can be classified into two categories: (a) securities issued
without an investment grade rating and (b) securities whose credit ratings
have been downgraded below investment grade because of declining
investment fundamentals.

The Fund may invest up to 20% of its net assets in defaulted corporate
securities where the portfolio manager believes the restructured enterprise
valuations or liquidation valuations may exceed current market values. In
addition, the Fund may invest in defaulted sovereign investments where the
portfolio manager believes the expected debt sustainability of the country is
not reflected in current market valuations. Repayment of defaulted
securities and obligations of distressed issuers (including insolvent issuers
or issuers in payment or covenant default, in workout or restructuring or in
bankruptcy or in solvency proceedings) is subject to significant
uncertainties.

The Fund may invest in derivatives, such as options, swaps (including credit
default swaps), futures, structured investments, foreign currency futures
and forward contracts. In a credit default swap, one party makes a stream
of payments to another party in exchange for the right to receive a specified
return in the event of a default by a third party on its obligation or other
credit event. These practices may be used to hedge the Fund’s portfolio as
well as for investment purposes; however, such practices sometimes may
reduce returns or increase volatility.

The Fund is registered as a non-diversified investment company in the 1940
Act, and may invest in the securities of a smaller number of issuers than a
diversified company.

In managing the Fund’s investments, under normal market conditions, the
portfolio manager intends to seek to construct an investment portfolio with
a weighted average effective duration of no less than two years and no
more than eight years. Duration is a measure of the expected life of a fixed
income instrument that is used to determine the sensitivity of a security’s
price to changes in interest rates. For example, the value of a portfolio of
fixed income securities with an average duration of three years would
generally be expected to decline by approximately 3% if interest rates rose
by one percentage point. Effective duration is a measure of the Fund’s
portfolio duration adjusted for the anticipated effect of interest rate
changes on bond and mortgage pre-payment rates. The effective duration
of the Fund’s investment portfolio may vary materially from its target, from
time to time, and there is no assurance that the effective duration of the
Fund’s investment portfolio will not exceed its target.
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Portfolio securities may be sold at any time. Sales may occur when the
Fund’s portfolio manager perceives deterioration in the credit
fundamentals of the issuer, when the portfolio manager believes there are
negative macro geo-political considerations that may affect the issuer,
when the portfolio manager determines to take advantage of a better
investment opportunity, or when the individual security has reached the
portfolio manager’s sell target.

Any percentage limitation and requirement as to investments will apply only
at the time of an investment to which the limitation or requirement is
applicable and shall not be considered violated unless an excess or
deficiency occurs or exists immediately after and as a result of such
investment. Accordingly, any later increase or decrease resulting from a
change in values, net assets or other circumstances will not be considered
in determining whether any investment complies with the Fund’s limitation
or requirement.

Principal Risks.

It is possible to lose money on an investment in the Fund. Among the
principal risks of investing in the Fund, which could adversely affect its net
asset value, yield, and total return are (in alphabetical order) the following:

• Debt Securities
Risks

• Defaulted Securities
Risk

• Derivatives Risk
• Emerging Market

Country Risk
• Financial Services

Risk
• Foreign Currency

Risk
• Foreign Investing

Risk

• Junk Bond Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Market Risk
• Non-Diversification

Risk
• Portfolio

Management Risk

• Portfolio Turnover
Risk

• Price Volatility
Risk

• Reliance on the
Adviser

• Securities or
Sector Selection
Risk

Please see page 72 of this Prospectus for more information regarding
these risks.

DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund

The DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund (for purposes of this section, the
“Fund”) seeks long-term capital appreciation by actively allocating its
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assets across asset classes, market sectors, and specific investments. The
Adviser allocates the Fund’s assets in response to changing market,
economic, and political factors and events that the Fund’s portfolio
managers believe may affect the value of the Fund’s investments. The
Adviser will attempt to construct a portfolio with the potential for capital
appreciation, but may also seek to control risk by active allocation among
asset classes, market and economic sectors, and issuers. The Fund’s
portfolio will be actively managed, and the allocation of the Fund’s assets to
asset classes, market sectors, and issuers will change over time,
sometimes rapidly.

The Fund’s principal investments may include:

Equity Investments — Equity securities, of any kind, of U.S. or foreign
issuers of any size. Equity securities include common stocks, preferred
stocks, and securities convertible into common or preferred stocks,
and options and warrants to purchase common or preferred stocks.

Debt obligations — Debt obligations, of any kind, including, by way of
example, U.S. and foreign corporate investment-grade securities; U.S.
Government securities and securities of foreign governments and
supranational entities; U.S. and foreign below investment-grade
bonds; mortgage-backed and other asset-backed securities;
obligations of international agencies or supranational entities; debt
securities convertible into equity securities; inflation-indexed bonds;
structured notes, including hybrid or indexed securities, event-linked
bonds, and loan participations; delayed funding loans and revolving
credit facilities; and cash instruments. The Fund may invest in
convertible securities and warrants. The Fund may invest a substantial
portion of its assets in mortgage-backed securities, including
collateralized mortgage obligations, and other asset-backed
securities. The Fund may invest in investments of any maturity. The
Fund may invest in securities of any quality, including defaulted
securities, and may invest without limit in securities rated below
investment grade, sometimes referred to as high yield or junk bonds.
An investment will be considered to be below investment grade if it is
rated Ba1 or lower by Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. and BB+ or lower
by Standard & Poor’s Ratings Group. The Fund also may invest in
unrated securities of any credit quality. When purchasing unrated
securities for the Fund, the Adviser may assess such unrated
securities as being of comparable ratings quality to other bonds and
assign an internal credit rating to such unrated bonds. Fixed income
securities in which the Fund invests may include securities that pay
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interest at fixed rates or at floating or variable rates; payments of
principal or interest may be made at fixed intervals or only at maturity
or upon the occurrence of stated events or contingencies.

Real Estate — Investments in real estate related securities, such as
REITs (equity REITs or mortgage REITs), real estate operating
companies, brokers, developers, and builders of residential,
commercial, and industrial properties; property management firms;
finance, mortgage, and mortgage servicing firms; construction supply
and equipment manufacturing companies; and firms dependent on
real estate holdings for revenues and profits, including lodging,
leisure, timber, mining, and agriculture companies.

Commodities — Investments intended to provide exposure to one or
more physical commodities or commodities indices. Investments may
include, by way of example, ETFs, futures contracts, options on futures
contracts, forward contracts, securities designed to provide
commodity-based exposures, and common or preferred stocks of
subsidiaries of the Fund that invest directly or indirectly in precious
metals and minerals or other commodity-related investments.

Currencies — Investment positions in various foreign currencies,
including actual holdings of those currencies, and forward, futures,
swap, and option contracts with respect to foreign currencies.

Short-Term Investments — Short-term, high quality investments,
including, for example, commercial paper, bankers’ acceptances,
certificates of deposit, bank time deposits, repurchase agreements,
and investments in money market mutual funds or similar pooled
investments.

Although there is no limit on the amount of the Fund’s assets that may be
invested in any particular asset class, the Adviser currently expects that the
Fund will typically invest at least 20% of its assets in equity securities and
other equity-related investments and 20% of its assets in debt obligations
and short-term investments; the Fund may invest less than these amounts
at any time if the Adviser believes it may be in the Fund’s best interest to do
so.

The Fund may make any investment or use any investment strategy
consistent with applicable law. The Fund may engage in short sales, either
to earn additional return or to hedge existing investments. The Fund may
enter into derivatives transactions of any kind for hedging purposes or
otherwise to gain, or reduce, long or short exposure to one or more asset
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classes or issuers. The Fund may use derivatives transactions with the
purpose or effect of creating investment leverage. Although the Fund
reserves the right to invest in derivatives of any kind, it currently expects
that it may use the following types of derivatives: futures contracts and
options on futures contracts, in order to gain efficient long or short
investment exposures as an alternative to cash investments or to hedge
against portfolio exposures; interest rate swaps, to gain indirect long or
short exposures to interest rates, issuers, or currencies, or to hedge
against portfolio exposures; and total return swaps and credit derivatives
(such as credit default swaps), put and call options, and exchange-traded
and structured notes, to take indirect long or short positions on indexes,
securities, currencies, commodities or other indicators of value. Any use of
derivatives strategies entails the risks of investing directly in the securities
or instruments underlying the derivatives strategies, as well as the risks of
using derivatives generally, and in some cases the risks of leverage,
described in this Prospectus and in the Fund’s Statement of Additional
Information (“SAI”).

The Fund may invest directly in securities or other instruments selected by
the Adviser. The Fund may also invest some or all of its assets in other
investment companies or pools, including, for example, other open-end or
closed-end investment companies, ETFs, and domestic or foreign private
investment vehicles (such as hedge funds). The Fund may from time to time
invest in one or more subsidiary private investment vehicles organized
outside the United States that invest directly or indirectly in precious
metals, minerals, or other commodity-related investments. The amount of
the Fund’s investment in certain investment companies or investment pools
may be limited by law or by tax considerations.

The Fund may invest in other investment companies or private investment
vehicles managed by the Adviser or affiliates of the Adviser, including other
DoubleLine Funds, to the extent permitted by applicable law. Investing in
such vehicles involves potential conflicts of interest. For example, the
Adviser or its affiliates may receive fees based on the amount of assets
invested in those vehicles, which fees may be higher than the fees the
Adviser receives for managing the Fund. Investment by the Fund in those
other vehicles may be beneficial in the management of those other
vehicles, by helping to achieve economies of scale or enhancing cash flows.
The Adviser may have an incentive to delay selling or redeeming the Fund’s
investment in an affiliated vehicle in order to minimize any adverse effect
on that other vehicle. These and other factors may give the Adviser an
economic or other incentive to make or retain an investment for the Fund in
an affiliated investment vehicle in lieu of other investments that may also
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be appropriate for the Fund. To reduce this potential conflict of interest, the
Adviser has agreed to reduce its advisory fee to the extent of advisory fees
paid to the Adviser or its affiliates by other investment vehicles in respect of
assets of the Fund invested in those vehicles.

The Fund is registered as a non-diversified investment company as defined
in the 1940 Act and may invest in the securities of a smaller number of
issuers than a diversified company. There is no limit on the amount of the
Fund’s assets that may be allocated to one or more specific asset classes
or market sectors. The Fund may invest without limit in obligations of
issuers in any country or group of countries, including emerging market
countries. The amount of the Fund’s investment in a particular asset class,
or the types of investments it may make in a particular asset class, may be
limited by tax considerations or limitations imposed by federal securities
laws.

The Adviser may sell investments when it believes they no longer offer
attractive potential future returns compared to other investment
opportunities or they present undesirable risks, or in order to limit losses
on securities that have declined in value.

Under normal market conditions, the Fund seeks to remain as fully
invested as reasonably practicable. However, at times, the Adviser may
judge that market conditions may make pursuing the Fund’s investment
strategies inconsistent with the best interests of its shareholders. The
Adviser then may temporarily use alternative strategies that are mainly
designed to limit the Fund’s losses. In implementing these strategies, the
Fund may invest primarily in, among other things, U.S. Government and
agency obligations, cash or money market instruments (including, to the
extent permitted by law or applicable exemptive relief, money market
funds), or any other securities the Adviser considers consistent with such
defensive strategies. During this period, the Fund may not achieve its
investment objective.

The Adviser may engage in active and frequent trading of the Fund’s
portfolio investments. To the extent that it does so, the Fund may incur
greater transaction costs and may make greater distributions of income
and gains, which will be taxable to shareholders who do not hold their
shares through a tax-advantaged or tax-deferred account.

Any percentage limitation and requirement as to investments will apply only
at the time of an investment to which the limitation or requirement is
applicable and shall not be considered violated unless an excess or
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deficiency occurs or exists immediately after and as a result of such
investment. Accordingly, any later increase or decrease resulting from a
change in values, net assets or other circumstances will not be considered
in determining whether any investment complies with the Fund’s limitation
or requirement.

Principal Risks.

It is possible to lose money on an investment in the Fund. Among the
principal risks of investing in the Fund, which could adversely affect its net
asset value, yield, and total return are (in alphabetical order) the following:

• Affiliated Fund Risk
• Asset Allocation

Risk
• Asset-Backed

Securities
Investment Risk

• Commodities Risk
• Debt Securities

Risks
• Defaulted Securities

Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Emerging Market

Country Risk
• Equity Issuer Risk
• Exchange-Traded

Note Risk
• Financial Services

Risk
• Foreign Currency

Risk

• Foreign Investing
Risk

• Inflation-Indexed
Bond Risk

• Investment
Company and
Exchange-Traded
Fund Risk

• Junk Bond Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Market

Capitalization
Risk

• Market Risk
• Mortgage-Backed

Securities Risks
• Non-Diversification

Risk
• Portfolio

Management Risk
• Portfolio Turnover

Risk

• Price Volatility
Risk

• Real Estate Risk
• Reliance on the

Adviser
• Securities or

Sector Selection
Risk

• Short Sale Risk
• Tax Risk
• U.S. Government

Securities Risk

Please see page 72 of this Prospectus for more information regarding
these risks.

DoubleLine Low Duration Bond Fund

The DoubleLine Low Duration Bond Fund (for purposes of this section, the
“Fund”) seeks current income by investing principally in debt securities of
any kind. The Fund may invest without limit in mortgage-backed securities
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of any maturity or type, including those guaranteed by, or secured by
collateral that is guaranteed by, the United States Government, its
agencies, instrumentalities or sponsored corporations as well as those of
private issuers not subject to any guarantee. Mortgage-backed securities
include, among others, government mortgage pass-through securities,
collateralized mortgage obligations, multiclass pass-through securities,
private mortgage pass-through securities, stripped mortgage securities
(e.g., interest-only and principal-only securities) and inverse floaters. The
Fund may also invest in corporate debt obligations (including foreign hybrid
securities); asset-backed securities; foreign securities (corporate and
government); emerging market securities (corporate and government);
inflation-indexed bonds; bank loans and assignments; income-producing
securitized products, including collateralized loan obligations; preferred
securities; and other instruments bearing fixed or variable interest rates of
any maturity.

The Adviser will normally seek to construct an investment portfolio for the
Fund with a dollar-weighted average effective duration of three years or
less. Duration is a measure of the expected life of a fixed income
instrument that is used to determine the sensitivity of a security’s price to
changes in interest rates. For example, the value of a portfolio of fixed
income securities with an average duration of three years would generally
be expected to decline by approximately 3% if interest rates rose by one
percentage point. Effective duration is a measure of the Fund’s portfolio
duration adjusted for the anticipated effect of interest rate changes on bond
and mortgage pre-payment rates. The effective duration of the Fund’s
investment portfolio may vary significantly from time to time, and there is
no assurance that the effective duration of the Fund’s investment portfolio
will not exceed three years at any time. The Fund may invest in individual
securities of any maturity or duration.

In managing the Fund’s investments, the portfolio managers typically use a
controlled risk approach. The techniques of this approach attempt to
control the principal risk components of the fixed income markets and
include consideration of:

• security selection within a given sector;

• relative performance of the various market sectors;

• the shape of the yield curve; and

• fluctuations in the overall level of interest rates.
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Under normal circumstances, the Fund intends to invest primarily in fixed
income and other income-producing instruments rated investment grade
and unrated securities considered by the Adviser to be of comparable credit
quality. The Fund may, however, invest up to 50% of its total assets in fixed
income and other income-producing instruments rated below investment
grade and those that are unrated but determined by the Adviser to be of
comparable credit quality. Those instruments include high yield, high risk
bonds, commonly known as junk bonds.

The Adviser may seek to manage the dollar-weighted average effective
duration of the Fund’s portfolio through the use of derivatives and other
instruments (including, among others, inverse floaters, futures contracts,
U.S. Treasury swaps, interest rate swaps and total return swaps). The Fund
may incur costs in implementing duration management strategies, and
there can be no assurance that the Fund will engage in duration
management strategies or that any duration management strategy
employed by the Fund will be successful.

The Fund may also enter into derivatives transactions and other
instruments of any kind for hedging purposes or otherwise to gain, or
reduce, long or short exposure to one or more asset classes or issuers. The
Fund may also use derivatives transactions with the purpose or effect of
creating investment leverage. For example, the Fund may use futures
contracts and options on futures contracts, in order to gain efficient long or
short investment exposures as an alternative to cash investments or to
hedge against portfolio exposures; interest rate swaps, to gain indirect long
or short exposures to interest rates, issuers, or currencies, or to hedge
against portfolio exposures; and total return swaps and credit derivatives
(such as credit default swaps), put and call options, and exchange-traded
and structured notes, to take indirect long or short positions on indexes,
securities, currencies, commodities or other indicators of value.

Under normal circumstances, the Fund intends to invest at least 80% of its
net assets (plus the amount of borrowings for investment purposes) in
bonds. Bonds include bonds, debt securities and fixed income and income-
producing instruments of any kind issued by governmental or private-
sector entities. Most bonds consist of a security or instrument having one
or more of the following characteristics: a fixed-income security, a security
issued at a discount to its face value, a security that pays interest or a
security with a stated principal amount that requires repayment of some or
all of that principal amount to the holder of the security. The Adviser
interprets the term bond broadly as an instrument or security evidencing
what is commonly referred to as an IOU rather than evidencing the
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corporate ownership of equity unless that equity represents an indirect or
derivative interest in one or more debt securities.

The Fund may invest in other investment companies or pools, including, for
example, other open-end or closed-end investment companies, ETFs, and
domestic or foreign private investment vehicles.

Portfolio securities may be sold at any time. Sales may occur when the
Fund’s portfolio managers determine to take advantage of what the
portfolio managers consider to be a better investment opportunity, when
the portfolio managers believe the portfolio securities no longer represent
relatively attractive investment opportunities, when the portfolio managers
perceive deterioration in the credit fundamentals of the issuer, or when the
individual security has reached the portfolio managers’ sell target.

Any percentage limitation and requirement as to investments will apply only at
the time of an investment to which the limitation or requirement is applicable
and shall not be considered violated unless an excess or deficiency occurs or
exists immediately after and as a result of such investment. Accordingly, any
later increase or decrease resulting from a change in values, net assets or
other circumstances will not be considered in determining whether any
investment complies with the Fund’s limitation or requirement.

Principal Risks.

It is possible to lose money on an investment in the Fund. Among the
principal risks of investing in the Fund, which could adversely affect its net
asset value, yield, and total return are (in alphabetical order) the following:

• Asset-Backed
Securities
Investment Risk

• Debt Securities
Risks

• Derivatives Risk
• Emerging Market

Country Risk
• Financial Services

Risk
• Foreign Currency

Risk
• Foreign Investing

Risk
• Inflation-Indexed

Bond Risk

• Investment
Company and
Exchange-Traded
Fund Risk

• Junk Bond Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Market Risk
• Mortgage-Backed

Securities Risks
• Portfolio

Management Risk
• Preferred

Securities Risk

• Price Volatility
Risk

• Real Estate Risk
• Reliance on the

Adviser
• Securities or

Sector Selection
Risk

• U.S. Government
Securities Risk
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Principal Risks

Risk is the chance that you will lose money on your investment or that it will
not earn as much as you expect. In general, the greater the risk, the more
money your investment may earn for you — and the more you can lose.
Since the Funds will hold securities with fluctuating market prices, the

value of each Fund’s shares will vary as its portfolio securities increase

or decrease in value. Therefore, the value of your investment in a Fund

could go down as well as up. You can lose money by investing in a Fund.

When you sell your shares of a Fund, they could be worth more or less than
what you paid for them.

Each Fund is affected by changes in the economy, or in securities and other
markets. There is also the possibility that investment decisions the Adviser
makes with respect to the investments of the Funds will not accomplish
what they were designed to achieve or that the investments will have
disappointing performance.

Your investment in a Fund may be subject (in varying degrees) to the
following risks discussed below. Each Fund may be more susceptible to
some of the risks than others.

Affiliated Fund Risk

Investing in other investment companies or private investment vehicles
managed by the Adviser or affiliates of the Adviser, including other
DoubleLine Funds, involves potential conflicts of interest. For example, the
Adviser or its affiliates may receive fees based on the amount of assets
invested in those vehicles, which fees may be higher than the fees the
Adviser receives for managing the Fund. Investment by the Fund in those
other vehicles may be beneficial in the management of those other
vehicles, by helping to achieve economies of scale or enhancing cash flows.
The Adviser may have an incentive to delay selling or redeeming the Fund’s
investment in an affiliated vehicle in order to minimize any adverse effect
on that other vehicle. These and other factors may give the Adviser an
economic or other incentive to make or retain an investment for the Fund in
an affiliated investment vehicle in lieu of other investments that may also
be appropriate for the Fund. To reduce this potential conflict of interest, the
Adviser has agreed to reduce its advisory fee to the extent of advisory fees
paid to the Adviser by other investment vehicles sponsored by the Adviser in
respect of assets of the Fund invested in those other vehicles.
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Asset Allocation Risk

A Fund’s investment performance may depend, at least in part, on how its
assets are allocated and reallocated among the asset classes and
underlying funds in which it invests according to the Fund’s asset allocation
targets and ranges. It is possible that the Adviser will focus on asset
classes, underlying funds, or investments that perform poorly or
underperform other asset classes, underlying funds, or available
investments under various market conditions. You could lose money on
your investment in the Fund as a result of these allocation decisions.
Although the Fund will attempt to invest in a number of different asset
classes, to the extent that the Fund invests a significant portion of its assets
in a single or limited number of asset classes, underlying funds, or
investments, it will be particularly sensitive to the risks associated with the
asset classes, funds, or investments in which it concentrates.

Asset-Backed Securities Investment Risk

Asset-backed investments tend to increase in value less than other debt
securities when interest rates decline, but are subject to similar risk of
decline in market value during periods of rising interest rates. In a period of
declining interest rates, a Fund may be required to reinvest more frequent
prepayments on asset-backed investments in lower-yielding investments.
Asset-backed securities in which a Fund invests may have underlying
assets that include, among others, motor vehicle installment sales or
installment loan contracts, home equity loans, leases of various types of
real and personal property, and receivables from credit card agreements.
There is a risk that borrowers may default on their obligations in respect of
those underlying obligations. Certain assets underlying asset-backed
securities are subject to prepayment, which may reduce the overall return
to asset-backed security holders. Holders may also experience delays in
payment on the securities if the full amounts due on underlying sales
contracts or receivables are not realized by a trust because of
unanticipated legal or administrative costs of enforcing the contracts or
because of depreciation or damage to the collateral (usually automobiles)
securing certain contracts, or other factors. The values of asset-backed
securities may be substantially dependent on the servicing of the
underlying asset pools, and are therefore subject to risks associated with
the negligence or malfeasance by their servicers and to the credit risk of
their servicers. In certain circumstances, the mishandling of related
documentation may also affect the rights of security holders in and to the
underlying collateral. The insolvency of entities that generate receivables or
that utilize the assets may result in added costs and delays in addition to
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losses associated with a decline in the value of underlying assets. Certain
asset-backed securities do not have the benefit of the same security
interest in the related collateral as do mortgage-backed securities; nor are
they provided government guarantees of repayment as are some
mortgage-backed securities. Credit card receivables generally are
unsecured, and the debtors are entitled to the protection of a number of
state and federal consumer credit laws, many of which give such debtors
the right to set off certain amounts owed on the credit cards, thereby
reducing the balance due. In addition, some issuers of automobile
receivables permit the servicers to retain possession of the underlying
obligations. If the servicer were to sell these obligations to another party,
there is a risk that the purchaser would acquire an interest superior to that
of the holders of the related automobile receivables. The impairment of the
value of collateral or other assets underlying an asset-backed security,
such as a result of non-payment of loans or non-performance of other
collateral or underlying assets, may result in a reduction in the value of
such asset-backed securities and losses to a Fund. It is possible that many
or all asset-backed securities will fall out of favor at any time or over time
with investors, affecting adversely the values and liquidity of the securities.

Commodities Risk

A Fund may directly or indirectly have exposure to global commodity
markets or particular commodities (such as precious metals or natural
gas). Therefore, the value of its shares is affected by factors particular to
the commodity markets. Commodity prices can be extremely volatile and
are affected by a wide range of factors, including changes in overall market
movements, real or perceived inflationary trends, commodity index
volatility, changes in interest rates or currency exchange rates, population
growth and changing demographics, nationalization, expropriation, or other
confiscation, international regulatory, political, and economic developments
(for example, regime changes and changes in economic activity levels), and
developments affecting a particular industry or commodity, such as
drought, floods, or other weather conditions, livestock disease, trade
embargoes, competition from substitute products, transportation
bottlenecks or shortages, fluctuations in supply and demand, and tariffs. A
Fund may from time to time invest in one or more subsidiaries organized
outside the United States that invest directly or indirectly in precious metals
or minerals or other commodity-related investments. The Fund’s
investment in such a subsidiary is generally limited to 25% of the Fund’s
total assets, and the value of such an investment may be adversely affected
by the risks associated with delivery, storage and maintenance, possible
illiquidity, and the unavailability of accurate market valuations of precious
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metals or minerals or other commodity-related investments as well as by
custody and transaction costs associated with a subsidiary’s investment in
precious metals or minerals or other commodity-related investments. Any
such subsidiary will not be registered under the 1940 Act, and will not be
subject to all the investor protections of the 1940 Act.

A Fund may also directly or indirectly use commodity-related derivatives.
The value of these derivatives may fluctuate more than the relevant
underlying commodity or commodities or commodity index.

Debt Securities Risks

Debt securities are subject to various risks including, among others, credit
risk and interest rate risk. These risks can affect a security’s price volatility
to varying degrees, depending upon the nature of the instrument.

Credit risk: refers to the risk that an issuer will default in the payment
of principal and/or interest on a security. Financial strength and
solvency of an issuer are the primary factors influencing credit risk. In
addition, lack or inadequacy of collateral or credit enhancements for a
fixed income security may affect its credit risk. Credit risk of a security
may change over time, and securities which are rated by ratings
agencies may be subject to downgrade. Ratings are only opinions of
the agencies issuing them and are not guarantees as to quality.

Interest rate risk: refers to the risk that the values of debt instruments
held by the Fund will fall in response to increases in interest rates. In
general, the values of debt securities fall in response to increases in
interest rates, and rise in response to decreases in interest rates. The
value of a security with a longer duration will be more sensitive to
increases in interest rates than a similar security with a shorter
duration. Duration is a measure of the expected life of a bond that is
used to determine the sensitivity of a security’s price to changes in
interest rates. For example, the price of a bond fund with an average
duration of three years would generally be expected to fall
approximately 3% if interest rates rose by one percentage point.
Inverse floaters, interest-only and principal-only securities are
extremely sensitive to interest rate changes. Adjustable rate
instruments also react to interest rate changes in a similar manner
although generally to a lesser degree (depending, however, on the
characteristics of the reset terms, including the index chosen,
frequency of reset and reset caps or floors, among other things).
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Defaulted Securities Risk

Defaulted securities risk refers to the uncertainty of repayment of defaulted
securities and obligations of distressed issuers. Because the issuer of such
securities is in default and is likely to be in distressed financial condition,
repayment of defaulted securities and obligations of distressed issuers
(including insolvent issuers or issuers in payment or covenant default, in
workout or restructuring or in bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings) is
subject to significant uncertainties. Insolvency laws and practices in
emerging market countries are different than those in the U.S. and the
effect of these laws and practices cannot be predicted with certainty.
Investments in defaulted securities and obligations of distressed issuers
are considered highly speculative.

Derivatives Risk

A derivative is a financial contract whose value depends on changes in the
value of one or more underlying assets, reference rates, or indexes. These
instruments include, among others, options, futures contracts, forward
currency contracts, swap agreements and similar instruments. A Fund’s
use of derivatives may involve risks different from, or greater than, the risks
associated with investing in more traditional investments, such as stocks
and bonds. Derivatives can be highly complex and may perform in ways
unanticipated by the Adviser.

A Fund’s use of derivatives involves the risk that the other party to the
derivative contract will fail to make required payments or otherwise to
comply with the terms of the contract. In the event the counterparty to a
derivative instrument becomes insolvent, a Fund potentially could lose all
or a large portion of its investment in the derivative instrument. Derivatives
transactions can create investment leverage and may be highly volatile, and
a Fund could lose more than the amount it invests. Derivatives may be
difficult to value and highly illiquid, and a Fund may not be able to close out
or sell a derivative position at a particular time or at an anticipated price.
Use of derivatives may increase the amount and affect the timing and
character of taxes payable by shareholders.

A Fund may use derivatives to create investment leverage, and a Fund’s use of
derivatives may otherwise cause its portfolio to be leveraged. Leverage
increases a Fund’s portfolio losses when the value of its investments declines.
Since many derivatives involve leverage, adverse changes in the value or level
of the underlying asset, rate, or index may result in a loss substantially greater
than the amount invested in the derivative itself. Some derivatives have the
potential for unlimited loss, regardless of the size of the initial investment.
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When a Fund enters into a derivatives transaction as a substitute for or
alternative to a direct cash investment, that Fund is exposed to the risk that
the derivative transaction may not provide a return that corresponds
precisely with that of the underlying investment. It is possible that, when a
Fund uses a derivative for hedging purposes, the derivative will not in fact
provide the anticipated protection, and the Fund could lose money on both
the derivative transaction and the exposure the Fund sought to hedge.
Because most derivatives involve contractual arrangements with a
counterparty, no assurance can be given that a particular type of derivative
contract can be completed or terminated when desired by the Adviser.
While hedging strategies involving derivatives can reduce the risk of loss,
they can also reduce the opportunity for gain or even result in losses by
offsetting favorable price movements in other Fund investments. Certain
derivatives may create a risk of loss greater than the amount invested.

Emerging Market Country Risk

Investing in emerging market countries involves substantial risk due to
limited information; higher brokerage costs; different accounting, auditing
and financial reporting standards; less developed legal systems and thinner
trading markets as compared to those in developed countries; currency
blockages or transfer restrictions; an emerging market country’s
dependence on revenue from particular commodities or international aid;
and expropriation, nationalization or other adverse political or economic
developments.

Political and economic structures in many emerging market countries may
be undergoing significant evolution and rapid development, and such
countries may lack the social, political and economic stability
characteristics of developed countries. Some of these countries have in the
past failed to recognize private property rights and have nationalized or
expropriated the assets of private companies.

The securities markets of emerging market countries may be substantially
smaller, less developed, less liquid and more volatile than the major
securities markets in the U.S. and other developed nations. The limited size
of many securities markets in emerging market countries and limited
trading volume in issuers compared to the volume in U.S. securities or
securities of issuers in other developed countries could cause prices to be
erratic for reasons other than factors that affect the quality of the
securities. In addition, emerging market countries’ exchanges and broker-
dealers may generally be subject to less regulation than their counterparts
in developed countries. Brokerage commissions and dealer mark-ups,
custodial expenses and other transaction costs are generally higher in
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emerging market countries than in developed countries. As a result, funds
that invest in emerging market countries have operating expenses that are
higher than funds investing in other securities markets.

Emerging market countries may have different clearance and settlement
procedures than in the U.S., and in certain markets there may be times
when settlements fail to keep pace with the volume of securities
transactions, making it difficult to conduct such transactions. Further,
satisfactory custodial services for investment securities may not be
available in some emerging market countries, which may result in a Fund
incurring additional costs and delays in transporting and custodying such
securities outside such countries. Delays in settlement or other problems
could result in periods when assets of a Fund are uninvested and no return
is earned thereon. The inability of a Fund to make intended security
purchases due to settlement problems or the risk of intermediary
counterparty failures could cause the Fund to miss attractive investment
opportunities. The inability to dispose of a portfolio security due to
settlement problems could result either in losses to a Fund due to
subsequent declines in the value of such portfolio security or, if the Fund
has entered into a contract to sell the security, could result in possible
liability to the purchaser.

Some emerging market countries have a greater degree of economic,
political and social instability than the U.S. and other developed countries.
Such social, political and economic instability could disrupt the financial
markets in which a Fund invests and adversely affect the value of its
investment portfolio.

Currencies of emerging market countries have sometimes experienced
devaluations relative to the U.S. dollar, and major devaluations have
historically occurred in certain countries. A devaluation of the currency in
which investment portfolio securities are denominated will negatively
impact the value of those securities. Emerging market countries have and
may in the future impose foreign currency controls and repatriation
controls. In addition, some currency hedging techniques may be
unavailable in emerging market countries, and the currencies of emerging
market countries may experience greater volatility in exchange rates as
compared to those of developed countries.

Equity Issuer Risk

The market prices of equity securities may go up or down, sometimes
rapidly or unpredictably. The value of a security may decline for a number
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of reasons that may directly relate to the issuer, such as management
performance, financial leverage, non-compliance with regulatory
requirements, and reduced demand for the issuer’s goods or services. The
values of equity securities also may decline due to general market
conditions that are not specially related to a particular company, such as
real or perceived adverse economic conditions, changes in the general
outlook for corporate earnings, changes in interest or currency rates, or
adverse investor sentiment generally. The values of equity securities paying
dividends at high rates may be more sensitive to change in interest rates
than are other equity securities. A Fund may continue to accept new
subscriptions and to make additional investment in equity securities even
under general market conditions that the Fund’s portfolio manager or
managers view as unfavorable for equity securities.

Exchange-Traded Note Risk

Exchange-traded notes (“ETNs”) are securities whose returns are linked to
the performance of a particular market benchmark, strategy, or reference
asset minus applicable fees. ETNs may be traded on an exchange (for
example, the New York Stock Exchange (the “NYSE”)). At maturity, the
issuer is obligated to pay to the investor cash equal to the principal amount,
subject to adjustment based on changes to a market benchmark, strategy,
or reference asset factor. ETNs do not make periodic coupon payments or
provide principal protection. ETNs are subject to credit risk, and the value
of the ETN may drop due to a downgrade in the issuer’s credit rating or a
decline in its creditworthiness, despite the underlying market benchmark
or strategy remaining unchanged. The value of an ETN may also be
influenced by time to maturity, level of supply, and demand for the ETN,
volatility and lack of liquidity in underlying assets, changes in the applicable
interest rates, changes in the issuer’s credit rating, and economic, legal,
political, or geographic events that affect the referenced underlying asset.
When a Fund invests in an ETN, it will bear its proportionate share of any
fees and expenses borne by the ETN. There may be times when an ETN
trades at a premium or discount to its market benchmark, strategy, or
reference asset.

Financial Services Risk

Investing in issuers in the financial services sector involves, among others,
the following risks: (i) changes in the regulatory framework or interest
rates that may negatively affect financial service businesses; (ii) exposure of
a financial institution to a non diversified or concentrated loan portfolios;
(iii) exposure to financial leverage and/or investments or agreements
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which, under certain circumstances, may lead to losses, for example
sub-prime loans; and (iv) the risk that a market shock or other unexpected
market, economic, political, regulatory, or other event might lead to a
sudden decline in the values of most or all companies in the financial
services sector.

Foreign Currency Risk

Currency risk is the risk that fluctuations in exchange rates may adversely
affect the value of a Fund’s investments. Currency risk includes both the
risk that currencies in which a Fund’s investments are traded and/or in
which a Fund receives income, or currencies in which a Fund has taken an
active investment position, will decline in value relative to other currencies.
In the case of hedging positions, currency risk includes the risk that the
currency a Fund is seeking exposure to will decline in value relative to the
foreign currency being hedged. Currency exchange rates fluctuate
significantly for many reasons, including changes in supply and demand in
the currency exchange markets, actual or perceived changes in interest
rates, intervention (or the failure to intervene) by U.S. or foreign
governments, central banks, or supranational agencies such as the
International Monetary Fund, and currency controls or other political and
economic developments in the U.S. or abroad.

A Fund may use derivatives to acquire positions in currencies whose values
the Adviser expects to correlate with the value of currencies the Fund owns,
currencies the Adviser wants the Fund to own, or currencies the Fund is
exposed to through its investments. This presents the risk that the
exchange rates of the currencies involved may not move in relation to one
another as expected. In that case, a Fund could lose money on its holding of
a particular currency and also lose money on the derivative. A Fund may
also take overweighted or underweighted currency positions and/or hedge
the currency exposure of the securities in which they have invested. As a
result, their currency exposure may differ (in some cases significantly) from
the currency exposure of their security investments and/or their
benchmarks.

Foreign Investing Risk

Investments in foreign securities or in issuers with significant exposure to
foreign markets may involve greater risks than investments in domestic
securities because a Fund’s performance may depend on factors other than
the performance of a particular company. In addition, to the extent that
investments are made in a limited number of countries, events in those
countries will have a more significant effect on the Fund.
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As compared to U.S. companies, foreign issuers generally disclose less
financial and other information publicly and are subject to less stringent
and less uniform accounting, auditing, and financial reporting standards. In
addition, there may be limited information generally regarding factors
affecting a particular foreign market, issuer, or security.

Foreign countries typically impose less thorough regulations on brokers,
dealers, stock exchanges, corporate insiders and listed companies than
does the U.S. and foreign securities markets may be less liquid and more
volatile than domestic markets. Investment in foreign securities involves
higher costs than investment in U.S. securities, including higher
transaction and custody costs as well as the imposition of additional taxes
by foreign governments. In addition, security trading practices abroad may
offer less protection to investors such as the Funds. Political, social or
financial instability, civil unrest and acts of terrorism are other potential
risks that could adversely affect an investment in a foreign security or in
foreign markets or issuers generally. Settlement of transactions in some
foreign markets may be delayed or may be less frequent than in the U.S.
which could affect the liquidity of a Fund’s portfolio.

Because foreign securities generally are denominated and pay dividends or
interest in foreign currencies, and a Fund may hold various foreign
currencies from time to time, the value of a Fund’s assets, as measured in
U.S. dollars, can be affected unfavorably by changes in exchange rates or
by unfavorable currency regulations imposed by foreign governments.

Inflation-Indexed Bond Risk

Inflation-indexed bonds are fixed income securities whose principal values
are periodically adjusted according to the rate of inflation. If the index
measuring inflation falls, the principal value of inflation-indexed bonds will
be adjusted downward, and consequently the interest payable on these
securities (calculated with respect to a smaller principal amount) will be
reduced. Repayment of the original bond principal upon maturity (as
adjusted for inflation) is guaranteed in the case of U.S. Treasury inflation-
indexed bonds. For bonds that do not provide a similar guarantee, the
adjusted principal value of the bond repaid at maturity may be less than the
original principal. With regard to municipal inflation-indexed bonds and
certain corporate inflation-indexed bonds, the inflation adjustment is
reflected in the semi-annual coupon payment. As a result, the principal
value of municipal inflation-indexed bonds and such corporate inflation-
indexed bonds does not adjust according to the rate of inflation. The value
of inflation-indexed bonds is expected to change in response to changes in
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real interest rates. Real interest rates are tied to the relationship between
nominal interest rates and the rate of inflation. If nominal interest rates
increase at a faster rate than inflation, real interest rates may rise, leading
to a decrease in value of inflation-indexed bonds. Inflation-indexed bonds
may cause a potential cash flow mismatch to investors, because an
increase in the principal amount of an inflation-indexed bond will be treated
as interest income currently subject to tax at ordinary income rates even
though investors will not receive repayment of principal until maturity. A
Fund investing in such bonds will be required to distribute such interest
income in order to qualify for treatment as a regulated investment company
and eliminate a Fund-level tax, without a corresponding receipt of cash,
and therefore may be required to dispose of portfolio securities at a time
when it may not be advantageous to do so in order to make such
distributions.

Investment Company and Exchange-Traded Fund Risk

Investments in open-end and closed-end investment companies, including
any ETFs, involve substantially the same risks as investing directly in the
instruments held by these entities. However, the total return from such
investments will be reduced by the operating expenses and fees of the
investment company or ETF. A Fund must pay its pro rata portion of an
investment company’s or ETF’s fees and expenses, which may include
performance fees that could be substantial (such as, up to 20% or more of
the gains on the Fund’s investment in certain investment companies). An
investment company or ETF may not achieve its investment objective or
execute its investment strategy effectively, which may adversely affect a
Fund’s performance. Shares of a closed-end investment company or ETF
may expose a Fund to risks associated with leverage and may trade at a
premium or discount to the net asset value of the closed-end fund’s or the
ETF’s portfolio securities depending on a variety of factors, including
market supply and demand.

Junk Bond Risk

Fixed income instruments rated below investment grade, or unrated
securities that are determined by the Adviser to be of comparable quality,
are high yield, high risk bonds, commonly known as junk bonds. These
bonds are predominantly speculative. They are usually issued by companies
without long track records of sales and earnings, or by companies with
questionable credit strength. These bonds have a higher degree of default
risk and may be less liquid than higher-rated bonds. These securities may
be subject to a greater price volatility due to such factors as specific
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corporate developments, interest rate sensitivity, negative perceptions of
junk bonds generally, and less secondary market liquidity. This potential
lack of liquidity may make it more difficult for a Fund to accurately value
these securities.

Leveraging Risk

Certain transactions, including, for example, when-issued, delayed-
delivery, and forward commitment purchases, inverse floaters, loans of
portfolio securities, repurchase agreements (or reverse repurchase
agreements), and the use of some derivatives, can result in leverage. In
addition, the Fund may achieve investment leverage by borrowing money.
Leverage generally has the effect of increasing the amounts of loss or gain
the Fund might realize, and creates the likelihood of greater volatility of the
value of the Fund’s investments. In transactions involving leverage, a
relatively small market movement or change in other underlying indicator
can lead to significantly larger losses to the Fund. There is risk of loss in
excess of invested capital.

Liquidity Risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that a Fund may invest in securities that trade in
lower volumes and may be less liquid than other investments or that a
Fund’s investments may become less liquid in response to market
developments or adverse investor perceptions. When there is no willing
buyer and investments cannot be readily sold, a Fund may have to sell at a
lower price than the price at which a Fund is carrying the investments or
may not be able to sell the investments at all, each of which would have a
negative affect on a Fund’s performance. If another fund or investment pool
in which a Fund invests is not publicly offered or there is no public market
for its shares or accepts investments subject to certain legal restrictions,
such as lock-up periods implemented by private funds, a Fund may be
prohibited by the terms of its investment from selling or redeeming its
shares in the fund or pool, or may not be able to find a buyer for those
shares at an acceptable price.

Market Capitalization Risk

Stocks fall into three broad market capitalization categories — large,
medium and small. A fund that invests substantially in one of these
categories carries the risk that due to current market conditions that
category may be out of favor with investors.
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If valuations of large capitalization companies appear to be greatly out of
proportion to the valuations of small or medium capitalization companies,
investors may migrate to the stocks of small and medium-sized companies.
Larger, more established companies may be unable to respond quickly to
new competitive challenges such as changes in technology and consumer
tastes. Larger companies also may not be able to attain the high growth
rates of successful smaller companies.

Investing in medium and small capitalization companies may involve
special risks because those companies may have narrower product lines,
more limited financial resources, fewer experienced managers,
dependence on a few key employees, and a more limited trading market for
their stocks, as compared with larger companies. In addition, securities of
these companies are subject to the risk that, during certain periods, the
liquidity of particular issuers or industries will shrink or disappear with
little forewarning as a result of adverse economic or market conditions, or
adverse investor perceptions, whether or not accurate. Securities of
medium and smaller capitalization issuers may therefore be subject to
greater price volatility and may decline more significantly in market
downturns than securities of larger companies. Smaller and medium
capitalization issuers may also require substantial additional capital to
support their operations, to finance expansion or to maintain their
competitive position; and may have substantial borrowings or may
otherwise have a weak financial condition, and may be susceptible to
bankruptcy. Transaction costs for these investments are often higher than
those of larger capitalization companies. There is typically less publicly
available information about medium and small capitalization companies.

Market Risk

Various market risks can affect the price or liquidity of an issuer’s
securities in which a Fund may invest. Returns from the securities in which
a Fund invests may underperform returns from the various general
securities markets or different asset classes. Different types of securities
tend to go through cycles of outperformance and underperformance in
comparison to the general securities markets. Adverse events occurring
with respect to an issuer’s performance or financial position can depress
the value of the issuer’s securities. The liquidity in a market for a particular
security will affect its value and may be affected by factors relating to the
issuer, as well as the depth of the market for that security. Other market
risks that can affect value include a market’s current attitudes about types
of securities, market reactions to political or economic events, including
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litigation, and tax and regulatory effects (including lack of adequate
regulations for a market or particular type of instrument).

Instability in the financial markets in recent years has led the U.S.
Government to take a number of unprecedented actions designed to
support certain financial institutions and segments of the financial markets
that have experienced extreme volatility, and in some cases a lack of
liquidity. Governmental and non-governmental issuers (notably in Europe)
have defaulted on, or been forced to restructure, their debts, and many
other issuers have faced difficulties obtaining credit. These market
conditions may continue, worsen or spread, including in the U.S., Europe
and beyond. Further defaults or restructurings by governments and others
of their debt could have additional adverse effects on economies, financial
markets, and asset valuations around the world. In response to the crisis,
the U.S. and other governments and the Federal Reserve and certain
foreign central banks have taken steps to support financial markets. The
withdrawal of this support, failure of efforts in response to the crisis, or
investor perception that these efforts are not succeeding could negatively
affect financial markets generally as well as the values and liquidity of
certain securities. Whether or not a Fund invests in securities of issuers
located in or with significant exposure to countries experiencing economic
and financial difficulties, the value and liquidity of the Fund’s investments
may be negatively affected. Federal, state, and other governments, their
regulatory agencies, or self regulatory organizations may take actions that
affect the regulation of the securities in which a Fund invests or the issuers
of such securities in ways that are unforeseeable. Legislation or regulation
may also change the way in which a Fund or the Adviser is regulated. Such
legislation, regulation, or other government action could limit or preclude a
Fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective and affect the Fund’s
performance.

Mortgage-Backed Securities Risks

Mortgage-backed securities include, among other things, participation
interests in pools of residential mortgage loans purchased from individual
lenders by a federal agency or originated and issued by private lenders and
involve, among others, the following risks:

Credit and Market Risks of Mortgage-Backed Securities. Investments by
a Fund in fixed rate and floating rate mortgage-backed securities will
entail credit risks (i.e., the risk of non-payment of interest and
principal) and market risks (i.e., the risk that interest rates and other
factors could cause the value of the instrument to decline). Many
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issuers or servicers of mortgage-backed securities guarantee timely
payment of interest and principal on the securities, whether or not
payments are made when due on the underlying mortgages. This kind
of guarantee generally increases the quality of a security, but does not
mean that the security’s market value and yield will not change. The
value of all mortgage-backed securities also may change because of
changes in the market’s perception of the creditworthiness of the
organization that issued or guarantees them. In addition, an
unexpectedly high rate of defaults on the mortgages held by a
mortgage pool may limit substantially the pool’s ability to make
payments of principal or interest to a Fund as a holder of such
securities, reducing the values of those securities or in some cases
rendering them worthless. The Funds also may purchase securities
that are not guaranteed or subject to any credit support.

Like bond investments, the value of fixed rate mortgage-backed
securities will tend to rise when interest rates fall, and fall when rates
rise. Floating rate mortgage-backed securities will generally tend to
have more moderate changes in price when interest rates rise or fall,
but their current yield will be affected. In addition, the mortgage-
backed securities market in general may be adversely affected by
changes in governmental legislation or regulation. Factors that could
affect the value of a mortgage-backed security include, among other
things, the types and amounts of insurance which an individual
mortgage or that specific mortgage-backed security carries, the
default and delinquency rate of the mortgage pool, the amount of time
the mortgage loan has been outstanding, the loan-to-value ratio of
each mortgage and the amount of overcollateralization or
undercollateralization of a mortgage pool.

The residential mortgage market in the United States recently has
experienced difficulties that may adversely affect the performance and
market value of certain of a Fund’s mortgage-related investments.
Delinquencies and losses on residential mortgage loans (especially
subprime and second-lien mortgage loans) generally have increased
recently and may continue to increase, and a decline in or flattening of
housing values (as has recently been experienced and may continue to
be experienced in many housing markets) may exacerbate such
delinquencies and losses. Borrowers with adjustable rate mortgage
loans may be more sensitive to changes in interest rates, which affect
their monthly mortgage payments, and may be unable to secure
replacement mortgages at comparably low interest rates. Also, a
number of residential mortgage loan originators have recently
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experienced serious financial difficulties or bankruptcy. Reduced
investor demand for mortgage-related securities has resulted and may
continue to result in limited new issuances of mortgage-related
securities and limited liquidity in the secondary market for mortgage-
related securities, which can adversely affect the market value of
mortgage-related securities and limit the availability of attractive
investment opportunities for the Funds. It is possible that such limited
liquidity in secondary markets could continue or worsen.

Ongoing developments in the residential mortgage market may have
additional consequences to the market for mortgage-backed
securities. Delinquencies and losses generally have been increasing
with respect to securitizations involving residential mortgage loans and
may continue to increase as a result of the weakening housing market
and the seasoning of securitized pools of mortgage loans. Many
so-called sub-prime mortgage pools are currently distressed and may
be trading at significant discounts to their face value.

Additionally, mortgage lenders recently have adjusted their loan
programs and underwriting standards, which has reduced the
availability of mortgage credit to prospective mortgagors. This has
resulted in reduced availability of financing alternatives for mortgagors
seeking to refinance their mortgage loans. The reduced availability of
refinancing options for mortgagors has resulted in higher rates of
delinquencies, defaults and losses on mortgage loans, particularly in the
case of, but not limited to, mortgagors with adjustable rate mortgage
loans or interest-only mortgage loans that experience significant
increases in their monthly payments following the adjustment date or
the end of the interest-only period (see “Adjustable Rate Mortgages”
below for further discussion of adjustable rate mortgage risks). These
events, alone or in combination with each other and with deteriorating
economic conditions in the general economy, may continue to contribute
to higher delinquency and default rates on mortgage loans. The tighter
underwriting guidelines for residential mortgage loans, together with
lower levels of home sales and reduced refinance activity, also may have
contributed to a reduction in the prepayment rate for mortgage loans
generally and this trend may continue. The values of mortgage-backed
securities may be substantially dependent on the servicing of the
underlying mortgage pools, and therefore are subject to risks associated
with the negligence or malfeasance by their servicers and to the credit
risk of their servicers. In certain circumstances, the mishandling of
related documentation also may affect the rights of security holders in
and to the underlying collateral.
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The United States Government conservatorship of Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation (“Freddie Mac”) and the Federal National
Mortgage Corporation (“Fannie Mae”) in September 2008 and its
ultimate resolution may adversely affect the real estate market, the
value of real estate-related assets generally and markets generally.

The Federal Housing Finance Agent (“FHFA”), as conservator or
receiver of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, has the power to repudiate
any contract entered into by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac prior to its
appointment if it determines that performance of the contract is
burdensome and repudiation of the contract promotes the orderly
administration of Fannie Mae’s or Freddie Mac’s affairs. In the event
the guaranty obligations of Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac are repudiated,
the payments of interest to holders of Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac
mortgage-backed securities would be reduced if payments on the
mortgage loans represented in the mortgage loan groups related to
such mortgage-backed securities are not made by the borrowers or
advanced by the servicer. Any actual direct compensatory damages for
repudiating these guaranty obligations may not be sufficient to offset
any shortfalls experienced by such mortgage-backed security holders.

Further, in its capacity as conservator or receiver, FHFA has the right
to transfer or sell any asset or liability of Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac
without any approval, assignment or consent. If FHFA were to transfer
any such guaranty obligation to another party, holders of Fannie Mae
or Freddie Mac mortgage-backed securities would have to rely on that
party for satisfaction of the guaranty obligation and would be exposed
to the credit risk of that party.

Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities (“CMBS”). CMBS include
securities that reflect an interest in, or are secured by, mortgage loans
on commercial real property. Many of the risks of investing in
commercial mortgage-backed securities reflect the risks of investing
in the real estate securing the underlying mortgage loans. These risks
reflect the effects of local and other economic conditions on real estate
markets, the ability of tenants to make loan payments and the ability of
a property to attract and retain tenants. Commercial mortgage-backed
securities may be less liquid and exhibit greater price volatility than
other types of mortgage- or asset-backed securities.

Prepayment, Extension and Redemption Risks of Mortgage-Backed

Securities. Mortgage-backed securities may reflect an interest in
monthly payments made by the borrowers who receive the underlying
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mortgage loans. Although the underlying mortgage loans are for
specified periods of time, such as 20 or 30 years, the borrowers can,
and historically have paid them off sooner. When a prepayment
happens, a portion of the mortgage-backed security which represents
an interest in the underlying mortgage loan will be prepaid. A borrower
is more likely to prepay a mortgage which bears a relatively high rate
of interest. This means that in times of declining interest rates, a
portion of the Fund’s higher yielding securities are likely to be
redeemed and the Fund will probably be unable to replace them with
securities having as great a yield. Prepayments can result in lower
yields to shareholders. The increased likelihood of prepayment when
interest rates decline also limits market price appreciation of
mortgage-backed securities. This is known as prepayment risk.
Mortgage-backed securities also are subject to extension risk.
Extension risk is the possibility that rising interest rates may cause
prepayments to occur at a slower than expected rate. This particular
risk may effectively change a security which was considered short or
intermediate term into a long-term security. The values of long-term
securities generally fluctuate more widely in response to changes in
interest rates than short or intermediate-term securities. In addition, a
mortgage-backed security may be subject to redemption at the option
of the issuer. If a mortgage-backed security held by a Fund is called for
redemption, the Fund will be required to permit the issuer to redeem
or pay-off the security, which could have an adverse effect on the
Fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective.

Liquidity Risk of Mortgage-Backed Securities. The liquidity of
mortgage-backed securities varies by type of security; at certain times
a Fund may encounter difficulty in disposing of such investments.
Because mortgage-backed securities have the potential to be less
liquid than other securities, a Fund may be more susceptible to
liquidity risks than funds that invest in other securities. In the past, in
stressed markets, certain types of mortgage-backed securities
suffered periods of illiquidity when disfavored by the market.

Collateralized Mortgage Obligations. There are certain risks associated
specifically with collateralized mortgage obligations (“CMOs”). CMOs
are debt obligations collateralized by mortgage loans or mortgage
pass-through securities. The expected average life of CMOs is
determined using mathematical models that incorporate prepayment
assumptions and other factors that involve estimates of future
economic and market conditions. These estimates may vary from
actual future results, particularly during periods of extreme market
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volatility. Further, under certain market conditions, such as those that
occurred in 1994, 2007, 2008 and 2009, the average weighted life of
certain CMOs may not accurately reflect the price volatility of such
securities. For example, in periods of supply and demand imbalances
in the market for such securities and/or in periods of sharp interest
rate movements, the prices of CMOs may fluctuate to a greater extent
than would be expected from interest rate movements alone. CMOs
issued by private entities are not obligations issued or guaranteed by
the United States Government, its agencies or instrumentalities and
are not guaranteed by any government agency, although the securities
underlying a CMO may be subject to a guarantee. Therefore, if the
collateral securing the CMO, as well as any third party credit support
or guarantees, is insufficient to make payments when due, the holder
could sustain a loss.

Adjustable Rate Mortgages. Adjustable Rate Mortgages (“ARMs”)
contain maximum and minimum rates beyond which the mortgage
interest rate may not vary over the lifetime of the security. In addition,
many ARMs provide for additional limitations on the maximum amount
by which the mortgage interest rate may adjust for any single
adjustment period. Alternatively, certain ARMs contain limitations on
changes in the required monthly payment. In the event that a monthly
payment is not sufficient to pay the interest accruing on an ARM, any
excess interest is added to the principal balance of the mortgage loan,
which is repaid through future monthly payments. If the monthly
payment for such an instrument exceeds the sum of the interest
accrued at the applicable mortgage interest rate and the principal
payment required at such point to amortize the outstanding principal
balance over the remaining term of the loan, the excess is used to
reduce the then-outstanding principal balance of the ARM.

In addition, certain ARMs may provide for an initial fixed, below-market
or teaser interest rate. During this initial fixed-rate period, the
payment due from the related mortgagor may be less than that of a
traditional loan. However, after the teaser rate expires, the monthly
payment required to be made by the mortgagor may increase
dramatically when the interest rate on the mortgage loan adjusts. This
increased burden on the mortgagor may increase the risk of
delinquency or default on the mortgage loan and in turn, losses on the
mortgage-backed security into which that loan has been bundled.

Interest and Principal Only Securities Risk. One type of stripped
mortgage-backed security pays to one class all of the interest from the
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mortgage assets (the interest-only, or “IO” class), while the other class
will receive all of the principal (the principal-only, or “PO” class). The
yield to maturity on an IO class is extremely sensitive to the rate of
principal payments (including prepayments) on the underlying
mortgage assets, and a rapid rate of principal payments may have a
material adverse effect on a Fund’s yield to maturity from these
securities. If the assets underlying the IO class experience greater
than anticipated prepayments of principal, a Fund may fail to recoup
fully, or at all, its initial investment in these securities. PO class
securities tend to decline in value if prepayments are slower than
anticipated.

Inverse Floaters and Related Securities. Investments in inverse floaters
and similar instruments expose a Fund to the same risks as
investments in debt securities and derivatives, as well as other risks,
including those associated with leverage and increased volatility. An
investment in these securities typically will involve greater risk than an
investment in a fixed rate security. Distributions on inverse floaters
and similar instruments will typically bear an inverse relationship to
short term interest rates and typically will be reduced or, potentially,
eliminated as interest rates rise. Inverse floaters may be considered to
be leveraged, including if their interest rates vary by a magnitude that
exceeds the magnitude of the change in a reference rate of interest
(typically a short term interest rate). The leverage inherent in inverse
floaters is associated with greater volatility in their market values.
Investments in inverse floaters and similar instruments that have
mortgage-backed securities underlying them will expose a Fund to the
risks associated with those mortgage-backed securities and the values
of those investments may be especially sensitive to changes in
prepayment rates on the underlying mortgage-backed securities.

Collateralized Debt Obligations. A Fund may invest in collateralized
debt obligations (“CDOs”), which include collateralized bond obligations
(“CBOs”), collateralized loan obligations (“CLOs”) and other similarly
structured securities. CBOs and CLOs are types of asset-backed
securities. A CBO is a trust which is backed by a diversified pool of high
risk, below investment grade fixed income securities. A CLO is a trust
typically collateralized by a pool of loans, which may include, among
others, domestic and foreign senior secured loans, senior unsecured
loans and subordinate corporate loans, including loans that may be
rated below investment grade or equivalent unrated loans. CDOs may
charge management fees and administrative expenses. For both CBOs
and CLOs, the cash flows from the trust are split into two or more
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portions, called tranches, varying in risk and yield. The riskiest portion
is the equity tranche which generally bears losses in connection with
the first defaults, if any, on the bonds or loans in the trust and serves
to provide some measure of protection to the other, more senior
tranches from defaults. A senior tranche from a CBO trust or CLO trust
typically has higher ratings and lower yields than the underlying
securities, and can be rated investment grade. Despite the protection
from the equity tranche, CBO or CLO tranches can experience
substantial losses due to actual defaults, increased sensitivity to
defaults due to collateral default and disappearance of protecting
tranches, market anticipation of defaults and aversion to CBO or CLO
securities as a class. The risks of an investment in a CDO depend
largely on the type of the collateral securities and the class of the CDO
in which a Fund invests. Normally, CBOs, CLOs and other CDOs are
privately offered and sold, and thus are not registered under the
securities laws. As a result, investments in CDOs may be characterized
by a Fund as illiquid securities; however, an active dealer market may
exist for CDOs allowing a CDO to qualify under Rule 144A under the
Securities Act. In addition to the normal risks associated with debt
instruments (e.g., interest rate risk and credit risk), CDOs carry
additional risks including, but not limited to: (i) the possibility that
distributions from the collateral will not be adequate to make interest
or other payments; (ii) the quality of the collateral may decline in value
or default; (iii) that they may be subordinate to other classes; and
(iv) the complex structure of the security may not be fully understood at
the time of investment and may produce disputes with the issuer or
others and may produce unexpected investment results.

Non-Diversification Risk

A non-diversified Fund may invest its assets in a smaller number of issuers
than may a diversified mutual fund. These Funds may be more susceptible
to any single economic, political, or regulatory occurrence than a diversified
fund investing in a broader range of issuers. A decline in the market value
of one of the Fund’s investments may affect the Fund’s value more than if
the Fund were a diversified fund.

Portfolio Management Risk

Portfolio management risk is the risk that an investment strategy may fail
to produce the intended results. There can be no assurance that a Fund will
achieve its investment objective. The Adviser’s judgments about the
attractiveness, value and potential appreciation of particular asset classes,
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sectors, securities, or other investments may prove to be incorrect and may
not anticipate actual market movements or the impact of economic
conditions generally. No matter how well a portfolio manager evaluates
market conditions, the investments a portfolio manager chooses may fail to
produce the intended result, and you could lose money on your investment
in a Fund.

Portfolio Turnover Risk

The length of time a Fund has held a particular security is not generally a
consideration in investment decisions. A change in the securities held by a
Fund is known as portfolio turnover. Portfolio turnover generally involves a
number of direct and indirect costs and expenses to the Fund, including, for
example, brokerage commissions, dealer mark-ups and bid/asked spreads,
and transaction costs on the sale of securities and reinvestment in other
securities, and may result in the realization of taxable capital gains
(including short-term gains, which are generally taxable to shareholders at
ordinary income rates). Such costs are not reflected in a Fund’s Total
Annual Fund Operating Expenses set forth under “Fees and Expenses” but
do have the effect of reducing the Fund’s investment return. A Fund and its
shareholders will also share in the costs and tax effects of portfolio
turnover in any underlying funds in which a Fund invests.

Preferred Securities Risk

In addition to many of the risks associated with both fixed income securities
(e.g., interest rate risk and credit risk) and common shares or other equity
securities (see “Equity Issuer Risk”), preferred securities are also subject to
deferral risk. Preferred securities typically contain provisions that allow an
issuer, at its discretion, to defer distributions for an extended period.
Preferred securities may also contain provisions that allow an issuer, under
certain conditions, to skip (in the case of noncumulative preferred
securities) dividend payments. If a Fund owns a preferred security that is
deferring its distributions, the Fund may be required to report income for
tax purposes while it is not receiving any distributions.

Preferred securities typically contain provisions that allow for redemption
in the event of tax or security law changes in addition to call features at the
option of the issuer. In the event of a redemption, a Fund may not be able to
reinvest the proceeds at comparable or favorable rates of return.

Preferred securities typically do not provide any voting rights, except in
cases in which dividends are in arrears beyond a certain time period, which
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varies by issue. Preferred securities are generally subordinated to bonds
and other debt instruments in a company’s capital structure in terms of
priority to corporate income and liquidation payments, and therefore will be
subject to greater credit risk than those debt instruments. Preferred
securities may be substantially less liquid than many other securities.

Price Volatility Risk

The value of a Fund’s investment portfolio will change, potentially
frequently and in large amounts, as the prices of its investments go up or
down. Different parts of the market and different types of securities can
react differently to political or economic or other developments. Issuer,
political or economic developments can affect a single issuer, multiple
issuers within an industry or economic sector or geographic region or
market as a whole. Prices of some securities tend to be more volatile in the
short-term. The fewer the number of issuers in which a Fund invests, the
greater the potential volatility of the Fund’s portfolio.

Real Estate Risk

The value of a Fund’s portfolio could change in light of factors affecting the
real estate industry. Factors affecting real estate values include the supply
of real property in certain markets, changes in zoning laws, delays in
completion of construction, changes in real estate values, changes in
property taxes, levels of occupancy, adequacy of rent to cover operating
expenses, and local and regional market conditions. The value of real
estate related investments also may be affected by changes in interest
rates, macroeconomic developments, and social and economic trends.

REITs also are subject to cash flow dependency, defaults by borrowers, and
the risk of failing to qualify for special tax treatment accorded REITs under
the Code and/or to maintain exemption from investment company status
under the 1940 Act.

Reliance on the Adviser

Each Fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective is dependent upon
the Adviser’s ability to identify profitable investment opportunities for the
Fund. While the portfolio managers of the Funds may have considerable
experience in managing other portfolios with investment objectives, policies
and strategies that are similar, the past experience of the portfolio
managers does not guarantee future results for the Funds.
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Securities or Sector Selection Risk

The risk that the securities held by a Fund will underperform other funds
investing in similar asset classes or comparable benchmarks because of
the portfolio managers’ choice of securities or sectors for investment.

Short Sale Risk

A Fund may sell a security short and borrow the same security from a
broker or other institution to complete the sale. A Fund may make a profit
or incur a loss depending upon whether the market price of the security
decreases or increases between the date of the short sale and the date on
which the Fund must replace the borrowed security. An increase in the
value of a security sold short will result in a loss to the Fund, and there can
be no assurance that the Fund will be able to close out the position at any
particular time or at an acceptable price. The loss to the Fund from a short
sale is potentially unlimited.

Tax Risk

In order to qualify as a regulated investment company under the Code, a
Fund must meet requirements including regarding the source of its
income. (See “Taxes” below for a more detailed discussion.) Income from
certain commodity-linked instruments and from direct investments in
commodities is not income that meets the qualification requirements for a
regulated investment company under the Code (“qualifying income”). The
tax treatment of certain other commodity-linked instruments in which a
Fund might invest is not certain, in particular with respect to whether
income or gains from such instruments constitute qualifying income.
Generally, any income a Fund derives from investments in instruments that
do not generate qualifying income including commodity-linked swaps and
certain other commodity-linked derivatives must be limited to a maximum
of 10% of the Fund’s annual gross income. The Multi-Asset Growth Fund
has obtained a private letter ruling from the Internal Revenue Service
(“IRS”) confirming that the income and gain earned through a wholly-owned
subsidiary that invests in certain types of commodity-linked derivatives
constitute qualifying income. Certain ETFs and other investment pools in
which a Fund may invest might not generate qualifying income, and it may
be difficult for the Fund to determine in advance the amount of
non-qualifying income that would be generated by such investments. If a
Fund were to earn non-qualifying income in excess of 10% of its annual
gross income, it could fail to qualify as a regulated investment company for
that year, unless it is eligible to and does pay a tax at the Fund level. If a
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Fund were to fail to qualify as a regulated investment company, the Fund
would be subject to tax and shareholders of the Fund would be subject to
the risk of diminished returns.

U.S. Government Securities Risk

Some U.S. Government securities, such as Treasury bills, notes, and bonds
and mortgage-backed securities guaranteed by the Government National
Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae), are supported by the full faith and
credit of the United States; others are supported by the right of the issuer
to borrow from the U.S. Treasury; others are supported by the discretionary
authority of the U.S. Government to purchase the agency’s obligations; still
others are supported only by the credit of the issuing agency,
instrumentality, or enterprise. Although U.S. Government-sponsored
enterprises may be chartered or sponsored by Congress, they are not
funded by Congressional appropriations, and their securities are not issued
by the U.S. Treasury, are not supported by the full faith and credit of the
U.S. Government, and so involve greater risk than investments in other
types of U.S. Government securities. In addition, certain governmental
entities have been subject to regulatory scrutiny regarding their accounting
policies and practices and other concerns that may result in legislation,
changes in regulatory oversight and/or other consequences that could
adversely affect the credit quality, availability or investment character of
securities issued or guaranteed by these entities.

The events surrounding the U.S. federal government debt ceiling and any
resulting agreement could adversely affect the Funds’ ability to achieve
their investment objectives. On August 5, 2011, S&P lowered its long-term
sovereign credit rating on the U.S. The downgrade by S&P and other future
downgrades could increase volatility in both stock and bond markets, result
in higher interest rates and lower Treasury prices and increase the costs of
all kinds of debt. These events and similar events in other areas of the
world could have significant adverse effects on the economy generally and
could result in significant adverse impacts on issuers of securities held by
the Funds and the Funds themselves. The Adviser cannot predict the
effects of these or similar events in the future on the U.S. economy and
securities markets or on a Fund’s portfolio. The Adviser may not timely
anticipate or manage existing, new or additional risks, contingencies or
developments.

Portfolio Holdings Information

A description of the Funds’ policies and procedures with respect to the
disclosure of their portfolio securities is available in the SAI. Currently,
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disclosure of the Funds’ portfolio holdings is required by law to be made
quarterly within 60 days of the end of each fiscal quarter in the annual
report and semi-annual report to shareholders and in the quarterly
holdings report on Form N-Q. The SAI and Form N-Q are available, free of
charge, on the EDGAR database on the Securities and Exchange
Commission’s (the “SEC’s”) website at www.sec.gov.
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Management of the Funds

Investment Adviser

The investment adviser for the Funds is DoubleLine Capital LP,
headquartered at 333 South Grand Avenue, Suite 1800, Los Angeles,
California 90071. The Adviser is registered as an investment adviser under
the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended. The Adviser has been
investment adviser to the Funds since the inception of each of the Funds. The
Adviser manages the investment portfolio and business affairs of the Funds
under an Investment Advisory and Management Agreement with the Trust.

The Adviser was founded by Jeffrey E. Gundlach in December 2009. Prior to
founding the Adviser, Mr. Gundlach was Chief Investment Officer of the
TCW Group, Inc. (together with its affiliates, “TCW”). The Adviser’s success
is highly dependent upon its founders. As of June 30, 2012, the Adviser had
over $37 billion of assets under management.

Portfolio Managers

The following individuals serve as portfolio managers and are primarily
responsible for the day-to-day management of the Funds’ portfolios as
indicated below. Please see the SAI for additional information about other
accounts managed by the portfolio managers, the portfolio managers’
compensation and the portfolio managers’ ownership of shares of the
Fund(s) they manage.

Portfolio Manager
Length of Service

with the Funds
Business Experience During

the Past Five Years

Jeffrey E. Gundlach DoubleLine Total
Return Bond Fund
(since inception 2010)
DoubleLine Core Fixed
Income Fund
(since inception 2010)
DoubleLine Multi-Asset
Growth Fund
(since inception 2010)

Mr. Gundlach is the
founder, Chief Executive
Officer, and Chief
Investment Officer of
DoubleLine. Mr. Gundlach
has been Chief Executive
Officer of the Adviser since
its inception in December
2009. Mr. Gundlach’s
business experience
during the last five years
prior to founding the
Adviser includes holding
the following positions at
TCW: Chief Investment
Officer, Group Managing
Director and President.
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Portfolio Manager
Length of Service

with the Funds
Business Experience During

the Past Five Years

Philip A. Barach DoubleLine Total
Return Bond Fund
(since inception 2010)
DoubleLine Low
Duration Bond Fund
(since inception 2011)

Mr. Barach is co-founder
and President of the
Adviser and prior to
DoubleLine, Mr. Barach
was Co-Founder and Group
Managing Director of TCW
Mortgage Group where he
spent over 23 years.

Luz M. Padilla DoubleLine Emerging
Markets Fixed Income
Fund
(since inception 2010)
DoubleLine Multi-Asset
Growth Fund
(since inception 2010)
DoubleLine Low
Duration Bond Fund
(since inception 2011)

Ms. Padilla has been a
Portfolio Manager of the
Adviser since January
2010. For the five-year
period prior to joining the
Adviser, Ms. Padilla was a
Managing Director at TCW.

Bonnie Baha DoubleLine Multi-Asset
Growth Fund
(since inception 2010)
DoubleLine Low
Duration Bond Fund
(since inception 2011)

Ms. Baha has been a
Portfolio Manager of the
Adviser since its inception
in December 2009. For the
five-year period prior to
joining the Adviser,
Ms. Baha was a Managing
Director at TCW.

Samuel Garza DoubleLine Multi-Asset
Growth Fund
(since inception 2010)

Mr. Garza has been a
Portfolio Manager of the
Adviser since its inception
in December 2009. For the
five-year period prior to
joining the Adviser,
Mr. Garza was a Senior
Vice President at TCW.

Jeffrey J. Sherman DoubleLine Multi-Asset
Growth Fund
(since inception 2010)

Mr. Sherman has been a
Portfolio Manager of the
Adviser since September
2010. For the five-year period
prior to joining the Adviser,
Mr. Sherman was a Senior
Vice President at TCW.
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Advisory Agreement

The Trust and the Adviser have entered into an Investment Advisory and
Management Agreement (the “Advisory Agreement”), under the terms of
which the Trust has employed the Adviser to manage the investment of the
assets of each Fund, to place orders for the purchase and sale of its
portfolio securities, and to be responsible for overall management of the
Trust’s business affairs, subject to the oversight of the Board of Trustees.

Under the Advisory Agreement, the Funds pay to the Adviser as
compensation for the services rendered, facilities furnished, and expenses
paid by it, fees at the following annual rates:

Fund

Annual Management
Fee Rate (As a

Percentage of the
Fund’s Average

Daily Net Asset Value)

Management Fee
Paid for the

Fiscal Year Ended
March 31, 2012

(As a Percentage
of the Fund’s
Average Daily

Net Asset Value)

DoubleLine Total Return
Bond Fund 0.40% 0.39%
DoubleLine Core Fixed
Income Fund 0.40% 0.35%
DoubleLine Emerging
Markets Fixed Income Fund 0.75% 0.75%
DoubleLine Multi-Asset
Growth Fund 1.00% 0.58%
DoubleLine Low Duration
Bond Fund 0.35% 0.00%

With respect to the DoubleLine Emerging Markets Fixed Income Fund, the
Adviser has contractually agreed to waive its investment advisory fee and to
reimburse the ordinary operating expenses of the Fund to the extent
necessary to limit the ordinary operating expenses to an amount not to
exceed 0.95% for Class I shares. With respect to the DoubleLine Multi-
Asset Growth Fund, the Adviser has contractually agreed to waive its
investment advisory fee and to reimburse the ordinary operating expenses
of the Fund to the extent necessary to limit the ordinary operating expenses
to an amount not to exceed 1.20% for Class I shares. With respect to the
DoubleLine Low Duration Bond Fund, the Adviser has contractually agreed
to waive its investment advisory fee and to reimburse the ordinary operating
expenses of the Fund to the extent necessary to limit the ordinary operating
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expenses to an amount not to exceed 0.47% for Class I shares. Ordinary
operating expenses exclude taxes, commissions, mark-ups, litigation
expenses, indemnification expenses, interest expenses, Acquired Fund
Fees and Expenses, and any extraordinary expenses. The expense
limitations for the DoubleLine Emerging Markets Fixed Income Fund, the
DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund and the DoubleLine Low Duration
Bond Fund are expected to apply until at least July 24, 2013. However, these
expense limitations may be terminated by the Board of Trustees at any
time.

The Adviser has agreed to reduce its advisory fee to the extent of advisory
fees paid to the Adviser by other investment vehicles sponsored by the
Adviser in respect of assets of the Fund invested in those other vehicles.

Fees waived or expenses reimbursed by the Adviser may be recouped from
a Fund in the three fiscal years following the fiscal year in which the fees
were waived or expenses reimbursed. Any such waiver or reimbursement is
subject to the review of the Board of Trustees and may not cause the
Fund’s ordinary operating expenses to exceed the Fund’s expense
limitation that was in place when the fees were waived or expenses
reimbursed.

A discussion regarding the basis for the Board of Trustees approval of the
Advisory Agreement with respect to the DoubleLine Total Return Bond
Fund, DoubleLine Core Fixed Income Fund, DoubleLine Emerging Markets
Fixed Income Fund and DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund is contained
in the Funds’ annual report to shareholders for the period ended March 31,
2012. A discussion regarding the basis for the Board of Trustees’ approval
of the Advisory Agreement with respect to the DoubleLine Low Duration
Bond Fund is contained in the Funds’ semi-annual report to shareholders
for the period ended September 30, 2011.

The Advisory Agreement provides that the Adviser shall not be liable for any
error of judgment or mistake of law or for any loss suffered by the Funds in
connection with the matters to which the agreement relates, except a loss
resulting from willful misfeasance, bad faith or gross negligence on the
part of the Adviser in the performance of its duties or from reckless
disregard by the Adviser of its duties under the agreement.
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How to Buy Class I Shares

General Information

Each Fund offers more than one class of shares. Shares of each class of a
Fund represent an equal pro rata interest in that share class of the Fund.
The Class I shares are offered at their current net asset value. If you meet
the initial $100,000 investment minimum for regular accounts or $5,000 for
IRA accounts, you may purchase Class I shares directly from each Fund by
contacting the Fund’s transfer agent, or from financial intermediaries that
make shares of the Funds available to their customers. The other share
classes of each Fund are offered in separate Prospectuses. Please call the
Funds’ transfer agent at 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) to obtain more
information concerning a Fund’s other share classes, including the
Prospectuses for the other share classes.

You pay no sales charges to invest in Class I shares of a Fund. The price you
pay for a Fund’s Class I shares is the Class’s net asset value (“NAV”) per
share. Your order to purchase shares will be priced based on the next NAV
calculated after your order is accepted by the Fund. In order for you to
receive the Fund’s share price next calculated, the Fund, the Fund’s
transfer agent, or an authorized financial intermediary must receive your
order before the close of trading on the NYSE (normally, 4:00 p.m., Eastern
Time), and, in the case of a request furnished to an authorized financial
intermediary, the request must be subsequently communicated properly to
the Fund. Because financial intermediaries’ processing times may vary,
please ask your financial intermediary or plan administrator, if any, when
your account will be credited. The Fund may at its discretion reject any
purchase order for Fund shares.

Payments to Financial Intermediaries

Financial intermediaries are firms that, for compensation, sell shares of
mutual funds, including shares of a DoubleLine Fund, and/or provide
certain administrative, recordkeeping, and account maintenance services
to mutual fund shareholders. Financial intermediaries may include, among
others, brokers, financial planners or advisors, retirement plan service
providers, banks, and insurance companies. In some cases, a financial
intermediary may hold its clients’ Fund shares in nominee or street name.
Shareholder services provided by a financial intermediary may (though they
will not necessarily) include, among other things: processing and mailing
trade confirmations, periodic statements, Prospectuses, annual reports,
semiannual reports, shareholder notices, and other SEC-required
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communications; capturing and processing tax data; issuing and mailing
dividend checks to shareholders who have selected cash distributions;
preparing record date shareholder lists for proxy solicitations; collecting
and posting distributions to shareholder accounts; and establishing and
maintaining systematic withdrawals and automated investment plans and
shareholder account registrations. The compensation paid to a financial
intermediary by the Adviser or the Funds in respect of these services is
typically paid periodically over time, during the period when the
intermediary’s clients hold investments in a Fund. The amount of
continuing compensation paid to different financial intermediaries for
distribution and/or shareholder services varies. In most cases, the
compensation is a percentage of the value of the financial intermediary’s
clients’ investments in the Funds. The variation in compensation may, but
will not necessarily, reflect enhanced or additional services provided by the
intermediary. A Fund may reimburse some or all of certain types of
payments made to financial intermediaries, or may make payments directly
to financial intermediaries, that provide certain administrative,
recordkeeping, and account maintenance services. The amount of the
payments made by the Funds is reviewed by the Trustees periodically.

The Adviser, at its own expense and out of its own assets, also may provide
other compensation to financial intermediaries in connection with sales of a
Fund’s shares. Such compensation may include, but is not limited to,
financial assistance to financial intermediaries in connection with
conferences, sales, or training programs for their employees; business
building programs and seminars or informational meetings for the public;
advertising or sales campaigns; or other financial intermediary-sponsored
special events, including support in respect of marketing materials. In
some instances, this compensation may be made available only to certain
financial intermediaries whose representatives have sold or are expected to
sell significant amounts of Fund shares. Dealers may not use sales of the
Funds’ shares to qualify for this compensation to the extent prohibited by
the laws or rules of any state or any self-regulatory agency, such as the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority.

The amount of payments made to different financial intermediaries may not
be the same. These payments may provide incentives for such
intermediaries to make shares of the Funds available to their customers,
and may allow the Funds greater access to such intermediaries and their
customers than would be the case if no payments were made. Such access
advantages include, but are not limited to, placement of the Funds on a list
of mutual funds offered as investment options to the financial
intermediary’s customers (sometimes referred to as “Shelf Space”);
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access to the financial intermediary’s registered representatives; and/or
the ability to assist in training and educating the financial intermediary’s
registered representatives.

Although the amount of such payments may be more or less, payments
made by the Adviser from its own assets to a financial intermediary that is
compensated based on its customers’ assets are typically made at an
annual rate that ranges between 0.05% and 0.10% of the intermediary’s
customers’ assets invested in the Funds.

If payments to financial intermediaries in respect of a particular mutual
fund complex exceed payments made by other mutual fund complexes,
your financial advisor and the financial intermediary employing him or her
may have an incentive to recommend that fund complex over others. Please
speak with your financial advisor to learn more about the total amounts
paid to your financial advisor and his or her firm in respect of shares of the
Funds and by sponsors of other mutual funds he or she may recommend to
you. You should also consult disclosures made by your financial
intermediary at the time of purchase.

Calculation of NAV

The NAV of each class of a Fund is calculated as of the close of trading on
the NYSE (usually, 4:00 p.m., Eastern time) every day the exchange is open.
It is determined by adding the value of a Fund’s securities, cash and other
assets attributable to that class, subtracting all of a Fund’s expenses and
liabilities attributable to that class, and then dividing by the total number of
shares outstanding for that class of a Fund (assets-liabilities/# of shares =
NAV). A Fund’s investments for which market quotations are readily
available are valued based on market value. Market values for domestic
and foreign fixed income securities are normally determined on the basis of
valuations provided by independent pricing services. Prices obtained from
independent pricing services use various observable inputs, including, but
not limited to, information provided by broker-dealers, pricing formulas,
such as dividend discount models, option valuation formulas, estimates of
market values obtained from yield data relating to investments or securities
with similar characteristics and discounted cash flow models that might be
applicable. If a market quotation for a security is unavailable or deemed to
be an unreliable indicator of current market value, a Fund will seek to
obtain a broker quote from an external data vendor or directly from broker-
dealers. Certain fixed income securities purchased on a delayed delivery
basis are marked to market daily until settlement at the forward settlement
date. Short-term investments having a maturity of 60 days or less are
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generally valued at amortized cost; however, securities with a demand
feature exercisable within seven days are generally valued at par. Exchange
traded options, futures and options on futures are valued at the settlement
price determined by the relevant exchange. A Fund will generally value its
investments in other investment companies and private funds, such as
hedge funds, at their reported net asset values, to the extent available.

Investments initially valued in currencies other than the U.S. dollar are
converted to the U.S. dollar using exchange rates obtained from pricing
services at the time a Fund calculates its NAV. As a result, the NAV of a
Fund’s shares may be affected by changes in the values of currencies in
relation to the U.S. dollar. The values of securities traded in markets
outside the United States or denominated in currencies other than the U.S.
dollar may change significantly on a day when the NYSE is closed without
an investor being able to purchase, redeem or exchange shares.

If market or broker-dealer quotations are unavailable or deemed unreliable
for a security or if a security’s value may have been materially affected by
events occurring after the close of a securities market on which the
security principally trades but before a Fund calculates its NAV, a Fund
may, in accordance with procedures adopted by the Board of Trustees,
attempt to assign a value to the security. This fair value may be higher or
lower than any available market price or quotation for such security and,
because this process necessarily depends upon judgment, this value also
may vary from valuations determined by other funds using their own
valuation procedures. While the Funds’ use of fair value pricing is intended
to result in calculation of an NAV that fairly reflects security values as of
the time of pricing, the Funds cannot guarantee that any fair value price
will, in fact, approximate the amount a Fund would actually realize upon the
sale of the securities in question.

The values of a Fund’s investments in foreign securities may be determined
by a pricing service using pricing models designed to estimate likely
changes in the values of those securities between the times at which the
trading in those securities is substantially completed each day and the
close of the NYSE.

Verification of Identity

To help the government fight the funding of terrorism and money
laundering activities, federal law requires that investment companies such
as the Trust obtain, verify, and record information that identifies each
person who opens an account. What this means for you is that when you
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open an account directly with the Trust, the Trust’s transfer agent will ask
you for your name, address, date of birth, taxpayer identification number
and permanent street address. Mailing addresses containing only a P.O.
Box will not be accepted (though an APO or FPO box number can be used by
active duty military personnel). The transfer agent also may ask to see your
driver’s license or other identification documents, and may consult third-
party databases to help verify your identity.

The Funds are required by law to reject your new account application if you
do not provide the required identifying information. The relevant Fund will
attempt to collect any missing information required on the application by
contacting you, or if applicable, your broker. If a Fund is unable to obtain
this information within a timeframe established by the transfer agent in its
sole discretion (for example, 72 hours), which may change from time to
time, your application will be rejected. With respect to opened accounts, the
Funds reserve the right to close your account at the then-current day’s NAV
and remit proceeds to you via check if it is unable to verify your identity. The
Funds will attempt to verify your identity within a timeframe established at
its sole discretion (for example, 96 hours), which may change from time to
time. If you are purchasing shares of the Funds through a financial
intermediary, check with the financial intermediary for details concerning
these requirements.

Minimum Investments for Class I Shares

The minimum investment requirements for initial and subsequent
investment in Class I shares of the Funds are as follows:

Type of Account
Minimum Initial

Investment
Subsequent

Investments*

Regular $100,000 $500
Individual Retirement Account $5,000 $250

* A $100 minimum subsequent purchase amount applies for automatic
investment plans.

The minimum initial and subsequent investment amounts may be modified
for certain financial intermediaries that submit trades on behalf of
underlying investors. The minimum initial and subsequent purchase
amounts may be reduced or waived by the Funds’ distributor, DoubleLine,
or the Trust for specific investors or types of investors, including, without
limitation, employee benefit plans, retirement plans, a financial
intermediary authorized to sell shares of the Funds, employees of the
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Adviser and their family members, the Adviser’s affiliates, employees of the
Adviser’s affiliates and their family members; investment advisory clients of
DoubleLine; and current or former Trustees of the Trust and their family
members. A person’s family members include a person’s spouse or life
partner and other members of the person’s immediate family, including
step and adoptive relationships. Certain intermediaries also may have
investment minimums, which may differ from the Funds’ minimums, and
may be waived at the intermediaries’ discretion. The Trust reserves the
right to change the minimum investment amounts without prior notice.

The Trust may suspend the offering of shares for any period of time.

If your non-retirement account in a Fund falls below the minimum
investment necessary to open the particular type of account as a result of
redemptions and or exchanges for six months or more, the Trust may close
your account and send you the proceeds upon 60 days’ written notice.

New Account Form

If you are making your initial investment in a Fund and need a New Account
Form or need help completing the New Account Form, please contact the
transfer agent at 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) or speak with your
representative at your financial intermediary.

Purchase by Mail

You may purchase shares by sending a check made payable to “DoubleLine
Funds”, together with a completed New Account Form in the case of an
initial investment, to:

Via Regular Mail

DoubleLine Funds Trust
c/o U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC
P.O. Box 701
Milwaukee, WI 53201-0701

Via Express, Registered or Certified Mail

DoubleLine Funds Trust
c/o U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC
615 E. Michigan Street, 3rd Floor
Milwaukee, WI 53202
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Subsequent investments should be accompanied by the stub that is
attached to your account statement that you receive after each transaction
or a note specifying the Fund name, your account number, and the name(s)
your account is registered in.

You also may purchase additional shares of the Fund by calling
877-DLine11 (877-354-6311). If you elected this option on your account
application, and your account has been open for at least 15 days, telephone
orders will be accepted via electronic funds transfer from your bank
account through the Automated Clearing House (“ACH”) network. You must
have banking information established on your account prior to making this
purchase. If your order is accepted prior to 4:00 p.m. Eastern time, your
shares will be purchased at the NAV calculated on that day.

All investments must be in U.S. dollars drawn on domestic banks. The
Funds will not accept cash, money orders, checks drawn on banks outside the
U.S., travelers’ checks, bank checks, drafts, cashiers’ checks in amounts less
than $10,000 or credit card checks. Third-party checks, except those payable
to an existing shareholder, will not be accepted. In addition, the Funds will
not accept post-dated checks, post-dated on-line checks or any conditional
order or payment. If your check does not clear, you will be responsible for

any loss a Fund incurs. You also will be charged $25 for every check

returned unpaid.

The Fund does not consider the U.S. Postal Service or other independent
delivery services to be its agents. Therefore, deposits in the mail or with
such services, or receipt at U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC post office
box, of purchase orders or redemption requests does not constitute receipt
by the transfer agent of the Fund.

Additionally, shares of the Funds have not been registered for sale outside
of the United States. The Funds generally do not sell shares to investors
residing outside of the United States even if they are United States citizens
or lawful permanent residents, except to investors with United States
military APO or FPO addresses.

Purchase by Wire

If you are making your first investment in the Funds, before you wire funds,
the transfer agent must have a completed account application. You may
mail or overnight deliver your account application to the transfer agent.
Upon receipt of your completed account application, the transfer agent will
establish an account for you. The account number assigned will be required
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as part of the instruction that should be provided to your bank to send the
wire. Your bank must include both the name of the Fund you are
purchasing, the account number, and your name so that monies can be
correctly applied.

U.S. Bank N.A.
777 E. Wisconsin Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202
ABA No. 075000022
Credit: U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC
Account No. 112-952-137
Further Credit: DoubleLine Funds [Name of Fund]

(Shareholder Account Number, Shareholder Name)

Before sending your fed wire, please call the transfer agent at 877-DLine11
(877-354-6311) to advise them of the wire. This will ensure prompt and
accurate credit to your account upon receipt of the fed wire.

Wired funds must be received prior to 4:00 p.m., Eastern time to be eligible
for same day pricing. The Funds and U.S. Bank N.A. are not responsible for
the consequences of delays resulting from the banking or Federal Reserve
wire system or from incomplete wiring instructions.

Automatic Investment Plan

Once your account has been opened with the initial minimum investment
you may make additional purchases at regular intervals through the
Automatic Investment Plan (“AIP”). The AIP provides a convenient method
to have monies deducted from your bank account for investment into a
Fund (if your AIP falls on a weekend or holiday, it will be processed on the
following business day). In order to participate in the AIP each purchase
must be in the amount of $100 or more and your financial institution must
be a member of the ACH network. If your financial institution rejects your
payment, the Fund’s transfer agent will charge a $25 fee to your Fund
account. To begin participating in the AIP, please complete the AIP section
on the account application or call the Fund’s transfer agent at 877-DLine11
(877-354-6311). Any request to change or terminate your AIP should be
submitted to the transfer agent at least five business days prior to the
effective date of the next transaction.
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Purchases Through an Authorized Third Party

You may buy a Fund’s shares through certain broker-dealers and financial
intermediaries. If purchases of a Fund’s shares are arranged and
settlement is made at an investor’s election through a registered broker-
dealer, other than the Fund’s distributor, that broker-dealer may, at its
discretion, charge a fee for that service. From time to time, shares of a
Fund may only be available from a single broker-dealer or a limited
number of broker-dealers, which may limit a Fund’s ability to attract
assets.

How to Redeem Shares

General Information

You may redeem shares on any day the Fund and the NYSE are open. Your
shares will be redeemed at the next NAV calculated after your order is
received by the Fund in good order.

If you paid for your shares by check or other means, the Fund will not send
you your redemption proceeds until the check you used to pay for the
shares has cleared or payment for those shares has otherwise been
received. In addition, to the extent permitted under applicable SEC rules,
the Fund may delay sending out redemption proceeds for up to seven days
(generally only applies in cases of very large redemptions, excessive trading
or during unusual market conditions). In case of emergencies or when
trading on the NYSE is restricted, the Fund may suspend redemptions or
postpone payment for more than seven days, as permitted by law.

Redemptions by Mail

You may sell shares by writing a letter that includes:

• your name(s) and signature(s) as they appear on the account form

• your account number

• the Fund name

• the dollar amount you want to redeem

• how and where to send the proceeds
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Mail your letter of instruction to:

Via Regular Mail

DoubleLine Funds Trust
c/o U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC
P.O. Box 701
Milwaukee, WI 53201-0701

Via Express, Registered or Certified Mail

DoubleLine Funds Trust
c/o U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC
615 E. Michigan Street, 3rd Floor
Milwaukee, WI 53202

Your letter of instruction must be accompanied by a signature guarantee or
other documentation, if required (see “Signature Guarantees” below).

Signature Guarantees

Some circumstances require written redemption orders, along with
signature guarantees. These include:

• amounts in excess of $100,000 and a check for the proceeds has been
requested;

• if a change of address request has been received by the transfer agent
within the last 30 days;

• when redemption proceeds are payable to any person, address or bank
account not on record; or

• if ownership is being changed on your account.

The Funds and/or the transfer agent may require a signature guarantee or
other acceptable signature authentication in other instances based on the
circumstances relative to the particular situation.

A signature guarantee helps protect against fraud. You can obtain one
from most banks, securities dealers, credit unions or savings associations
but not from a notary public. Please call 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) to
ensure that your signature guarantee will be processed correctly.
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Non-financial transactions including establishing or modifying certain
services on an account may require a signature guarantee, signature
verification from a Signature Verification Program member, or other
acceptable form of authentication from a financial institution source.

Redemptions by Telephone

You may redeem shares by telephone request unless you have declined to
have this option. You may have a check sent to the address of record,
proceeds may be wired to your predetermined bank account, or funds may
be sent via electronic funds transfer through the ACH network using the
bank instructions previously established on your account. Redemption
proceeds will typically be sent on the business day following your
redemption. Wires are subject to a $15 fee. There is no charge to have
proceeds sent via ACH and proceeds are typically credited to your bank
within two to three days after redemption. Except as noted above under
“—General Information,” proceeds will be processed within seven calendar
days after the Fund receives your redemption request. Call the transfer
agent at 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) to request your transaction.
Telephone redemption requests must be for a minimum of $100.

By establishing telephone redemption, you authorize the Fund’s transfer
agent to act upon telephone instructions. Before executing an instruction
received by telephone, the Fund’s transfer agent will use reasonable
procedures to seek to confirm that telephone instructions are genuine.
These procedures will include recording the telephone call and asking the
caller for a form of personal identification. Once a telephone transaction
has been placed, it cannot be canceled or modified.

Telephone trades must be received by or prior to market close. During
periods of high market activity, shareholders may encounter higher than
usual call waits. Please allow sufficient time to place your telephone
transaction.

Systematic Withdrawal Plan

As another convenience, you may redeem shares through the systematic
withdrawal plan. Call 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) to request a form to add
the plan. Complete the form, specifying the amount and frequency of
withdrawals you would like.

Under the plan, you may choose to receive a specified dollar amount
generated from the redemption of shares in your account. In order to
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participate in the plan, your account balance must be at least $10,000 and
there must be a minimum withdrawal of $500. If you elect this redemption
method, the Funds will send a check to your address of record, or will send
the payment via electronic funds transfer through the Automated Clearing
House (“ACH”) network, directly to your bank account. For payment through
the ACH network, your bank must be an ACH member and your bank
account information must be on file with the Fund. The plan may be
terminated by the Funds at any time.

You may elect to terminate your participation in the plan at any time by
contacting the transfer agent five days prior to the effective date.

To reach the transfer agent, U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC, call toll free
in the U.S. 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311)

Outside the U.S.
213-633-8200 (collect)

Redemptions Through Your Financial Intermediary or Other

Authorized Third Party

You may redeem Class I shares through certain broker-dealers and
financial intermediaries. If redemptions of a Fund’s shares are arranged
and settlement is made at an investor’s election through a registered
broker-dealer, other than the Fund’s distributor, that broker-dealer may, at
its discretion, charge a fee for that service.

You may sell your shares of a Fund back to the Fund through your financial
intermediary on any day the NYSE and the Fund are open. The financial
intermediary may charge you a fee for its services. Redemption requests
will be priced at the NAV next determined after they are received by the
Fund in good order. In order for you to receive the Fund’s NAV determined
on a business day, an authorized financial intermediary must receive your
redemption request in good order before the close of trading on the NYSE
(normally, 4:00 p.m., Eastern Time) and the authorized financial
intermediary must subsequently communicate the request properly to the
Fund. Please contact your financial intermediary for instructions on how to
place redemption requests. Because financial intermediaries’ processing
times may vary, please ask your financial intermediary when your account
will be debited. A redemption request is in good order if it includes the
exact name in which the shares are registered, the investor’s account
number, and the number of shares or the dollar amount of shares to be
redeemed, and, for written requests, if it is signed in accordance with the
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account registration, although in certain circumstances you may need to
submit additional documentation to redeem your shares. A signature
guarantee is required of all account holders for any redemption request in
excess of $100,000. Signature guarantees will generally be accepted from
domestic banks, brokers, dealers, credit unions, national securities
exchanges, registered securities associations, clearing agencies and
savings associations, as well as from participants in the New York Stock
Exchange Medallion Signature Program and the Securities Transfer Agents
Medallion Program (“STAMP”). A notary public is not an acceptable
signature guarantor. Investors should check with their Financial
Intermediary to determine if it is subject to these arrangements.

If you redeem shares through your financial intermediary, your financial
intermediary is responsible for ensuring that the Fund’s transfer agent
receives your redemption request in proper form. If your financial
intermediary receives Federal Reserve wires, you may instruct that your
redemption proceeds be forwarded by wire to your account with it; you may
also instruct that your redemption proceeds be forwarded to you by a wire
transfer. Please indicate your financial intermediary’s or your own
complete wiring instructions. Your financial intermediary may charge you
separately for this service.

Redemption in Kind

The Trust also reserves the right to honor redemption requests in kind (i.e.,
payment in portfolio securities rather than cash). If your shares are
redeemed in kind you will incur transaction costs upon disposition of the
securities received in the distribution.
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Other Account Policies

Trading Limits

Frequent trading activity by Fund shareholders can reduce a Fund’s long-
term performance in a variety of ways, including as a result of increased
trading and transaction costs, disruption to a Fund’s stated portfolio
management strategy, and the need to maintain an elevated cash position
to meet redemptions (and lost opportunity costs as a result thereof) and
forced liquidations. In addition, certain short-term trading activities that
attempt to take advantage of inefficiencies in the valuation of a Fund’s
securities holdings may dilute the interests of the remaining shareholders
and result in unwanted distributions of taxable capital gains to fund
shareholders.

Accordingly, the Board of Trustees has adopted policies and procedures
that are designed to discourage frequent purchases and redemptions of
Fund shares by Fund shareholders. These policies and procedures include:

Trading Limit Policies for All Funds

• Each Fund may reject any purchase order for any reason and
without prior notice. A Fund or a Fund’s transfer agent may
reject a purchase order of any investor or group of investors
or person acting on behalf of any investor or investors, whose
pattern of trading or transaction history involves, in the
opinion of the Adviser or the Fund’s transfer agent, actual or
potential harm to the Fund.

Additional Trading Limit Policies for the DoubleLine Total Return Bond

Fund, the DoubleLine Core Fixed Income Fund, the DoubleLine

Emerging Markets Fixed Income Fund, and the DoubleLine Low Duration

Bond Fund

• The reservation by the Trust of the right to prohibit any
acquisition of a Fund’s shares (through either a purchase or
exchange from another Fund) in any calendar year in which
the acquirer has previously completed four round trip
transactions in the Fund. For this purpose, a round trip
transaction consists of the acquisition of shares of a
particular Fund (through either a purchase or exchange from
another Fund) and the subsequent redemption of shares of
that Fund (through either a sale or an exchange into another
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Fund). These limits on round trip transactions do not,
however, limit a shareholder’s right to redeem their shares.

• Exchanges out of a Fund within a 15-day period from the last
purchase or exchange into the same Fund are monitored.

• Redemptions out of a Fund within a 15-day period following a
purchase may result in future purchases into the Fund being
barred.

Exceptions to these trading limits must be approved by a Fund’s President
or designee and reported to the Board of Trustees on a quarterly basis.

These restrictions do not necessarily apply to asset allocation programs
(including mutual funds that invest in other mutual funds for asset
allocation purposes, and not for short-term trading) and (except to the
extent noted in the next paragraph) do not apply to omnibus accounts, i.e.,
accounts on behalf of multiple, undisclosed investors, maintained by
brokers and other financial intermediaries (including 401(k) or other group
retirement accounts), and to involuntary transactions and automatic
investment programs, such as dividend reinvestment, or transactions
pursuant to a Fund’s systematic investment or withdrawal program. The
Funds may also waive these restrictions on terms acceptable to the Funds
and the Adviser, including in connection with investments by financial
institutions related to obligations the financial institutions may have to third
parties.

While intermediaries, such as brokers, that maintain omnibus accounts
may be required to or may voluntarily impose restrictions on the trading
activity of accounts traded through those intermediaries, a Fund’s ability to
impose restrictions with respect to accounts traded through particular
intermediaries may vary depending on the systems’ capabilities, applicable
contractual and legal restrictions, and cooperation of those intermediaries.
Moreover, the Funds cannot always identify or reasonably detect excessive
trading through omnibus accounts or accounts otherwise facilitated by
financial intermediaries that transmit purchase, exchange and redemption
orders to a Fund, and thus a Fund may have difficulty curtailing such
activity.

Redemption Fees (DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund only)

The DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund imposes redemption fees.
Redemption fees are paid to and retained by the Fund to help offset, at least
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in part, portfolio transaction costs and other related costs incurred by the
Fund as a result of a redemption of shares made within 90 days of purchase
by allocating some of those costs to the redeeming shareholder. The Fund
will apply a redemption fee equal to 1% of the value of any shares
redeemed within 90 days of purchase. To the extent that the redemption fee
applies, the price you will receive when you redeem your shares of the Fund
is the net asset value next determined after receipt of your redemption
request in good order, minus the redemption fee. The Adviser may impose
a new redemption fee for the Fund or modify the existing fee at any time.
The Fund permits exceptions to the redemption fee policy for the following
transactions: (i) to the extent the exception is requested by a financial
intermediary and the intermediary agrees to administer the exception
uniformly among similarly-affected clients, redemptions or exchanges by
discretionary asset allocation or wrap programs (“wrap programs”) that
are initiated by the sponsor of the program as part of a periodic
rebalancing, provided that such rebalancing occurs no more frequently
than quarterly, or, if more frequent, was the result of an extraordinary
change in the management or operation of the wrap program leading to a
revised investment model that is applied across all applicable accounts in
the wrap program; (ii) to the extent the exception is requested by a financial
intermediary and the intermediary agrees to administer the exception
uniformly among similarly-affected clients, redemptions or exchanges by a
wrap program that are made as a result of a full withdrawal from the wrap
program or as part of a systematic withdrawal plan; (iii) to the extent the
exception is requested by a financial intermediary and the intermediary
agrees to administer the exception uniformly among similarly-affected
clients, the following transactions in participant-directed retirement plans:
(A) where the shares being redeemed were purchased with new
contributions to the plan (for example, payroll contributions, employer
contributions, and loan repayments); (B) redemptions made in connection
with taking out a loan from the plan; (C) redemptions in connection with
death, disability, hardship withdrawals, or Qualified Domestic Relations
Orders; (iv) redemptions made as part of a systematic withdrawal plan;
(v) redemptions made by a defined contribution plan in connection with a
termination or restructuring of the plan; (vi) redemptions made in
connection with a participant’s termination of employment; (vii)
redemptions made as part of a periodic rebalancing under an asset
allocation model; (viii) involuntary redemptions, such as those resulting
from a shareholder’s failure to maintain a minimum investment in the
Fund; (ix) redemptions of shares acquired through the reinvestment of
dividends or distributions paid by the Fund; (x) redemptions and exchanges
effected by other mutual funds (for example, funds of funds) that are
sponsored by DoubleLine or its affiliates; (xi) to the extent the Fund is used
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as a qualified default investment alternative under the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 for certain 401(k) plans; and
(xii) otherwise as the officers of DoubleLine or the Trust may determine is
appropriate after consideration of the purpose of the transaction and the
potential impact to the Fund.

The application of the redemption fee and exceptions may vary among
intermediaries, and certain intermediaries may not apply the exceptions
listed above. If you purchase or sell fund shares through an intermediary,
you should contact your intermediary for more information on whether the
redemption fee will be applied to redemptions of your shares.

Please refer to the “Shareholder Fees” table under the caption “Fees and
Expenses for the Fund” for details regarding the redemption fee charged by
the DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund.

Exchange Privilege

You can exchange your Class I shares in a Fund for Class I shares in
another DoubleLine Fund (if available). Any exchange is subject to the same
minimums as an initial or subsequent investment, as applicable. You can
request your exchange in writing or by calling the transfer agent at
877-DLine11 (877-354-6311). Be sure to read the current Prospectus for
the Fund into which you are exchanging. Any new account established
through an exchange will have the same registration as the account from
which you are exchanging and will have the same privileges as your original
account (as long as they are available). In addition, the Trust reserves the
right to change or discontinue its exchange privilege, or temporarily
suspend this privilege during unusual market conditions, to the extent
permitted under applicable SEC rules.

Conversion of Shares Between Classes

From time to time, the Funds may authorize the conversion of shares of
one class to another share class, provided that the shares of the other
class are eligible for sale in the owner’s state of residence and all other
applicable terms and conditions are met. Further information about
conversion of shares between classes may be found in the SAI.

Notice Regarding Delivery of Fund Documents

You will receive periodic mailings regarding the Funds in which you invest.
In order to reduce the volume of mail you receive, only one copy of each
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mailing (including, for example, fund Prospectuses) may be sent to an
address shared by two or more accounts or to shareholders we reasonably
believe are from the same family or household. If you would like to receive
one copy of a mailing for each account, please call 877-DLine11
(877-354-6311) to request individual copies of these documents. You must
submit a written request to receive individual copies of a Prospectus or
shareholder report. It may take up to thirty days to process your request.

Unclaimed Property

Your mutual fund account may be transferred to your state of residence if
no activity occurs within your account during the inactivity period specified
in your state’s abandoned property laws.

Cost Basis Reporting

When you redeem or exchange Fund shares, the Fund or, if you purchase
your shares through a financial intermediary, your financial intermediary
generally is required to report to you and the IRS on an IRS Form 1099-B
cost-basis information with respect to those shares, as well as information
about whether any gain or loss on your redemption or exchange is short- or
long-term and whether any loss is disallowed under the “wash sale” rules.
This reporting requirement is effective for Fund shares acquired by you
(including through dividend reinvestment) on or after January 1, 2012, when
you subsequently redeem or exchange those shares. Such reporting
generally is not required for shares held in a retirement or other
tax-advantaged account. Cost basis is typically the price you pay for your
shares (including reinvested dividends), with adjustments for certain
commissions, wash-sales, organizational actions, and other items,
including any returns of capital paid to you by the Fund in respect of your
shares. Cost basis is used to determine your net gains and losses on any
shares you redeem or exchange in a taxable account.

A Fund or your financial intermediary, as applicable, will permit you to
select from a list of alternative cost basis reporting methods to determine
your cost basis in Fund shares acquired on or after January 1, 2012. If you
do not select a particular cost basis reporting method, the Fund or financial
intermediary will apply its default cost basis reporting method to your
shares. If you hold your shares directly in a Fund account, the Fund’s
default method (or the method you have selected by notifying the Fund) will
apply; if you hold your shares in an account with a financial intermediary,
the intermediary’s default method (or the method you have selected by
notifying the intermediary) will apply. Please contact the Funds at
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877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) or consult your financial intermediary, as
appropriate, for more information on the available methods for cost basis
reporting and how to select or change a particular method. You should
consult your tax advisor concerning the application of these rules to your
investment in a Fund, and to determine which available cost basis method
is best for you. Please note that you are responsible for calculating and
reporting your cost basis in Fund shares acquired prior to January 1, 2012
as this information will not be reported to you by the Fund and may not be
reported to you by your financial intermediary.

Distributions

The amount of distributions of net investment income and of net realized
long- and short-term capital gains payable to Class I shareholders will be
determined separately for each Fund class. Dividends of the net investment
income of each Fund, if any, will be declared and paid monthly, except for
the DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund, which will declare and pay
dividends quarterly. Each Fund will distribute net realized short-term
capital gains and net realized long-term capital gains, if any, at least
annually. Your distributions will be reinvested in the relevant Fund unless
you instruct that Fund otherwise. A Fund does not charge any fees or sales
loads on shares purchased through the automatic reinvestment of
distributions. You may request that distributions be paid by check. If you
elect to receive distributions of net investment income and/or capital gains
paid in cash and the U.S. Postal Service cannot deliver the check, or if a
check remains outstanding for six months, the relevant Fund reserves the
right to reinvest the distribution check in your account at that Fund’s then
current net asset value and will reinvest all subsequent distributions until
instructed otherwise.

Taxes

This section provides a summary of certain U.S. federal income tax
considerations relevant to an investment in a Fund; it is not intended to be a
full discussion of tax laws and the effects of such laws on you, or to address
all aspects of taxation that may apply to specific types of shareholders such
as foreign persons. Furthermore, this discussion is based on the provisions
of the Code that are in effect as of the date of this Prospectus, which
provisions are subject to change, including retroactively. There may be
other federal, state, or local tax considerations applicable to a particular
investor. You are urged to consult your own tax advisor regarding your
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investment in a Fund (including the status of your distributions from the
Fund). Additional tax information may be found in the SAI.

Taxes on dividends and distributions. For U.S. federal income tax
purposes, distributions of investment income (including from municipal
bonds, unless a Fund meets applicable holdings requirements that none of
the Funds expects to meet) are generally taxable to you as ordinary income.
Taxes on distributions of capital gains are determined by how long a Fund
owned the investments that generated the gains, rather than how long you
have owned your shares. Distributions that a Fund properly reports to you
as gains from investments that the Fund owned for more than one year are
generally taxable to you as long-term capital gains. Distributions of gains
from investments that the Fund owned for one year or less and gains on the
sale of or payments on bonds characterized as having market discount are
generally taxable to you as ordinary income. For taxable years beginning
before January 1, 2013, distributions of investment income that a Fund
properly reports to you as derived from qualified dividend income are taxed
in the hands of individuals at rates applicable to long-term capital gains,
provided holding period and other requirements are met at both the
shareholder and Fund level. The DoubleLine Total Return Bond Fund, the
DoubleLine Core Fixed Income Fund, the DoubleLine Emerging Markets
Fixed Income Fund, and the DoubleLine Low Duration Bond Fund do not
expect a significant portion of their distributions to derive from qualified
dividend income. Long-term capital gain rates applicable to individuals
have been temporarily reduced — in general, to 15% with a 0% rate
applying to taxpayers in the 10% and 15% rate brackets — for taxable years
beginning before January 1, 2013. Absent further legislation, the maximum
long-term capital gain rate is scheduled to increase generally to 20% and
the special tax treatment of qualified dividend income will no longer be
available for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2013.

Effective for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2013, a new
3.8% Medicare contribution tax will be imposed on the “net investment
income” of individuals, estates and trusts whose income exceeds certain
threshold amounts. Net investment income generally includes for this
purpose dividends paid by a Fund, including any capital gain dividends, and
net capital gains recognized on the sale, redemption or exchange of shares
of a Fund. Shareholders are advised to consult their tax advisors regarding
the possible implications of this additional tax on their investment in a
Fund.

Distributions are taxable to you even if they are paid from income or gains
earned by a Fund before your investment (and thus were included in the
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price you paid). Distributions are taxable in the manner described herein
whether you receive them in cash or reinvest them in additional shares.

Distributions by a Fund to retirement plans and other tax-advantaged
accounts that qualify for tax-exempt treatment under federal income tax
laws generally will not be taxable. Special tax rules apply to investments
through such plans and/or accounts. You should consult your tax advisor to
determine the suitability of the Fund as an investment through such a plan
and/or account and the tax treatment of distributions (including
distributions of amounts attributable to an investment in a Fund) from such
a plan and/or account.

A Fund’s investment in certain debt obligations, hedging transactions and
derivatives can cause the Fund to recognize taxable income in excess of the
cash generated by such obligations. Thus, a Fund could be required at
times to liquidate investments, including at times when it may not be
advantageous to do so, in order to satisfy its distribution requirements (see
“Tax Status of the Funds” below). Such dispositions could result in
realization of capital gains, including short-term capital gains that are
generally taxable to shareholders at ordinary income rates.

Absent a specific statutory exemption, dividends (other than capital gain
dividends) paid to a shareholder that is not a “U.S. person” within the
meaning of the Code (a “foreign person”) are subject to withholding of U.S.
federal income tax at a rate of 30% (or lower applicable treaty rate). For
taxable years of a Fund beginning before January 1, 2012, the Fund was not
required to withhold any amounts with respect to distributions made to
foreign persons of certain U.S.-source interest income (“interest-related

dividends”) and net short-term capital gains in excess of long-term capital
losses (“short-term capital gain dividends”), to the extent such
distributions were properly reported as such by the Fund in a written notice
to shareholders. It is currently unclear whether Congress will extend these
exemptions for distributions with respect to taxable years of a Fund
beginning on or after January 1, 2012, or what the terms of such an
extension would be, including whether such extension would have
retroactive effect. If you are a non-U.S. investor, please consult your own
tax advisor regarding the tax consequences of investing in the Funds.

Taxes when you sell, redeem or exchange your shares. Any gain resulting
from a sale, redemption, or exchange (including an exchange for shares of
another fund) of your shares in the Funds will generally be subject to
federal income tax at either short-term or long-term capital gain rates
depending on how long you owned your shares.
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Tax Status of the Funds. Each Fund intends to qualify and be treated each
year as a regulated investment company under the Code, such that the
Fund will not be subject to federal income tax on income and capital gains
distributed to shareholders. In order to qualify for the special tax treatment
accorded regulated investment companies and their shareholders, the
Fund must meet requirements with respect to the sources of its income,
the diversification of its assets, and the distribution of its income. The Fund
could in some cases cure a failure to comply with these requirements,
including by paying a Fund-level tax and, in the case of a diversification
failure, disposing of certain assets. If the Fund were ineligible to or
otherwise did not cure such a failure, or if the Fund were otherwise to fail to
qualify as a regulated investment company, the Fund would be subject to
federal income tax on its net income at regular corporate rates without
reduction for distributions to shareholders. When distributed, that income
would also be taxable to shareholders as an ordinary dividend to the extent
attributable to the Fund’s earnings and profits, thereby potentially
diminishing shareholder returns.

Foreign taxes. The Funds’ investments in foreign securities may be subject
to foreign withholding or other taxes. In that case, a Fund’s return on those
securities may be decreased. Shareholders of the Funds generally will not
be entitled to claim a credit or deduction with respect to foreign taxes,
unless the Funds meet certain requirements relating to their asset
holdings. In addition, investments in foreign securities may increase or
accelerate a Fund’s recognition of ordinary income and may affect the
timing or amount of the Fund’s distributions.

Derivatives. The Funds’ use of derivatives may affect the amount, timing,
and character of distributions to shareholders and, therefore, may increase
the amount of taxes payable by shareholders.

Investments in Other Funds. Special tax consequences may apply to
shareholders of a Fund as a result of its investments in other funds. Please
see the SAI under “Distributions and Taxes” for more information.

Backup Withholding. The Fund will be required in certain cases to withhold
on distributions paid to a shareholder who (1) has provided the Fund either
an incorrect tax identification number or no number at all, (2) who is
subject to backup withholding by the IRS for failure to properly report
payments of interest or dividends, (3) who has failed to certify to the Fund
that such shareholder is not subject to backup withholding, or (4) has not
certified that such shareholder is a U.S. person (including a U.S. resident
alien).
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Reporting. Shareholders will be advised annually as to the federal tax
status of distributions made by a Fund for the preceding calendar year.

Consult your tax advisor about other possible tax consequences. This is a
summary of certain U.S. federal income tax consequences of investing in
the Funds. You should consult your tax advisor for more information on
your own tax situation, including possible other federal, state, local and
foreign tax consequences of investing in the Fund. For more information,
see “Distributions and Taxes” in the SAI.

Index Descriptions

The Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index represents securities that
are SEC-registered, taxable, and dollar denominated. This index covers the
U.S. investment grade fixed rate bond market, with index components for
government and corporate securities, mortgage pass-through securities,
and asset-backed securities. These major sectors are subdivided into more
specific indices that are calculated and reported on a regular basis.

The JP Morgan Emerging Markets Bond (EMBI) Global Diversified Index is
a uniquely weighted version of the EMBI Global which includes U.S. dollar-
denominated Brady bonds, Eurobonds and traded loans issued by sovereign
and quasi-sovereign entities. It limits the weights of those index countries
with larger debt stocks by only including specified portions of these
countries’ eligible current face amounts of debt outstanding.

The Morgan Stanley Capital International All Country World Index is
designed to provide a broad measure of stock performance throughout the
world. The MSCI All Country World Index includes both developed and
emerging markets.

The Standard & Poor’s Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI) Total

Return is a composite index of commodity sector returns representing an
unleveraged, long-only investment in commodity futures that is broadly
diversified across the spectrum of commodities.

The S&P 500® Index is an unmanaged capitalization-weighted index of 500
stocks designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy
through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing
all major industries.

Direct investment in an index is not possible.
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Financial Highlights

The following tables illustrate the financial performance for each Fund for
the fiscal periods shown. Certain information reflects financial results for a
single Fund share. Total return illustrates how much your investment in a
Fund would have increased or decreased during each period, assuming you
had reinvested all dividends and distributions. This information has been
audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, the Funds’ independent
registered public accounting firm. Its report and the Funds’ financial
statements are included in the Funds’ most recent Annual Report to
shareholders, which is available upon request.
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DoubleLine Total Return Bond Fund

Financial Highlights For a capital share outstanding throughout the period

CLASS I
Year Ended

March 31, 2012
Period Ended

March 31, 20111

Net Asset Value, Beginning of
Period $10.96 $10.00

INCOME (LOSS) FROM

INVESTMENT OPERATIONS:

Net Investment Income (Loss)4 0.77 1.02
Net Gain (Loss) on Investments
(Realized and Unrealized) 0.31 0.87

Total from Investment Operations 1.08 1.89

LESS DISTRIBUTIONS:

Distributions from Net Investment
Income (0.87) (0.93)
Distributions from Net Realized
Gain — —

Total Distributions (0.87) (0.93)

Net Asset Value, End of Period $11.17 $10.96
Total Return 10.18% 19.28%2

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA:

Net Assets, End of Period (000’s) $16,226,569 $4,330,408

RATIOS TO AVERAGE NET ASSETS:

Expenses Before Fees Waived 0.50% 0.53%3

Expenses After Fees Waived 0.49% 0.49%3

Net Investment Income (Loss) 6.86% 9.42%3

Portfolio Turnover Rate 15% 17%2

1 Commencement of operations on April 6, 2010.
2 Not Annualized.
3 Annualized.
4 Calculated based on average shares outstanding during the period.
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DoubleLine Core Fixed Income Fund

Financial Highlights For a capital share outstanding throughout the period

CLASS I
Year Ended

March 31, 2012
Period Ended

March 31, 20111

Net Asset Value, Beginning of
Period $10.46 $10.00

INCOME (LOSS) FROM

INVESTMENT OPERATIONS:

Net Investment Income (Loss)4 0.50 0.57
Net Gain (Loss) on Investments
(Realized and Unrealized) 0.65 0.41

Total from Investment Operations 1.15 0.98

LESS DISTRIBUTIONS:

Distributions from Net Investment
Income (0.52) (0.48)
Distributions from Net Realized
Gain (0.03) (0.04)

Total Distributions (0.55) (0.52)

Net Asset Value, End of Period $11.06 $10.46
Total Return 11.19% 9.90%2

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA:

Net Assets, End of Period (000’s) $1,544,169 $158,043

RATIOS TO AVERAGE NET ASSETS:

Expenses Before Fees Waived 0.54% 0.85%3

Expenses After Fees Waived 0.49% 0.49%3

Net Investment Income (Loss) 4.51% 6.56%3

Portfolio Turnover Rate 81% 84%2

1 Commencement of operations on June 1, 2010.
2 Not Annualized.
3 Annualized.
4 Calculated based on average shares outstanding during the period.
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DoubleLine Emerging Markets Fixed Income Fund

Financial Highlights For a capital share outstanding throughout the period

CLASS I
Year Ended

March 31, 2012
Period Ended

March 31, 20111

Net Asset Value, Beginning of
Period $10.57 $10.00

INCOME (LOSS) FROM

INVESTMENT OPERATIONS:

Net Investment Income (Loss)4 0.58 0.60
Net Gain (Loss) on Investments
(Realized and Unrealized) 0.23 0.52

Total from Investment Operations 0.81 1.12

LESS DISTRIBUTIONS:

Distributions from Net Investment
Income (0.58) (0.52)
Distributions from Net Realized
Gain (0.10) (0.03)

Total Distributions (0.68) (0.55)

Net Asset Value, End of Period $10.70 $10.57
Total Return 7.96% 11.48%2

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA:

Net Assets, End of Period (000’s) $349,926 $106,227

RATIOS TO AVERAGE NET ASSETS:

Expenses Before Fees Waived 0.95% 1.32%3

Expenses After Fees Waived 0.95% 0.95%3

Net Investment Income (Loss) 5.47% 5.85%3

Portfolio Turnover Rate 177% 109%2

1 Commencement of operations on April 6, 2010.

2 Not Annualized.

3 Annualized.

4 Calculated based on average shares outstanding during the period.
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DoubleLine Multi-Asset Growth Fund

Financial Highlights For a capital share outstanding throughout the period

CLASS I
Year Ended

March 31, 2012
Period Ended

March 31, 20111

Net Asset Value, Beginning of
Period $10.11 $10.00

INCOME (LOSS) FROM

INVESTMENT OPERATIONS:

Net Investment Income (Loss)4 0.42 0.10
Net Gain (Loss) on Investments
(Realized and Unrealized) (0.16) 0.02

Total from Investment Operations 0.26 0.12

LESS DISTRIBUTIONS:

Distributions from Net Investment
Income (0.34) (0.01)
Distributions from Net Realized
Gain — —

Total Distributions (0.34) (0.01)

Net Asset Value, End of Period $10.03 $10.11
Total Return 2.67% 1.24%2

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA:

Net Assets, End of Period (000’s) $85,073 $22,128

RATIOS TO AVERAGE NET ASSETS:

Expenses Before Fees Waived 1.51% 5.11%3

Expenses After Fees Waived 1.09% 1.18%3

Net Investment Income (Loss) 4.14% 3.57%3

Portfolio Turnover Rate 48% 19%2

1 Commencement of operations on December 20, 2010.
2 Not Annualized.
3 Annualized.
4 Calculated based on average shares outstanding during the period.
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DoubleLine Low Duration Bond Fund

Financial Highlights For a capital share outstanding throughout the period

CLASS I
Period Ended

March 31, 20121

Net Asset Value, Beginning of Period $10.00

INCOME (LOSS) FROM INVESTMENT OPERATIONS:

Net Investment Income (Loss)4 0.11
Net Gain (Loss) on Investments (Realized and
Unrealized) 0.13

Total from Investment Operations 0.24

LESS DISTRIBUTIONS:

Distributions from Net Investment Income (0.08)
Distributions from Net Realized Gain —

Total Distributions (0.08)

Net Asset Value, End of Period $10.16
Total Return2 2.44%

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA:

Net Assets, End of Period (000’s) $132,117

RATIOS TO AVERAGE NET ASSETS:

Expenses Before Fees Waived3 0.94%
Expenses After Fees Waived3 0.47%
Net Investment Income (Loss)3 2.10%
Portfolio Turnover Rate2 46%

1 Commencement of operations on September 30, 2011.
2 Not Annualized.
3 Annualized.
4 Calculated based on average shares outstanding during the period.
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PRIVACY POLICY

What Does DoubleLine Do With Your Personal Information

Financial companies choose how they share your personal information.
This notice provides information about how we collect, share, and protect
your personal information, and how you might choose to limit our ability to
share certain information about you. Please read this notice carefully.

All financial companies need to share customers’ personal information to
run their everyday businesses. Accordingly, information, confidential and
proprietary, plays an important role in the success of our business.
However, we recognize that you have entrusted us with your personal and
financial data, and we recognize our obligation to keep this information
secure. Maintaining your privacy is important to us, and we hold ourselves
to a high standard in its safekeeping and use. Most importantly, DoubleLine
does not sell its customers’ non-public personal information to any third
parties. DoubleLine uses its customers’ non-public personal information
primarily to complete financial transactions that its customers request or
to make its customers aware of other financial products and services
offered by a DoubleLine affiliated company.

DoubleLine may collect non-public information about you from the
following sources:

• Information we receive about you on applications or other forms;

• Information you may give us orally;

• Information about your transactions with us or others;

• Information you submit to us in correspondence, including emails or
other electronic communications; and

• Information about any bank account you use for transfers between
your bank account and any Fund account, including information
provided when effecting wire transfers.

DoubleLine does not disclose any non-public personal information about
our customers or former customers without the customer’s authorization,
except that we may disclose the information listed above, as follows:

• It may be necessary for DoubleLine to provide information to
nonaffiliated third parties in connection with our performance of the
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services we have agreed to provide you. For example, it might be
necessary to do so in order to process transactions and maintain
accounts.

• DoubleLine will release any of the non-public information listed above
about a customer if directed to do so by that customer or if DoubleLine
is authorized by law to do so, such as in the case of a court order, legal
investigation, or other properly executed governmental request.

• In order to alert a customer to other financial products and services
offered by an affiliate, DoubleLine may share information with an
affiliate, including companies using the DoubleLine name. Such
products and services may include, for example, other investment
products offered by a DoubleLine company. If you prefer that we not
disclose non-public personal information about you to our affiliates for
this purpose, you may direct us not to make such disclosures (other
than disclosures permitted by law) by calling 877-DLine11
(877-354-6311). If you limit this sharing and you have a joint account,
your decision will be applied to all owners of the account.

We will limit access to your personal account information to those agents
and vendors who need to know that information to provide products and
services to you. Your information is not provided by us to nonaffiliated third
parties for marketing purposes. We maintain physical, electronic, and
procedural safeguards to guard your non-public personal information.

As required by federal law, DoubleLine will notify customers of
DoubleLine’s Privacy Policy annually. DoubleLine reserves the right to
modify this policy at any time, but in the event that there is a change,
DoubleLine will promptly inform its customers of that change.
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DoubleLine Funds Trust
You can find more information about the Funds in the following documents:

Statement of Additional Information (SAI)

The Funds’ SAI provides more details about each Fund’s investments and
its policies. A current SAI is on file with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) and is incorporated by reference into this document and
is legally considered part of this Prospectus. The SAI can be reviewed and
photocopied at the SEC’s Public Reference Room in Washington, D.C.

Annual and Semi-Annual Reports

Additional information about each Fund’s investments is available in the
Funds’ annual and semi-annual reports to shareholders. The Funds’
annual report contains a discussion of the market conditions and
investment strategies that affected the Funds’ performance during the
Funds’ most recent fiscal year.

TO OBTAIN INFORMATION

You can obtain a free copy of these documents, request other information
or make general inquiries about the Funds by contacting the Funds:
By Internet:

Go to www.doublelinefunds.com
By Telephone:

Call 877-DLine11 (877-354-6311) or your financial intermediary.
By Mail:

Write to:
U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC
P.O. Box 701
Milwaukee, WI 53201

From the SEC

Reports and other information about the Funds (including the statement of
additional information) can be reviewed and copied at the Commission’s
Public Reference Room in Washington, D.C., and information on the
operation of the Public Reference Room may be obtained by calling the
Commission at (202) 551-8090. The reports and other information about the
Funds are available on the EDGAR Database on the Commission’s Internet
site at http://www.sec.gov, and that copies of this information may be
obtained, after paying a duplicating fee, by electronic request at
publicinfo@sec.gov or by writing the Commission’s Public Reference
Section, Washington, D.C. 20549-1520.

Investment Company Act File Number 811-22378
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